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The work presented in this thesis aims to reveal some of the underlying mechanisms that 
allow innate immune cells to recognize and react to invading pathogens with an efficient 
immune response. We discuss the effects of pathogen recognition at the molecular scale 
on intracellular signaling, and at larger scale at cellular function.  

Immediately after physical barriers, the immune system represents the primary line of 
defense that protects living organisms against infecting pathogens. Normally, the series of 
events that characterize the immune response to invading pathogens can be summarized 
by: 1) the recognition of the invading pathogen (bacteria, virus, fungi and other parasites), 
and 2) the response aimed at clearing the pathogen and the infected cells. This immune 
response aims to limit the damage to healthy and uninfected cells and to guarantee the 
survival of the organism as a whole. 

The recognition of the pathogen is primarily required to induce an immunological 
response. Independently of the complexity of the biological system, the recognition and 
the choice to respond or not to a specific pathogen is primarily made by the innate 
immune system. This system comprises cells that are equipped with pathogen recognition 
receptors (PRRs), a class of receptors devoted to the recognition of conserved pathogen 
structures. PPRs represent a relatively simple but effective mechanism of pathogen 
recognition. Its importance is highlighted by its conservation between species, as it can be 
found in plants, invertebrates, as well as vertebrates. 
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Upon recognition of invading pathogens, innate immune cells activate a cellular program 
to clear the pathogen and the infected cells through direct lysis and induction of cell death, 
respectively. In invertebrates and plants, innate immunity provides the primary strategy of 
defense against pathogenic infection. In vertebrates innate immune cells also recruit an 
additional more refined immune response, the adaptive immune system. Adaptive 
immunity reinforces the defense against pathogens and enables a more prompt response 
during recurrent future infections by establishing an immunological memory. Considering 
the level of complexity and the long life span of vertebrates, the presence of an adaptive 
immune system constitutes an advantageous mechanism for immune cells to establish and 
maintain an efficient pathogen defense. 

The typical properties of innate immune cells in vertebrates - recognition of invading 
pathogens, induction of infected cell death and instruction of the adaptive immune 
system - are illustrated by plasmacytoid dendritic cells (pDCs). This subclass of innate 
immune cells recognizes specific nucleic acid components of pathogens through 
specialized PRRs, the Toll-like receptors (TLRs). Upon activation, pDCs produce 
cytotoxic molecules to directly kill infected cells, and express co-stimulatory molecules 
and cytokines that activate and instruct T and B cells. Understanding the development and 
function of pDCs therefore helps to define the mechanisms that the immune system adopts 
during pathogen infection. 

The first part of this thesis is dedicated to the biology of pDCs. In chapter 2, we describe 
the transcriptional regulation of pDC development and survival. We continue in chapter 3 
by taking a closer look at the mechanisms that regulate the expression of cytotoxic 
molecules by pDCs, focusing on TNF-related apoptosis-inducing ligand (TRAIL). The 
ability to express TRAIL and exert its cytotoxic function is conserved between innate 
immune cells. This leads us to investigate whether the same mechanisms that control 
TRAIL expression in pDCs could also be found in other innate immune cells such as 
natural killer cells. The results of this investigation are subject of chapter 4 and chapter 5. 
pDCs represent also a perfect example of recognition of non-self nucleic acid by innate 
immune cells. In chapter 6 we study the mechanisms by which other innate immune cells, 
specifically macrophages and DCs, recognize and respond to pathogen-derived nucleic 
acids. Understanding these processes constitutes the basis for optimizing the development 
of therapeutic strategies in infection and related immune diseases. 

 



 
 

                                                                          Introduction 
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1. The  innate  immune system: pathogen recognition and defense 
strategies 

Vertebrate immune cells are classified as innate and adaptive immune cells. Innate 
immune cells mainly comprise macrophages, dendritic cells, natural killer cells, mast 
cells, neutrophils and eosinophils. Immediately after physical barriers, these cells 
constitute the first line of defense against pathogenic insults due to their ability to 
discriminate conserved protein, carbohydrates, lipids or nucleic acids structures that 
originate from the invading pathogens (1,2). These structures, defined pathogen associated 
molecular patterns (PAMPs), are recognized by the germ-line DNA encoded pattern 
recognition receptors (PRRs) expressed by the innate immune cells (1,3).  
The engagement of PRRs by PAMPs leads to the induction of an intracellular signaling 
cascade that activates innate immune cells, whose primary function is to clear the 
invading pathogen and infected cells, limiting the pathogen dissemination. The 
containment of pathogen spreading is mediated through direct lysis of the pathogen (such 
as via production of reactive oxygen species), and through induction of cell death of 
infected cells. Within the diverse mechanisms that lead to infected cell death, apoptosis 
(or programmed cell death) occupies a major role. Apoptosis can be triggered by proteases 
that enter the infected cell’s cytoplasm, for instance granzyme B, or by ligand-receptor 
interaction (4). The latter is the mechanism used by immune cells that express apoptosis-
inducing members of the tumor necrosis factor (TNF) superfamily of proteins (4,5). The 
sacrifice of infected cells through apoptosis for the benefit of the organism as a whole 
constitutes an efficient strategy of immune defense of multicellular organisms. 
Importantly, this controlled form of cell death permits infected cells to be removed in a 
controlled way, avoiding the excessive immune reaction that would be generated by 
uncontrolled cell death.  
This primary mechanism of immune defense is reinforced in vertebrates by adaptive 
immune cells, which mainly include B and T cells. Innate immune cells are equipped with 
the intracellular machinery that allows the processing and presentation of pathogen 
antigens to B and T cells, and defines them as antigen presenting cells (APC). Together 
with the expression of chemo-attractants and co-stimulatory molecules, this property 
allows innate immune cells to recruit and instruct the response of the adaptive immune 
system. Dendritic cells (DCs) play a major role in antigen presentation, thereby bridging 
innate and adaptive immune responses (6). By circulating through the body, DCs sample 
the extracellular environment and in case of infection activate B and T cell responses in 
the lymph nodes. The B cells and T cells establish an immunological memory that 
remembers and promptly responds to the same pathogens during recurrent future 
infections. 
DCs represent a highly heterogeneous population, which include different subsets with 
different origin, location, activation and function, and surface marker expression. Within 
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the DC populations, conventional DCs (cDCs) have been mainly described for their good 
antigen presentation capacities as modulators of the B and T cell response. Additionally, 
dendritic cells can induce cell death through apoptosis. This function characterizes the DC 
subtype plasmacytoid dendritic cells (pDCs) (7,8). pDCs have potent cytotoxic properties. 
In fact, they can directly activate apoptosis in infected and tumorigenic cells through the 
induction of the TNF family member TNF-related apoptosis-inducing ligand (TRAIL) (9). 
This characteristic represents one of the qualities that clearly distinguishes pDCs from the 
other subtypes of DC, and contributes to make this cell type unique within innate immune 
cells.  
 

2. Plasmacytoid dendritic cells 

Plasmacytoid dendritic cells (pDCs) constitute a unique subset of DCs that display 
specific molecular features primarily dedicated at nucleic acid sensing, type I IFN 
production, and induction of apoptosis of target infected or tumor cells (7,8). 
Due their morphological, phenotypical and functional similarity to other immune cells, 
pDCs have been defined through the years as “plasmacytoid T cells”, “plasmacytoid 
monocytes”, “natural type-1 Interferon producing cells” and “type 2 dendritic cell 
precursor” (8). Their characterization in humans converged in 1999, when these different 
cell types were identified to constitute the same entity (10,11). Within the following years, 
pDCs were also found in mouse (12-14), rat (15), pig (16), cow (17), and monkey (18), 
indicating that this cell type is conserved between mammals.  
In humans, pDCs are found in the thymus, the bone marrow, the fetal liver, in the 
secondary lymphoid organs such as spleen, lymph nodes, tonsils and Peyer’s patches. 
Within the peripheral blood, they are found at a frequency of less than 0.5% of total 
mononuclear cells. They are characterized by a plasma cell-like morphology, meaning 
that the cytoplasm is mainly occupied by rough endoplasmic reticulum and mitochondria, 
and with a small fraction of Golgi apparatus (8,10,19). Phenotypically, human pDCs 
express the T cell markers CD4 and mayor histocompatibily complex (MHC)II, and show 

high levels of CD45RA and IL-3R compared to their counterpart cDCs. In contrast to 

other immune cell types, pDCs are CD11c- and Lineage- (CD3, CD14, CD16, CD19, 
CD20, CD56). Two additional surface proteins, the C-type lectin transmembrane 
glycoproteins BDCA-2 and BDCA-4 are homogeneously expressed on human pDCs. The 
levels of other surface markers such as CD2 vary between pDCs and distinguish 
subpopulations with different phenotypical and functional properties (20). The notion that 
pDCs comprise a heterogeneous cell population is supported by studies in mice. pDC 
populations with different functions have been identified on the basis of CD4 expression 
(21). In contrast, all mouse pDCs are characterized by low levels of CD11c, and 
expression of CD45RA, the B and granulocyte cell markers B220 and GR-1, and PDCA-1. 
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In addition, mouse pDCs can be distinguished by the expression of CD45RB, SiglecH, 
Bst, Ly6C and Ly49Q (12-14). In contrast to their human counterpart, mouse pDCs lack 

IL-3R expression. 
 

2.1. pDC development and its transcriptional control 

pDCs originate from hematopoietic stem cell (HSC) progenitors that are present in 
thymus, bone marrow, fetal liver and umbilical cord blood. In the initial step of 
differentiation, HSC progenitors develop into common myeloid and lymphoid progenitors 
(CMP and CLP). pDCs can develop from both progenitors through distinct intermediate 
cell precursors. The generation of pDC from CMP occurs through a common dendritic 
cell progenitor (CDP), which can also give rise to cDCs (22,23). Alternatively, pDCs can 
derive from CLPs through an intermediate precursor that also generates B cells (24). This 
lymphoid origin is consistent with the observation that pDCs show genetic and functional 
overlap with lymphocytes: they express B cell-related transcription factors such as Spi-B 
(25), and a proportion of pDCs underwent D-J rearrangment of the IgH locus and 
expresses B-lineage related genes such as Pax5, Rag1/2 and the T-lineage related pre-T-

cell alpha (pre-T) (26,27). 

Independent of whether the pDCs are derived from a lymphoid or myeloid origin, pDC 
development is strictly Fms-like tyrosine kinase 3 ligand (Flt3L)-dependent. In fact, 
recombinant Flt3L induces pDC development from CD34+CD45RA- progenitor cells that 
resides in hematopoietic organs (28). Also mouse studies emphasize the requirement of 
Flt3L for pDC development: depletion of Flt3L leads to profound impairment of pDC 
development, while administration of recombinant Flt3L drastically expands the pDC 
fraction and rescues the generation of pDCs from Flt3+ hematopoietic progenitors (29-31).  
Flt3L-enhanced pDC development is primarily mediated by the transcription factor 
STAT-3. This is illustrated by substantial reduction of pDCs and abrogation of Flt3L-
mediated pDC development in STAT-3 deficient mice (32). In contrast to STAT-3, 
STAT-5 blocks pDC development downstream of Granulocyte/Macrophage Colony-

Stimulating Factor (GM-CSF) and TNF-. These two cytokines impair the generation of 

pDCs from murine bone marrow cells in favour of the generation of CD11c+CD11b+B220- 
myeloid DCs (28). The inhibitory effect of STAT-5 is primarily due to inhibition of 
interferon responsive factor (IRF)8, a transcription factor that is required for pDC 
development (33), as shown by selective impairment of pDC development in IRF8 
deficient mice (34).  
Two other transcription factors, the ETS transcription factor PU.1, and the zinc finger 
transcription factor Ikaros are also involved in pDC development. Indeed, knockdown of 
PU.1 in human hematopoietic precursors impairs pDC generation in vitro (35), and mice 
with low Ikaros expression show low levels of peripheral pDCs (36). Furthermore, the E 
and Id protein transcription factors are essential controllers of pDC development. E 
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proteins belong to the basic helix-loop-helix family (bHLH) of transcription factors that 
include E2-2/TCF4, HEB/TCF12 and the two E2A splice-variants E12 and E47 (37). E 
protein transcriptional activity is inhibited by interaction with Id-proteins (Id1-4), which 
contain the HBH domain for protein interaction, but unlike E proteins lack the DNA-
binding domain (37). Among E proteins, E2-2 is essential for pDC development. 
Evidence for this is provided by the observation that germ-line deletion of E2-2 results in 
the absence of pDCs (38). In addition, knock-down of E2-2 in human hematopoietic 
progenitors inhibits, while overexpression of E2-2 enhances pDC development (39). The 
importance of E2-2 expression for pDC development is shown also by the effect of its 
transcriptional repressors, the Id proteins (Id1-4). While E2-2 enhances pDC 
development, Id2 and Id3 block this process. Indeed, overexpression of Id2 and Id3 in 
human CD34+ hematopoietic precursor leads to a strong inhibition of pDC development 
(40); similarly, Id2-/- mice showed increased percentage of splenic pDCs (41).  
E2-2 and Id2 are part of a genetic network that includes transcription factor Spi-B, another 
member of the ETS family of transcription factors. Spi-B is required for pDC 
development, as shown by impaired pDC generation from human fetal liver CD34+CD38- 
hematopoietic precursors when Spi-B is knocked down (35). Likewise, Spi-B 
overexpression in CD34+ CD1a- thymic progenitors increases the percentage and absolute 
number of pDCs (42). Spi-B cooperates with E2-2 in promoting the development of 
pDCs. This is indicated by the enhanced generation of pDCs in Spi-B/E2-2 
overexpressing thymic progenitors (42), and by the inability of Spi-B to rescue pDC 
development when the E2-2 transcriptional repressor Id2 is overexpressed (39,42). Spi-B 
expression is tightly regulated by E2-2, suggesting that this transcription factor plays a 
fundamental role during pDC development. Indeed, the Spi-B gene contains few E protein 
regulatory regions to which E2-2 can bind and influence Spi-B levels. Reduced E2-2 
expression diminishes Spi-B levels in pDCs (38).  
The importance of Spi-B in the development of pDCs is also highlighted by its role in 
regulating anti-apoptotic genes during this process. This role of Spi-B will be further 
described in chapter 2, and sheds new light on the mechanisms involved in the 
transcriptional regulation of pDC survival during pDC development.  
 

2.2. pDC function 

pDCs exert several functions: 1) they sense invading pathogens through Toll-like receptor 
(TLR)7 and TLR9, the two PRRs that they highly express. Upon activation, pDCs 2) 
secrete high levels of type I interferons and other pro-inflammatory cytokines, such as 

TNF- and IL-6; 3) they express co-stimulatory molecules and activate T cells; and 4) 

acquire the capacity to kill infected cells by inducing TNF-related apoptosis-inducing 
ligand (TRAIL). These four main features are described in the following paragraphs. 
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Particular attention is given to the control of pDC cytotoxicity via TRAIL, as these will be 
subject of chapter 3, chapter 4, and chapter 5 of this thesis.  
 

2.2.1. Pathogen sensing of pDCs 

pDCs are characterized by the selective expression of TLR7 and TLR9, two PRRs that 
recognize  conserved nucleic acid structures of microbial genomes. TLR7 recognizes 
single stranded (ss)RNA derived from viruses such as Influenza, HIV-1, herpes simplex 
virus (HSV)-1 and -2, and Sendai virus (43-45). TLR9 recognizes DNA containing 
unmethylated CpG motifs, found at high frequencies in the genomes of viruses and 
bacteria (46). TLR7 and TLR9 can also be engaged by the synthetic family of 
imidazoquinolines (Imiquimod and R848) and CpG oligonucleotides, respectively, which 
are nowadays widely employed as adjuvants for vaccination (47,48).  
Unlike most TLR receptors that recognize microbial compounds on the cell surface, the 
interaction between TLR7 and TLR9 and their ligands occurs in the cell endosome and 
lysosome, to where the nucleic acids of engulfed viruses and bacteria are relocated. After 
ligand encounter, TLR7 and TLR9 recruit an initial signaling complex composed of the 
adaptor proteins myeloid differentiation primary-response gene 88 (MYD88), interleukin 
(IL)-1 receptor-associated kinase 1 (IRAK1), IRAK4 and TNF receptor-associated factor 
6 (TRAF6). Formation of this initial complex directs the activation of three major 
signaling cascades, respectively mediated by nuclear factor-kB (NF-kB), 
phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase (PI3K), and mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) 
(44,49). These signaling cascades direct the production of cytokines and other 
inflammatory mediators of pDCs, and control pDC proliferation and survival. Upon TLR7 
and TLR9 triggering, also the interferon IFN regulatory factor 7 (IRF7) is recruited to the 
initial MYD88/IRAK/TRAF signaling complex where it is phosphorylated. 
Phosphorylation of IRF7 results in its translocation from the cytosol to the nucleus where 
it mediates the transcription of type I IFN genes (50-52). 
 

2.2.2. Secretion of type I IFNs and other cytokine production  

pDCs play a crucial role in directing the host defense towards microbial infections. Upon 
activation, they produce massive amounts of type I IFN, critical cytokines with antiviral 
and regulatory activity in innate and adaptive immunity (53-55). Specifically, TLR 
triggering leads to production and secretion of the major members of type I IFNs family, 

IFN- and -rapidly after stimulation (56,57). The rapid production of these IFNs is 

primarily dependent on the transcription factor IRF7 (50,51). That IRF7 is essential for 
type I IFN production is shown in pDCs isolated from IRF7-/- mice, which lose the ability 

to produce IFN- and - upon stimulation (58,59). IFN production is also enhanced by 

PI3K, which has been shown to promote the translocation of activated IRF7 to the nucleus 
(60). Moreover, type I IFN production in pDCs depends on autocrine signaling through its 
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receptor, IFN-R. In fact, pDCs from mice lacking the type I IFN receptor (IFN-R) are 

unable to produce IFN- and IFN- upon stimulation with TLR7 and TLR9 ligands 

(58,59). 

In addition to IFN- and - also the other type I and type III IFNs are induced in activated 

pDCs (57). Although these IFNs have not been completely characterized yet, their 
induction and function appears to be stimulus-dependent, and only partially overlapping 

with the ones of IFN- and - (56,57,61,62). 

Importantly, activated pDCs produce high levels of TNF- and IL-6 (56), thereby 

enhancing adaptive immune responses. The expression of these cytokines is regulated 
through different mechanisms than type I IFNs, requiring the activation of NF-kB 
pathway downstream of TLR7 and TLR9 stimulation. Moreover, activated pDCs express 
chemokine receptors including CXCR3, CXCR4, and chemokines such as IL-8, CCL2 
and -4 and CXCL10, which are responsible for pDC migration to inflamed tissues and the 
recruitment of additional immune cells such as natural killer (NK) and T cells (63).  
 

2.2.3. Antigen presentation ability of pDCs 

In addition to the production of cytokines and chemokines, activated pDC also upregulate 
co-stimulatory molecules, and molecules involved in antigen presentation for efficient 
activation of T cells. These include the co-stimulatory molecules CD40, CD80, CD83, 
CD86, and the antigen presentation molecules MHC I and II (64,65). Despite the presence 
of a functional antigen presentation machinery, pDCs show a limited efficiency of antigen 
presentation or cross-presentation to T cells when compared to cDCs. This might partially 
be explained by their limited ability to capture antigens, lower expression levels of MHC I 
and II by pDCs, or a faster turnover of these molecules on pDC surface compared to cDCs 
(64,65). Also, the induction of co-stimulatory molecules in pDCs does not occur as 
optimal as for cDCs (64). Nevertheless pDC have been successfully employed as antigen 
presenting cells and efficiently used in cancer immunotherapy studies (66).  
 

2.2.4. TRAIL‐induced cytotoxicity  

One feature that distinguishes pDCs from cDCs is the ability to express TRAIL upon 
activation (9). TRAIL belongs to the TNF family of proteins that control cell survival, 
proliferation and death (5), and TRAIL has been principally described to promote 
apoptosis in tumor and infected cells (5,67,68). TRAIL is a type II membrane protein with 
two transmembrane domains, one intracellular domain uncoupled to the intracellular 
signaling sequence, and an extracellular domain responsible for binding to the TRAIL 
receptors (TRAIL-R). Five TRAIL-R have been discovered to date, of which two, 
TRAIL-R1 and TRAIL-R2, are responsible for inducing apoptosis upon binding with their 
ligand TRAIL. In contrast, the decoy receptors TRAIL-R3 and TRAIL-R4 lack the 
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complete intracellular domain and therefore cannot initiate the apoptosis signaling 
cascade. TRAIL can also bind to the soluble decoy receptor TRAIL-R5 (also named 
osteoprotegerin, OPG) and plays a specific role in osteoclast development. The signaling 
pathways that lead to TRAIL-mediated apoptosis through TRAIL-R1 and TRAIL-R2 have 
been extensively studied, and are summarized in Fig. 1. 
 

 
Figure 1. TRAIL‐induced apoptosis. The  interaction of TRAIL with TRAIL‐R1 and TRAIL‐R2  leads to 
trimerization of the receptor and  initiation of the extrinsic apoptosis signaling pathway. TRAIL‐R1 
and TRAIL‐R2 intracellular death domains (DD) interact with the Fas‐associated protein with death 
domain  (FADD),  establishing  the  protein  death‐inducing  signaling  complex  (DISC).  Through  its 
death effector domain  (DED), FADD recruits pro‐caspase‐8  to  the DISC. This  interaction activates 
the autocatalytical activity of the pro‐caspases 8. Substrate of caspase‐8 is pro‐caspase‐3, which by 
turning  into  active  caspase  3  activates  the  caspase  cascade  leading  to  apoptosis  induction. 
Caspase‐8 can also activate the intrinsic apoptosis pathway by cleavage of the pro‐apoptotic Bcl‐2 
family member Bid. Cleaved Bid (tBid) translocates to the mitochondria and mediates cytocrome c 
release from the mitochondria through the activation of the Bcl‐2 pro‐apoptotic members, Bax and 
Bad. This intrinsic apoptosis pathway culminates with the activation of caspase 9 mediated by the 
protein complex apoptosome, which  is formed upon cytocrome c release by association of Apaf1 
and members of the Bcl‐2 family. As final result of these pathways, cells acquire the phenotypical 
changes  that  characterize  apoptosis:  cell  shrinkage,  membrane  blebbing,  mitochondrial 
permeability and DNA and cell fragmentation. 
 
 

Several studies have shown that stimulation of pDCs with the natural TLR7 and TLR9 
ligands influenza virus, HIV, and HTLV leads to expression of TRAIL on pDCs (69-73). 
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This is shown in the pDC-like cell line GEN2.2, which acquires TRAIL expression upon 
stimulation with influenza, R848 or CpG in vitro (9). The induction of TRAIL in pDCs 
also occurs during in vivo infections, as shown by the increase of percentage of blood 
TRAIL+ pDCs in HIV-1 patients compared to non-infected or healthy controls (73). 
Numerous studies have shown that expression of TRAIL on activated pDCs correlates 
with their cytotoxic activity. TRAIL+ pDCs from HIV infected patients induce apoptosis 
in infected CD4+ T cells expressing TRAIL-R1 or TRAIL-R2 (71,73). In addition, 
Influenza-, R848- and CpG-stimulated pDCs have been shown to induce TRAIL-mediated 
apoptosis in tumor cell lines (69). Furthermore, treatment of basal cell carcinoma with the 
TLR7 ligand Imiquimod induces infiltration of pDCs expressing TRAIL into the lesion. 
These pDCs can induce apoptosis in vitro in the Jurkat cell line in a TRAIL-dependent 
manner (74). Similarly, pDC infiltrations are increased in Imiquimod-treated melanoma 
skin lesions in mice, and are responsible for regression of the lesion mainly through 
TRAIL-mediated killing of tumor cells (75,76).   
 

2.2.4.1. TRAIL expression in pDCs and its transcriptional control  

Although it is now widely accepted that TLR7 and TLR9 stimulation results in induction 
of TRAIL expression in pDCs, it is still not well understood which signaling pathways are 
involved in this process. Initial studies described the type I IFN-R signaling as the central 

mediator of TRAIL induction in pDCs. In fact, in vitro IFN- and - stimulation of pDCs 

induces TRAIL expression; similarly, blocking IFN-R signaling by means of type I IFN 
blocking antibodies can impair TRAIL induction in pDCs (69,71,73,76). However, these 
and additional studies showed that blocking of IFN-R signaling is able to reduce but not 
completely block the induction of TRAIL upon TLR stimulation (69,70,73). Overall, 
these observations imply that, in addition to type I IFN-R signaling, other signaling 
pathways downstream of TLRs are also involved in TRAIL induction in pDCs. A recent 
study has confirmed that TRAIL expression in pDCs is mediated also independently of 
IFN-R signaling. Indeed, blocking of PI3K and p38MAPK signaling, which are activated 
only downstream of TLR but not IFN-R signaling, impairs the induction of TRAIL in 
pDCs after stimulation with the TLR7 ligands Influenza and R848 (70). PI3K does not 
regulate TRAIL only upon TLR7 stimulation. As we describe in chapter 3 of this thesis, 
also TLR9-stimulated pDCs can induce TRAIL via PI3K signaling, through the 
expression of the transcriptional regulator NGFI-A-binding protein 2 (NAB2). Overall, 
our findings also highlight the fact that TRAIL induction in pDCs is a highly controlled 
process that occurs in two steps: downstream of TLR signaling partially through 
PI3K/NAB2, and downstream of IFN-R signaling. This process has implications on pDCs 
cytotoxicity against infected and tumor cells, which will be further discussed in chapter 3 
and chapter 7 of this thesis. 
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2.2.4.2. NGFI‐A‐binding protein 2 (NAB2) 

NGFI-A-binding protein 2 (NAB2) is defined as transcriptional regulator, a class of 
proteins that do not directly bind to DNA but associate and control the activity of other 
DNA-binding transcription factors. Specifically, NAB2 physically interacts with the 
DNA-binding zinc finger transcription factors early growth response (EGR)-1, EGR-2 and 
EGR-3 (77), and either activates or represses their transcriptional activity. These 
properties are mediated by two conserved NAB2 domains: the N-terminal NAB conserved 
domain 1 (NCD1), through which NAB2 interact with EGRs, and the C-terminal NCD2 
domain for NAB2, through which NAB2 regulates EGR function (78). These two 
domains are also found in NAB1, the highly homologous family member of NAB2. 
Furthermore, NCD1 and NCD2 domains share a 95% homology between mouse and 
human, and are conserved between NAB proteins in mammals and invertebrates, 
indicating their essential role for NAB function (78). 
NAB2 mRNA is constitutively expressed in mouse brain, spleen, thymus, heart, and testis 
(77), and it controls the transcription of genes essential for neuronal and immune cell 
development (79-82), immune cell function (83,84), and cardiovascular regeneration after 
injury (85). NAB2 levels are induced by numerous extracellular stimuli such as growth 
factors and cytokines, and changes in the extracellular microenvironment (77). T cell 
receptor (TCR) engagement also leads to the induction of NAB2 expression in T cells. 
NAB2 activates transcription of the effector molecule IL-2, thereby promoting T cell 
function (83,84). NAB2 expression is also enhanced upon stimulation in pDCs, and plays 
a key role in controlling their cytotoxicity via TRAIL. In fact, as we describe in chapter 
3, stimulation of pDCs through TLR7 and TLR9 results in enhanced NAB2 levels, which 
results in TRAIL expression. In addition, in chapter 4 of this thesis, we show that NAB2 
is also induced in natural killer (NK) cells upon activation with the cytokines IL-2 and IL-
15 and promotes TRAIL expression. Overall, this indicates that the regulation of TRAIL 
by the transcriptional regulator NAB2 is conserved within immune cells. 
The transcriptional regulation mediated by NAB2 is dependent on its association with the 
DNA-binding transcription factors EGRs, which are rapidly induced by the same stimuli 
that induce NAB2 (79,82-84). Of the four EGR family members, EGR-1, EGR-2 and 
EGR-3 associate with NAB2 through physical interaction between their conserved R1 
domain with the NCD1 domain of NAB2 (77,78). By binding to EGRs, NAB2 regulates 
their transcription activity. Initial studies suggested that NAB2 acts as a co-repressor of 
EGR-mediated transcription. Indeed, EGR-1 and EGR-2 activity, measured through 
luciferase reporter plasmids in murine fibroblasts, was impaired by NAB2 in a dose-
dependent manner (77). Additionally, NAB2 was shown to inhibit EGR-1-mediated 

transcription of TGF-, MMP-3 and p21 genes in PC12 cells (86), and EGR2-mediated 

transcription of genes essential for peripheral nerve myelination, such as the signaling 
protein Rad (80,81). Similarly to NAB2, the highly homologous NAB1 protein can inhibit 
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EGR-2 and EGR-3-mediated transcription of FasL, TRAIL and TNF- genes in intestinal 

epithelial cells (87). However, NAB2 can also co-activate EGR-1-mediated gene 
transcription. Indeed, in activated T cells and kidney cells, NAB2 promotes IL-2 and 
luteinizing hormone (LH) transcription by binding to EGR-1 (84,88). NAB2 co-repressor 
or co-activator activity is also influenced by the EGR feedback loop of regulation. Indeed, 
by binding to the EGR responsive elements in the NAB2 promoter, EGR-1, EGR-2 and 
EGR-3 can influence NAB2 expression levels (89,90). This has been shown in T cells 
from EGR-2-/-  and EGR-3-/- mice, which show increased NAB2 levels compared to wild 
type mice (83). Like EGR-1, EGR-2 and EGR-3 modulate NAB2 levels also in 
neuroectodermal and epithelial cells. However, unlike in T cells, NAB2 levels in these 
cell types are diminished by EGR knock-down (89,90). Overall, these data demonstrate 
that NAB2 and EGR function in gene regulation is highly dependent on the cellular 
context. This concept also arises from our studies on TRAIL regulation by NAB2/EGR-1 
in pDCs, NK cells and T cells (chapter 4 and chapter 5 of this thesis, (91)), and  reveals 
that transcriptional regulation mediated by the NAB2/EGR network is a highly 
multifaceted process. 
 

3. Recognition of non‐self nucleic acids 

The ability of pDCs to exert their function relies on their capacity to recognize viral and 
bacteria ssRNA and unmethylated CpG motifs through TLR7 and TLR9. This strategy to 
detect nucleic acids through PRRs is an important mechanism employed by innate 
immune cells to detect pathogen invasion. PRRs that recognize non-self nucleic acids 
belong to three main families: Toll-like receptors (TLRs), retinoic acid-inducible gene I 
(RIG-I)-like receptors (RLRs) (92,93) and absent in melanoma 2 (AIM2)-like receptors 
(ALRs) (94,95). Members of each of these families are characterized by stuctural 
homology and common signaling pathways, which are further described in Fig. 2.  
One key element that facilitates nucleic acid PRRs to discriminate between self and non-
self nucleic acids is represented by their position within the cell. These PRRs are located 
in the endosomes and lysosomes, and in the cytosol of innate immune cells, allowing them 
to promptly detect the presence of exceptional nucleic acids derived from viruses and 
bacteria that invade these compartments. Each PRR has a specific localization where they 
detect microbial nucleic acids. Specifically, the TLR family members are located in 
endosomes and lysosomes and recognize nucleic acids from pathogens that reach these 
compartments after phagocytosis. In turn, RLRs and ALRs, being present in the cytosol, 
recognize nucleic acids from pathogens that infect the cell directly via this cell 
compartment (3).  
Cellular location of nucleic acid PRRs is not sufficient per se for immune cells to 
recognize pathogen-derived nucleic acids. Innate immune cells principally distinguish 
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non-self nucleic acids based on their structure and post-transcriptional modifications, 
which are mostly/frequently different from their own nucleic acids.  
 

3.1. Recognition of structure of nucleic acids 

Genome structure and/or conformation play a key role for innate immune cell recognition 
of nucleic acids from invading pathogens. A number of PRRs have evolved in innate 
immune cells to detect characteristic microbial nucleic acid stuctures, such as the the viral 
ssRNA or double stranded (ds)RNA structures. In particular, TLR7 recognizes ssRNA, 
while TLR3 binds to dsRNA from invading dsRNA viruses or that are generated during 
the ssRNA virus replication (3,96,97). TLRs are associated with MYD88 and/or TIR 

domain-containing adaptor inducing IFN- (TRIF) adaptor molecules, key mediators of 

TLR signaling. In addition to TLR3 another receptor, the RLR family member melanoma 
differentiation-associated gene 5 (MDA5), has been identified to recognize dsRNA in the 
cytosol (96), indicating that the same viral RNA can be detected by multiple receptors. 
This redundancy of receptors represents one of the key features of the nucleic acid 
recognition system, and suggests the development of a precise mechanism of pathogen 
detection aimed at minimizing the pathogen immune evasion.  
 

3.2. Recognition of post‐transcriptional modifications of nucleic acids 

Host and pathogen genomes are characterized by different post-transcriptional 
modifications. Of these, base methylation is a well-studied system that provides a means 
to discriminate self from non-self. The first observation that differences in methylation 
status of invading and host genomes mediate immune responses derives from 
unmethylated CpG motifs. As observed in 1995, unmethylated CpG dinucleotides 
embedded in bacteria DNA sequences induce B cell activation and antibody secretion. In 
contrast, artificial methylation of the CpG motifs could abrogate this response. (98). It is 
now well-established that the induction of an immune response relies on the differences in 
methylation status between microbial and vertebrate CpG dinucleotides: while CpG 
dinucleotides are unmethylated in viruses and bacteria, these motifs bear 5-methyl-
cytosine in vertebrate DNA at a frequency of about 70% (48). Mediator of unmethylated 
CpG responses is the PRR TLR9 (99). 
Recently, it was found that the methylation status of mRNA can be mimicked by 
pathogens to evade immune recognition. The ribose 2’-O-methylation of mRNA 5’-cap 
(that is promoted by 2’-O-methyltransferase), is found in coronavirus and other viruses 
such as vaccinia virus and flavivirus, and constitutes a mechanism for immune evasion 
during host invasion. Indeed, coronaviruses lacking 2’-O-methyltransferase, therefore 
lacking mRNA 2’-O-methylation, are recognized in innate immune cells through MDA5 
(100,101).  
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In chapter 6 of this thesis, we propose that GATC motifs with N6-methyl-adenine, which 
are found in DNA of numerous bacteria and viral strains such as Escherichia coli, 
Salmonella enterica and and Legionella pneumophila promote the activation of innate 
immune cells (102). Specifically, we show that when GATC motifs bearing N6-methyl-
adenine are delivered into the cytosol of macrophages and DCs, they enhance their 
expression of activation molecules and the cytokines. Together with the observation that 
mammals lack the enzyme which generates N6-methyl-adenine modification, the DNA 
methyltransferase (Dam) (102), our data suggest that N6-methyl-adenine in GATC motifs 
represents another means to discriminate between self and non-self nucleic acids. 
 

3.3. Other criteria and mechanisms for recognition of cytosolic DNA 

Structure and post-transcriptional modifications clearly distinguish non-self nucleic acids, 
but they do not fully explain how non-self intracellular infection with dsDNA leads to 
immune activation. Similarly, synthetic interferon stimulatory DNA sequences (ISD) or 
B-form DNA, such as poly(deoxyadenylic-deoxythymidylic) acid (Poly(dA:dT)), are 
potent inducers of type I IFNs in murine macrophages, and stromal cells (103,104). 
Although sequences derived from numerous bacterial and viral strains such as Legionella 
pneumophila, Listeria monocytogenes and vaccinia viruses are immunogenic, their 
recognition is not entirely dependent on their sequence (104,105). Additional evidence 
that the DNA sequence is not the only cause of DNA recognition is the observation that 
cytoplasmic self DNA and DNA derived from apoptotic cells can also activate production 
of type I IFN and other inflammatory cytokine in innate immune cells (92,104). One of 
the key elements that control the recognition of dsDNA is its length. DNA sequences less 
than 45bp long were unable to activate innate immune cells (104), and increments in DNA 
size correlate with increased production of type I IFNs (94).  
Current research is focused at delineating the properties that confer immunogenicity to 
DNA, and at defining the signaling pathways by which intracellular DNA leads to the 
production of inflammatory mediators. Overall, the studies performed so far reveal that 
recognition of cytosolic dsDNA is fully independent on TLR signaling, since the response 
to dsDNA in MYD88-/-TRIF-/- and wild type mice are comparable (106). In contrast, the 
response to dsDNA depends on other adaptor molecules: TBK/IRF1, ASC and STING 
(94) (Fig. 2). These signaling molecules have been linked so far to only few receptors. 
The first identified receptor was the DNA-dependent activator of IRFs (DAI) receptor. 
DAI mediates type I IFNs genes in mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEF) upon recognition 
of dsDNA, by interacting with the TBK1/IRF3 complex (107). However, DAI-/- knock 
out mice react normally to dsDNA analogues and plasmid DNA, indicating that other 
receptors are involved in the recognition of extracellular DNA. Subsequently, the 
inflammosome receptor absent in melanoma-2 (AIM2) has been identified to recognize 

intracellular dsDNA. Upon engagement, AIM2 mediates IL-1 production through the 
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inflammasome adaptor molecule ASC and caspase-1 activation (108). Recently IFI16 (or 
p204), a member of the family of receptors with structural homology to AIM2, have been 
reported to mediate the immune response to dsDNA. IFI16 recognizes dsDNA and 
mediates type I IFN production by interaction with the adaptor molecule STING, IRF3 
and TBK-1, but independently of ASC (105).  

 
Figure 2. Recognition of  intracellular nucleic acids and related signaling pathways. Nucleic acids 
from  viruses  and bacteria  activate  innate  immune  cells  through  a  complex  system of PRRs  and 
intracellular  signaling  pathways.  dsRNA,  ssRNA  or  unmethylated  CpG  motifs  in  dsDNA  are 
recognized in endosomes by TLR3, TLR7 and TLR9, respectively. TLR7 and TLR9‐mediated activation 
signaling requires the adaptor molecules MYD88;  in contrast, TLR3 recruits the adaptor molecule 
TRIF (109). Both MYD88 and TRIF mediate the production of proinflammatory cytokines such as IL‐
6 and  IL‐12p40  through NF‐kB, while  they utilize alternative pathways  to  induce  type  I  IFN gene 
transcription (TLR7 through phosphorylation and translocation of  IRF7 to the nucleus, while TLR3 
leads  through  IRF3  phosphorylation  and  activation  through  the  TBK/IKK‐I  kinases).  dsRNA 
sequences are also recognized by the RLR family of PRRs. RIG‐I recognizes short dsRNA of up to 1kb 
that contain a 5’‐triphosphate cap (110,111). In turn, MDA5 recognizes dsRNA longer that 2kb. RIG‐
I and MDA5 activation leads to the recruitment of the adaptor protein IPS‐1 (also named MAVS or 
Cardiff),  which  leads  to  NF‐kB‐dependent  production  of  pro‐inflammatory  cytokines,  and 
IRF3/IRF7‐dependent type I IFN gene transcription.  
Except  from  unmethylated  CpG  DNA,  the  recognition  of  dsDNA  occurs  exclusively  in  the  cell 
cytosol. dsDNA can be converted into intermediate RNA by Polymerase III complex, which is then 
recognized by the RIG‐I proteins. dsDNA can also lead to TBK1/IRF3 complex activation and type I 
IFN production, partially through the DNA‐dependent activator of  IRFs (DAI). Additionally, dsDNA 
stimulation enhances type I IFN production through IFI16 receptor, TBK1/IRF3 and STING‐mediated 

pathway. IFI16 also promotes IL‐1 production, but does so independently of ASC. In contrast, ASC 
is required for IL‐1production upon AIM2 receptor engagement by dsDNA.  
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Although still not completely understood, the receptors and signaling pathways that 
participate in recognition and response to nucleic acids constitute the base of a highly 
organized defense mechanism of innate immune cells towards insults from invading 
pathogens. As well illustrated by pDCs, some of the responses towards pathogen nucleic 
acids (i.e. the recognition of ssRNA and unmethylated CpG motifs by TLR7 and 9) have 
been fairly well characterized. In contrast, further research is necessary to identify new 
candidate patterns in non-self nucleic acids that are recognized by innate immune 
receptors. Defining the mechanisms that underlie the response of innate immune cells 
towards pathogens nucleic acids will contribute to the design of new therapeutic strategies 
towards infectious and related immune diseases. 
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Abstract 

Plasmacytoid dendritic cells (pDCs) selectively express Toll-like receptor (TLR)-7 and 
TLR-9, which allow them to rapidly secrete massive amounts of type I interferons (IFNs) 
after sensing nucleic acids derived from viruses or bacteria. It remains incompletely 
understood how development and function of pDCs is controlled at the transcriptional 
level. One of the main factors driving pDC development is the ETS factor Spi-B, but little 
is known about its target genes. Here we demonstrate that Spi-B is crucial for the 
differentiation of hematopoietic progenitor cells into pDCs by controlling survival of 
pDCs and its progenitors. In search for Spi-B target genes, we identified the anti-apoptotic 
gene Bcl2-A1 as a specific and direct target gene, thereby consolidating the critical role of 
Spi-B in cell survival.  
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1. Introduction 

Plasmacytoid dendritic cells (pDCs) form a unique subset within the DC lineage. In 
contrast to conventional (c)DCs, pDCs express Toll-like-receptor (TLR)-7 and TLR-9, 
which recognize viral and microbial single-stranded RNA or double-stranded DNA, 
respectively (reviewed in Liu (1)). TLR activation in pDCs leads to rapid secretion of high 
amounts of type I interferons (IFNs), which initiate antiviral immune responses. In 
addition, pDCs mature in response to autocrine production of pro-inflammatory cytokines 
such as interleukin-6 (IL-6) and TNF-α. Collectively, this contributes to activation of T, B 
and NK cells (reviewed in Lande and Gilliet (2)). PDCs originate from hematopoietic 

progenitor cells (HPCs) in the bone marrow, but can also develop in the thymus (3). 

While both myeloid and lymphoid precursors give rise to pDCs, myeloid derivation is 

predominant (reviewed by Naik (4)) and depends on Fms-like kinase 3 ligand (Flt3L) (5).  

The ETS family member Spi-B is required for pDC development, since both in vitro and 

in vivo human HPCs failed to give rise to pDCs when inhibiting Spi-B expression (6). Spi-

B shares with other ETS members a conserved ETS domain that mediates DNA binding 

(7). Spi-B is a hematopoietic cell-specific transcription factor (8) and is expressed, in 

addition to pDCs, in CD34+ HPCs (9), pro-T cells (10), and mature B cells (9). Spi-B 

potently regulates lineage commitment during human hematopoiesis as its overexpression 

in HPCs blocks T, B, and NK cells development, but promotes pDC development(6). 

Despite the importance of Spi-B in development of immune cells, little is known about its 
direct target genes. In mice, Spi-B may act by indirectly promoting the activity of the E-
protein E2-2, which both in human and mouse is critical for pDC development (11,12). In 
human B cells, ectopic expression of Spi-B blocked memory B cell differentiation into 
antibody secreting cells by direct transcriptional repression of the PRDM1 and XBP1 

genes (13). 

PDCs are fragile cells that when cultured in vitro rapidly undergo apoptosis, which can be 
counteracted by stimulation with TLR-7/9 agonists or cytokines, including IL-3, GM-CSF 

or IFN-α (14). Apoptosis is a highly regulated process that serves to remove superfluous, 

damaged or infected cells and therefore to maintain cellular homeostasis (reviewed by 
Elmore (15)). Apoptosis and cell survival are intimately linked, since their regulation is 
based on the balance between pro-apoptotic and anti-apoptotic (survival) regulators. 
Members of the Bcl-2 family regulate the intrinsic pathway of apoptosis through control 
of the outer mitochondrial membrane (OMM) integrity. Pro-apoptotic members such as 
Bak, Bax, Bim, and Noxa share a so-called Bcl-2 homology domain, which promote 
OMM permeability leading to the release of Cytochrome C in the cytoplasm and 
apoptosis induction. Anti-apoptotic members, including Bcl-2, Bcl-xL, Bcl-w, Bcl2-A1 
and Mcl-1, promote cell survival through counteracting pro-apoptotic Bcl-2 member 
activity. 
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Bcl2-A1 is a hematopoietic specific protein and protects cells from apoptosis induced by a 

variety of apoptotic stimuli such as death-receptor ligation (16), p53 overexpression (17), 

and DNA-damaging agents (18). In mice, Bcl2-A1 is expressed in a variety of 

hematopoietic cell lineages, including T-helper lymphocytes, macrophages, and 

neutrophils (19). In humans, Bcl2-A1 is expressed in various types of hematopoietic cells 

in the bone marrow and fetal liver, and in germinal centres of peripheral lymphoid organs 

(20). The BCL2-A1 gene is induced in response to granulocyte-macrophage-colony-

stimulating-factor (GM-CSF) (21) and a direct transcriptional target of NF-κB in response 

to inflammatory mediators (22-24).  

To investigate whether Spi-B has a role in regulating pDC survival and/or proliferation, 
we set out to use the leukemic pDC cell line CAL-1 (25) as a model to study gene 
regulation in pDCs. We have studied the gene expression profile of this cell line under 
conditions of overexpression and inhibition of Spi-B. Using this approach, we identified 
Bcl2-A1 as a direct target of Spi-B. We validated and confirmed our findings in primary 
pDCs, which underlined the role of Spi-B in pDC development and survival through 
regulation of the anti-apoptotic gene BCL2-A1. 
 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Cell lines 

The pDC cell line CAL-1 (25) were cultured in RPMI-1640 medium (Invitrogen) 
supplemented with 8% FCS, and maintained at 37˚C, 5% CO2. 
 

2.2. Reagents 

Cells were activated with 10 ng/mL IL-3 (R&D Systems) in the presence of CD40 ligand–
transfected L cells (10,000/well, irradiated at 7,000 rads) in RPMI-1640 medium 
(Invitrogen), 8% FCS. CpG-A (ODN2216), CpG-B (ODN2006) and R848 were 
purchased from Invivogen. HSV-1 (KOS strain; attenuated by γ irradiation; gift from R. 
Chase, Schering-Plough, Kenilworth, NJ) was added at 10 PFU/cell.  
 

2.3. Isolation of CD34+ cells from fetal liver 

Human fetal livers (FL) were obtained from elective abortions. Gestational age was 
determined by ultrasonic measurement of the skull diameter and ranged from 14 to 20 
weeks. The use of fetal tissue was approved by the Medical Ethical Committee of the 
Academic Medical Center and was contingent on obtaining informed consent, in 
accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. For purification of CD34+ cells, FL cells 
were isolated from a Ficoll-Hypaque density gradient (Lymphoprep; Nycomed Pharma, 
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Oslo, Norway). Subsequently, CD34+ cells were enriched by immunomagnetic cell 
sorting, using a CD34+ separation kit (Miltenyi Biotec, Bergisch, Gladbach, Germany). 
CD34+CD38- FL hematopoietic progenitors were sorted to purity using a FACSAria 
flowcytometer (BD Biosciences) after labeling with fluorescent conjugated antibodies.  
Purity was ≥ 99% and confirmed by reanalysis of sorted cells. 
 

2.4. Isolation of primary human pDC from thymus 

Postnatal thymic (PNT) tissue was obtained from surgical specimens removed from 
children up to 3 years of age undergoing open-heart surgery (LUMC, Leiden, The 
Netherlands), approved by the Medical Ethical Committee of the Academic Medical 
Center and in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. Thymocytes were isolated 
from a Ficoll-Hypaque density gradient. Subsequently, BDCA4+ cells were enriched by 
immunomagnetic bead selection using a BDCA4-cell separation kit (Miltenyi Biotec). 
CD123+CD45RA+ pDCs were sorted by flow cytometry on a FACSAria (BD Biosciences) 
after labeling with fluorescent conjugated antibodies. 
 

2.5. Flow cytometry 

FL progenitor cells were sorted using CD34-PE, CD38-PE-Cy7, and lineage markers-
APC (CD3, CD14, CD19, CD56) (BD Bioscience), BDCA2 (Miltenyi Biotech)). Thymic 
progenitor cells were sorted using CD34-PE-Cy7 and CD1a-PE (BD Bioscience). For 
analysis, single cell suspensions were stained with FITC, PE, PE-Cy7, APC or APC-Cy7 
coupled anti-human monoclonal antibodies targeting the following cell surface markers: 
CCR7, CD40, CD45RA, CD56, CD62L, CD80, CD86, CD123, HLA-DR (BD 
Bioscience), and BDCA2 (Miltenyi Biotech). Samples were analyzed on a LSRII (BD 
Bioscience) and analyzed using FlowJo software (TreeStar). Cell proliferation was 
assessed using the CellTrace-violet proliferation kit (Invitrogen) according to the 
manufacturer’s instructions. For apoptosis staining we used Annexin-PE (BD Bioscience) 
and 7-AAD viability staining solution (Ebioscience). 
 

2.6. Retroviral and lentiviral constructs and transductions 

For overexpression of Spi-B we used either the retroviral construct pLZRS-SpiB-IRES-

green fluorescent protein (GFP) or pLZRS-SpiB~ER-IRES-GFP (26). ΔEts and ΔTAD 

truncated version of Spi-B were generated as previously described (13). To knockdown 

Spi-B in CAL-1 cells, Spi-B short hairpin (sh)RNA was cloned from a retroviral backbone 

(6) into a lentiviral backbone (pTRIP-H1-Spi-B shRNA/EF1-GFP). For virus 

production, constructs were transfected into the Phoenix-GalV packaging cells (retroviral) 
or 293T cells (lentiviral) (26,27). Control cells were transduced with empty pLZRS-IRES-
GFP constructs or pTRIP expressing an irrelevant shRNA targeting Renilla mRNA 
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(pTRIP-H1-Renilla shRNA/EF1-GFP) (6). For transduction of CAL-1 cells, 106 cells 

were transferred to plates coated with retronectin (30 µg/mL, Takara, Kyoto, Japan) and 
incubated with virus supernatants for 6 hours. To induce nuclear translocation of ER 
tagged Spi-B, cells were treated with 0.5 µM 4-hydroxytamoxifen (4HT; Sigma-Aldrich, 
St Louis, MO, USA). De novo protein translation was inhibited by pre-incubation with 2.8 
µg/mL cycloheximide (CHX; Sigma-Aldrich). For Bcl2-A1 knock-down experiments, 
shRNAs specifically targeting the Bcl2-A1 mRNA were designed using Ambion’s siRNA 

Target Finder (http://www.ambion.com) and subcloned into pRETRO-pgk-GFP (6).   
 

2.7. PCR 

Total RNA was extracted using Trizol reagent (Invitrogen). RNA concentration and 
quality was determined using the Nanodrop spectrophotometer. Equal amounts of total 
RNA were reverse transcribed into cDNA with first strand buffer, superscript II reverse 
transcriptase (Invitrogen), dNTPs (Roche) and Oligo (dT) (Promega), or using the RNA-
to-cDNA kit (Roche). cDNA was amplified using a PCR machine for conventional RT-
PCR and separated on a 1,5% agarose gel, or amplified using an iCycler and SYBR green 
supermix (BioRad) for quantitative PCR (QPCR) using specific primer sets (Supplemental 
Table 1). Each sample was analyzed in triplicates and expression levels were normalized 
to the three housekeeping genes HPRT, GAPDH and 18S RNA. 
 

2.8. Chromatin Immunoprecipitation assay 

SpiB~ER-GFP+ cells (1x107) were incubated with or without 4HT for 4 hours. Chromatin 
immunoprecipitation (ChIP) was performed according to an adapted version of the 
Upstate ChIP kit protocol (Upstate Biotechnology, Charlottesville, VA) with either 3 µg 
polyclonal anti-ER antibody (Santa Cruz Biotechnology) or 3 µg normal rabbit IgG 
(Invitrogen). Precipitated chromatin was purified with a PCR purification kit (Qiagen) and 
analyzed by QPCR using 5 different primer sets, each of them specific for a different 
DNA sequence located within the BCL2-A1 promoter region up to 3.2 Kb upstream of the 
transcription start (PR1-PR5, Supplemental Table 1). As a positive control, the CD40 
promoter was amplified by QPCR using the primer set PR+. 
 

2.9. Luciferase reporter assays 

Reporter constructs were generated using PCR to amplify a 3.2 Kb DNA fragment 
containing the conserved human Bcl2-A1 promoter region (full length) and a truncated 
version of the Bcl2-A1 promoter region (Δ5’) (Fig. 4C). Amplified PCR fragments were 
cloned into the pCR2-1TOPO TA vector (Invitrogen). Sequencing with the primer sets 
used for ChIP assays was performed using an ABI sequencer (Perkin Elmer) with the dye-
terminator cycle-sequencing kit (Perkin Elmer). The inserts were subcloned into pGL3 
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basic vector (Promega) using XhoI-HindIII restriction sites. Cotransfection of one of the 
reporter constructs, the constitutive active Renilla reniformis luciferase-producing vector 
prL-CMV (Promega), and pLZRS expressing different variants of Spi-B, or PU.1 as a 
positive control, in 293T cells was done with the Fugene transfection reagent (Roche). 
Detection of firefly and R. reniformis luciferase was done using the Dual Luciferase assay 
kit (Promega) on a Synergy HT microplate reader (Biotek).  
 

2.10. Cytometric Bead Array analysis and ELISA 

CAL-1 cells were stimulated for 6 hours with CpG-B (ODN2006) (12.5 g/ml) or R848 

(10 g/ml). Cell-free supernatants were collected and analyzed for cytokine content using 

the Cytometric Bead Array (CBA), according to the manufacturer’s protocol (CBA 

Human Inflammation Kit, BD Biosciences). Quantification of IFN- levels in 

supernatants was done using an ELISA kit (PBL Interferon source, NJ, USA) according to 
the manufacturer’s instructions. 
 

2.11. In vivo growth assay 

Briefly, 0.25x106 CAL-1 cells transduced with Spi-B shRNA/EF1-GFP or Renilla 

shRNA/EF1-GFP control were subcutaneously injected into the right and left flank of 

RAG-2-/-γc-/- mice (28). To mimic a tumor like growth, cells were mixed with collagen 

(Matrigel, Invitrogen) prior to injection. Twenty days after engraftment mice were 
sacrificed and tumors isolated. Cells were counted and the percentage of GFP+ cells was 
analyzed by flowcytometry. Different organs of the mice were analyzed (blood, spleen, 
liver) for the presence of GFP+ cells. 
 

2.12. In vitro differentiation assay 

Sorted CD34+CD38- HPC from FL were transduced as described previously (26). Briefly, 

transduced progenitors were cultured on a layer of mouse OP9 stromal cells in the 
presence of 5 ng/ml Flt3L and 5 ng/ml IL-7 (PeproTech). In vitro generated 
GFP+CD123hiBDCA2+ pDCs were analyzed by flow cytometry after 7 days of co-culture. 
The fold expansion in absolute cell numbers was calculated on basis of total numbers of 
cells harvested from the cultures, percentages of transduced cells, and percentages of each 
population corrected for the number of input cells.  
 

2.13. Statistical analysis 

Data were subjected to two-tailed paired Student’s t-test analysis using Graphpad Prism 5 
for Windows (Graphpad software, San Diego, USA) and considered significant when at 
least p < 0.05. 
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3. Results 

3.1. CAL‐1  cells  represent  a  valid  model  to  study  certain  aspects  of 
primary pDCs 

As it is technically challenging to study molecular mechanisms involved in differentiation 
and activation of fresh human pDC, we made use of the previously established pDC cell 

line CAL-1 derived from a patient with CD4+CD56+ hematodermic neoplasm (25). To 

further characterize the CAL-1 cell line we first measured expression of genes known to 
be involved in development and activation of human pDCs by semi-quantitative RT-PCR 
(Fig. 1A) and compared expression to that in primary pDCs. Both freshly isolated pDCs 
and CAL-1 cells expressed the ETS transcription factor Spi-B, the basis-helix-loop-helix 
factor E2-2, the interferon response factor IRF-7, Toll like receptors TLR-7 and TLR-9, 
and the pDC restricted C-type lectin BDCA2. Except for CD45RA, the surface markers 
CD123 and BDCA2 as well as CCR7 and CD62L were detected by FACS analysis (Fig. 
1B). In accordance with earlier observations, a fraction of CAL-1 cells expressed CD56 

(25). To validate this cell line as an accurate model to investigate pathways involved in 

pDC maturation and function, we evaluated the capacity of CAL-1 cells to respond to 
various stimuli, including the TLR-9 agonist CpG-B ODN, the TLR-7 ligand R848, 
CD40L plus IL-3, and virus (HSV-1) (Fig. 1C-D-E and data not shown). Overnight 
stimulation of CAL-1 cells with CpG-B strongly increased the surface expression of 
maturation markers, including CD40, CD80, and to a lesser extent CD86 (Fig. 1C). HLA-
DR was already highly expressed and not further up-regulated after activation. In 
accordance with these results, CD40 mRNA expression was strongly upregulated within 4 
hours of stimulation (Fig. 1D). In addition, CpG-B-induced TLR-9 triggering induced 
IFN-β mRNA (Fig. 1D) and protein (Supplemental Fig. 1) expression. CAL-1 cells 
stimulated with CpG-B either for 4 hours or overnight did not express IFN-α as 
determined by PCR, neither with primers recognizing specific IFN-α mRNA subtypes nor 
with primers recognizing all IFN-α subtypes (Fig. 1D, data not shown). As reported 

previously (25), also CpG-A did not induce IFN-α under these conditions. CAL-1 cells 

stimulated with CpG-B for 6 hours produced the pro-inflammatory cytokines IL-6 and 
TNF-α as detected by cytokine-bead-array experiments (Fig. 1E). Stimulation with the 
TLR7 agonist R848 similarly induced expression of these cytokines, although to lesser 
degree than CpG-B (Supplemental Fig. 1).  Notably, CAL-1 cells did not produce any 
pro-inflammatory cytokines in the absence of stimulation. Taken together, these data 
provide convincing evidence that CAL-1 cells share common genetic and functional 
features with primary pDCs. Therefore, we consider CAL-1 cells a valid model to study 
molecular mechanisms involved in pDC activation and maturation. 
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Figure 1. CAL‐1 cells closely resemble primary pDC. (A) The leukemic pDC cell line CAL‐1 expresses 
transcripts commonly present  in  freshly  isolated primary pDC,  including Spi‐B, E2‐2,  IRF‐7, TLR‐7, 
TLR‐9,  and BDCA2  as  shown by  semi‐quantitative RT‐PCR.  The housekeeping  genes GAPDH  and 
Actin are shown as loading controls. (B) Flow cytometric analysis of CAL‐1 cells after staining with 
antibodies directed  against  the  cell  surface markers BDCA2, CD123, CCR7, CD45RA, CD62L,  and 
CD56  (black  lines).  Isotype  control  stainings  are  shown  as  grey  filled  histograms.  (C)  Surface 
expression of the co‐stimulatory molecules CD40, CD80, CD86, and HLA‐DR was measured by flow 
cytometry on unstimulated CAL‐1  (grey  lines)  and  after  20 hours  stimulation with CpG‐B  (black 
lines)  (isotype  control  stainings  are  shown  as  grey  filled  histograms).  (D)  CAL‐1  cells  were 
stimulated for 4 hours with CpG‐B or left unstimulated in medium only, and gene expression levels 
of CD40, IFN‐α and IFN‐β1 were measured in stimulated vs. unstimulated cells by QPCR. (E) CAL‐1 
cells were cultured  in  the presence of CpG‐B or medium  for 6 hours. Culture supernatants were 
analyzed  for  the presence of TNF‐α and  IL‐6 by cytokine bead array analysis. ND, not detectable 
(below detection sensitivity of the assay of 4 pg/ml). 
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3.2. Spi‐B is required for leukemic pDC growth and survival in vitro and 
in vivo 

Spi-B is highly expressed in pDCs, but it remains unresolved which target genes are 
controlled by Spi-B. To gain insight in this, CAL-1 cells were transduced with the 
lentiviral vector pTRIP expressing either shRNA targeting Spi-B mRNA or the non 
expressed Renilla mRNA as a control. The Spi-B shRNAs efficiently reduced the levels of 
Spi-B mRNA as well as protein (Supplemental Fig. 2-4)(6). High transduction efficiencies 
(> 95%) were obtained as measured by expression of GFP, which was independently 
driven from the EF1α promoter in the lentiviral construct. Upon culture of the transduced 
cells we noted that the percentage of Spi-B shRNA expressing CAL-1 cells decreased 
over time unlike cells expressing control shRNA, where the percentage of GFP+ cells 
remained constant (Fig. 2A). Reducing the Spi-B levels in CAL-1 cells led to a significant 
1.5-fold reduction in absolute cell numbers as compared to control transduced CAL-1 
cells 13 days after transduction (Fig. 2B). To further examine whether Spi-B is important 
in cell growth and/or cell survival we sorted GFP+ Spi-B shRNA transduced cells and 
cultured them in the presence of tritiated thymidine (3H-TdR). Reducing Spi-B expression 
levels impaired 3H-TdR incorporation in CAL-1 by 2.5-fold after 24 hours (data not 
shown). Impaired thymidine incorporation was not due to decreased cell proliferation, as 
shown by equal loss of CellTrace-violet by Spi-B shRNA and control shRNA transduced 
cells over time (Fig. 2C). This prompted us to analyze whether induction of apoptosis 
could explain reduced 3H-TdR incorporation in Spi-B shRNA transduced CAL-1 cells. 
Therefore, we sorted transduced GFP+ cells and stained with AnnexinV and 7-AAD and 
analyzed percentages of apoptotic cells after 5 days. We observed up to 1,5-fold more 
AnnexinV+7-AAD- early apoptotic cells and AnnexinV+7-AAD+ late apoptotic/necrotic 
cells in cultures with Spi-B shRNA cells compared to control shRNA transduced cells 
(Fig. 2D), which was  consistent when we analyzed this on consecutive days (Fig. 2E). 
Collectively, these results suggest that Spi-B exerts a role in cell survival in the CAL-1 
cell line in vitro. 
To substantiate the role of Spi-B in cell survival we performed in vivo cell growth 
experiments using an immune-deficient mouse model in which we monitored CAL-1 cell 
growth. We inoculated RAG-2-/-γc-/- mice, lacking mouse T, B and NK lymphocytes 
(28,29), with sorted GFP+ CAL-1 cells. Simultaneously, mice were injected 
subcutaneously in the right and left flank with either 0.25 x 106 CAL-1 cells expressing 
Spi-B shRNA or Renilla shRNA, respectively (Fig. 2F). Matrigel was used to mimic a 
solid tumor like structure. Twenty days after inoculation, mice were sacrificed and the 
tumor tissue was removed and analyzed. By flow cytometry, we confirmed that the tumor 
cells were still GFP+CD123+CD4+ CAL-1 cells (Supplemental Fig. 3 and data not shown). 
After counting cell numbers we found that decreased Spi-B levels in CAL-1 cells resulted 
in significantly reduced subcutaneous growth reaching on average over 2-fold lower cell 
numbers than control transduced tumors (Fig. 2F). Hardly any GFP+ CAL-1 cells were 
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detected in blood or organs such as spleen and liver (Supplemental Fig. 3). Formally we 
cannot exclude the possibility that CAL-1 cells emigrated from the tumor and migrated to 
other sites that we did not analyze, or migrated and then died. When taken together, 
however, we conclude that Spi-B controls the growth and survival of this pDC cell line. 
 

 

Figure 2. Spi‐B is required for CAL‐1 cell survival and proliferation. A) CAL‐1 cells were transduced 
with Spi‐B shRNA or control Renilla shRNA and cultured for 14 days. Cell growth was determined 
by flow cytometric analysis to measure the percentages of GFP+ cells every 3 days. B) Mean values 
of 3 experiments  in which GFP+ cell percentages were determined at 13 days after transduction. 
Values were normalized to the percentage of GFP+ cells at day 2 after transduction  (see A, * p = 
0.026). C) CAL‐1 cells transduced with Spi‐B shRNA or control Renilla shRNA were stained with the 
CellTrace violet proliferation kit. Mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) was followed for 3 days by flow 
cytometry. D) To assay for apoptosis, AnnexinV‐PE and 7‐AAD double staining was performed on 
CAL‐1 cell transduced with Spi‐B shRNA or control Renilla shRNA 5 days after sorting GFP+ cells. 
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Numbers represent percentages of early apopotic cells (AnnV+7‐AAD‐) and late apoptotic/necrotic 
cells (AnnV+7‐AAD+) in the indicated gates. One representative experiment out of 3 is displayed. E) 
The  percentages  of  apoptotic  cells were measured  over  time  in  Spi‐B  shRNA  or  control  Renilla 
shRNA transduced cells after sorting GFP+ cells. One representative experiment is shown out of 2. 
F) RAG‐2‐/‐γc‐/‐ immunodeficient mice were injected subcutaneously in the right and left flank with 
0.25.10

6 Cal‐1 cells expressing Spi‐B shRNAs or Renilla shRNAs. Tumor growth is shown as absolute 
cell numbers measured 20 days after engraftment  (*p = 0.037). Each dot/square  represents one 
mouse. 
 
 

3.3. Spi‐B regulates expression of Bcl2‐A1 

To elucidate the mechanism by which Spi-B controls cell survival we performed a micro-
array analysis to identify Spi-B induced target genes. We compared gene expression 
levels in CAL-1 cells with elevated Spi-B levels (after transduction with pLZRS-Spi-B-
IRES-GFP) or decreased Spi-B levels (after transduction with pTRIP-SpiB-shRNA/EF1α-
GFP) and their respective controls using Affymetrix chips, which cover approximately 
21000 known genes of the NCBI database (data not shown). Among the presumptive Spi-
B targets identified after bio-informatical analysis, we focused on genes known to be 
responsible for cell survival. Interestingly, Bcl2-A1 expression correlated with Spi-B 
levels in CAL-1 cells (data not shown). To validate this micro-array result, we measured 
expression of Bcl2-A1 in sorted GFP+ CAL-1 cells by QPCR 48 hours after transduction 
with either pLZRS-SpiB-IRES-GFP, pTRIP-SpiB-shRNA/EF1α-GFP or appropriate 
control constructs. Spi-B overexpression resulted in a 6-fold increase in Bcl2-A1 levels (p 
< 0.05), whereas Bcl2-A1 levels were reduced 2.5-fold after knocking down Spi-B 
expression (p < 0.01) (Fig. 3A). To assess potential off-target effects of the Spi-B shRNA 
we analyzed expression of several proteins including Bcl-2, Bcl-xL, CALCRL and IRF-7, 
and found no significant differences between Spi-B and control shRNAs (Supplemental 
Fig. 4). To gain more insight in the regulation of Bcl2-A1 by Spi-B we used an inducible 
Spi-B-estrogen receptor (ER) fusion construct. Nuclear translocation of Spi-B was 

induced by this construct in the presence, but not in the absence of 4HT (13). Also we 

used the protein translation inhibitor cycloheximide (CHX), which is indicative for direct 
regulation of target genes, in combination with short-term induction of Spi-B with 4HT. 
Using this approach a 4-fold upregulation of Bcl2-A1 was observed by QPCR in Spi-
B~ER transduced CAL-1 cells already 4 hours after Spi-B induction (Fig. 3B), suggesting 
that Bcl2-A1 may be a direct target gene of Spi-B. As a positive control we confirmed 

direct regulation of CD40 expression by Spi-B (Fig. 3C) (13). Our results support the 

notion that Spi-B dependent induction of Bcl2-A1 is comparable with CD40 induction 
under the same conditions. Notably, expression of other anti-apoptotic genes, including 
Bcl-2, Mcl-1, and Bcl-xL, was not upregulated by overexpression of Spi-B (Fig. 3D). 
Thus, our data provide evidence for a specific role of Spi-B to mediate survival of pDCs 
through Bcl2-A1 induction. 
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Figure 3. Expression of Bcl2‐A1 is regulated by Spi‐B. A) CAL‐1 cells were transduced with vectors 
expressing Spi‐B cDNA, Spi‐B shRNAs or appropriate control vectors and sorted for GFP expression 
after  48  hours.  Bcl2‐A1  mRNA  expression  levels  were  measured  by  QPCR  in  3  independent 
experiments. Values are normalized to control transduced cells. * p < 0,05; ** p < 0,01. B, C) Short 
term  induction  of  Spi‐B  using  Spi‐B~ER  transduced  cells  incubated with  (black  bar)  or without 
(white bar) 4‐hydroxy‐tamoxifen  (4HT) after pre‐treatment with  cycloheximide  to avoid de novo 
protein  synthesis.  Bcl2‐A1  (B)  and  CD40  (C) mRNA  expression  levels were measured  by QPCR. 
Values were normalized to control transduced cells incubated without 4HT. D) mRNA levels of anti‐
apoptotic  genes of  the Bcl2  family were measured by QPCR  in  Spi‐B~ER  transduced CAL‐1  cells 
after 4 hours of  incubation  in  the presence  (black bars) or absence  (white bars) of 4HT. Values 
were normalized to transduced cells incubated without 4HT. 
 
 

3.4. BCL2‐A1 is a direct target gene of Spi‐B 

Our results showing that Bcl2-A1 is regulated by Spi-B prompted us to determine whether 
Spi-B directly binds the promoter region of BCL2-A1. Therefore, we performed ChIP 
assays using an anti-ER antibody or unspecific rabbit IgG on lysates derived from Spi-
B~ER transduced CAL-1 cells that were either incubated in medium only or with 4HT for 
4 hours. Chromatin abundance was determined by QPCR using different primer sets 
designed to amplify several regions of the promoter sequence of BCL2-A1 (Fig. 4A). We 
analyzed Spi-B binding to the BCL2-A1 gene locus up to 3.2 kb upstream of the 
transcriptional start site, and observed direct binding of Spi-B~ER to the BCL2-A1 
promoter on 2 out of the 5 regions investigated only when 4HT was added (Fig. 4A). The 
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relative quantity of precipitation of these regions with Spi-B was comparable to the 
relative amount of precipitation of the CD40 promoter sequence, which was previously 
reported to be bound by Spi-B (13) (Fig. 4B). 

 
Figure 4. BCL2‐A1  is a direct target of Spi‐B. A) Binding of Spi‐B to the BCL2‐A1 promoter region 
(3.2  kb) was  assessed  by  Chromatin  Immunoprecipitation  (ChIP)  of  the  Spi‐B~ER  fusion  protein 
using an anti‐ER antibody (ER) or irrelevant IgG control antibody (IgG) in CAL‐1 cells incubated with 
or without 4HT. Pulled down DNA was purified and amplified using 5 different primer sets  (PR1‐
PR5). B) ChIP analysis of the known binding region of Spi‐B to the CD40 promoter region was used 
as  a positive  control using  the PR+ primer  set. One  representative ChIP  experiment out of  4  is 
depicted. C) Setup of the dual luciferase assay is shown on top. The full length region of the BCL2‐
A1 promoter containing  the 2 Spi‐B binding sites  (black dots) or  lacking  the 5’ Spi‐B binding site 
(Δ5’)  were  subcloned  into  the  pGL3‐firefly  luciferase  backbone.  Full  length  or  Δ5’  reporter 
constructs were  cotransfected  in  293T  cells with  vectors  expressing  the wild  type  Spi‐B  cDNA 
(wtSpi‐B) or mutated cDNAs of Spi‐B, either  lacking the transactivation domain (ΔTAD) or the Ets 
domain (ΔEts). Firefly luciferase activity was normalized to Renilla reniformis luciferase activity for 
transfection  efficiency.  Then,  Firefly/Renilla  activity was  normalized  to  control  (empty  vector), 
which was set to 1.  
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To test whether binding of Spi-B to the BCL2-A1 promoter is functionally relevant, 
Luciferase reporter assays were performed. We employed a pGL3 vector expressing the 
Firefly luciferase gene controlled by the BCL2-A1 promoter, containing either the 2 
putative Spi-B binding sites (full length), or only the 3’ Spi-B binding site (Δ5’) (Fig. 4C). 
Cotransfection of the full length reporter construct together with a Spi-B expression vector 
in 293T cells resulted in 4-fold induction of luciferase activity (Fig. 4D). Deletion of the 
5’ Spi-B binding site (Δ5’) resulted in 2-fold lower luciferase induction by Spi-B as 
compared to the full length BCL2-A1 promoter reporter construct. We also analyzed two 
natural splicevariants of Spi-B, ΔEts-Spi-B, lacking the DNA binding ETS domain, and 
ΔTAD-Spi-B, lacking the transactivation domain. Notably, the BCL2-A1 promoter 
reporter construct was completely unresponsive to these Spi-B mutants. Introduction of 
the wild type Spi-B together with ΔTAD-Spi-B rescued luciferase activity. Activation of 
the BCL2-A1 promoter reporter by Spi-B was of similar magnitude as activation by its 

homologue PU.1, which was previously shown to transactivate this promoter (30). These 

observations, together with the ChIP results and lower Bcl2-A1 expression after reducing 
Spi-B levels, strongly suggest that Spi-B directly controls expression of the BCL2-A1 
gene. 
 

3.5. Bcl2‐A1 is required for in vitro pDC development 

Next, we aimed to decipher the physiological relevance of Bcl2-A1 regulation by Spi-B 
during human pDC development. We designed 3 different shRNAs to target Bcl2-A1 
mRNA, of which shRNA1 and shRNA3 resulted in 40% knockdown in mRNA levels 
when transduced in Bcl2-A1 expressing CAL-1 cells (Supplemental Fig. 5). We used 
Bcl2-A1 shRNA3 in addition to Renilla control shRNA to transduce FL CD34+CD38- 
HPCs and performed in vitro human pDC differentiation assays as reported previously 

(9). We observed a significant decrease of 25% in absolute GFP+CD123+BDCA2+ pDC 

cell numbers when overexpressing Bcl2-A1 shRNAs in HPCs as compared to control 
shRNAs after 7 days of culture (Fig. 5, n = 15, p = 0,003; Supplemental Table 2). It is 
interesting that this effect was specific for pDC development as other cell types (non-
pDCs) that differentiated in this culture (including monocytic cells, not shown) were not 
significantly affected. Taken together, these data show that development of pDCs from 
CD34+ HPCs depends on Bcl2-A1 expression. In combination with our previous 

observation that Spi-B is a master regulator of pDC development (6), these results lead us 

to propose that Spi-B mediates the survival of pDCs and possibly its progenitor cells by 
preventing apoptosis through induction of the anti-apoptotic gene BCL2-A1. 
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Figure  5.  Bcl2‐A1  is  required  for  pDC 
differentiation  in  vitro.  CD34+CD38‐ 
HPCs  from  human  fetal  liver  were 
transduced with vectors expressing Bcl2‐
A1  shRNAs  or  Renilla  control  shRNAs, 
and  co‐cultured  with  OP9  stromal  cells 
with  IL‐7  and  Flt3L  for  7  days.  Flow 
cytometric  analysis  was  performed  to 
identify  BDCA2

+CD123+GFP+  in  vitro 
generated  pDCs  or  GFP+BDCA2–  non‐
pDCs.  Shown  are  the  absolute  cell 
numbers  normalized  to  the  control 
culture of 15 donors, * p = 0.012, *** p = 
0.003).  Calculations  were  done  as 
described  in  the  Material  &  Methods 
section. 
 

 

 

4. Discussion 

Here, we identified Bcl2-A1 as a direct transcriptional target of Spi-B in pDCs. As 
predicted by micro-array analysis, overexpression of Spi-B in a pDC cell line upregulated 
Bcl2-A1. In contrast, Spi-B knockdown reduced Bcl2-A1 transcription, which had direct 
consequences for cell survival both in vitro and in vivo. Direct binding of Spi-B to the 
Bcl2-A1 promoter was confirmed by ChIP assays. More importantly, in vitro human pDC 

differentiation from CD34+ HPCs, which crucially depends on Spi-B (6), was impaired 

when inhibiting expression of Bcl2-A1. Taken together, these findings support a role for 
Spi-B as regulator of pDC survival. 
Spi-B is involved at distinct steps during normal hematopoiesis, including differentiation 

of pDCs (9), plasma cells (13), and maintenance of follicular B cells (31). It is 

incompletely understood what the critical target genes are in these differentiation steps. 

Several targets were identified previously including CD40 (13), Grap2 (32), P2Y10 (33), 

c-rel (34), c-fes/c-fps (7), and Btk (35). Most of these targets were identified in mice, 

except CD40, which is also in human cells controlled by Spi-B (13). We were unable to 

confirm the other reported genes as candidate targets of Spi-B in human cells, either using 
micro-array analysis or QPCR (data not shown). While this may be explained by mouse 
versus human species differences, it may also reflect cellular differences as we employed 
a human pDC cell line, whereas others used microglial cells, macrophages, or B cells. 
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Except for c-rel and Btk (13,36) none of the other target genes mentioned are known to be 
expressed in human pDCs. It is interesting to understand how expression of Btk and c-rel 
is regulated in pDCs. 
Expression of most reported target genes relied on the transactivating potential of Spi-B 

critically depending on both the ETS and TAD domains (13). We recently observed that 

Spi-B has repressor activity as well. Expression of the plasma cell genes PRDM1 and 

XBP-1 in human B cells was impaired by direct binding of Spi-B to their promoters (13). 

This relied on the ETS domain, but not the TAD domain, suggesting that DNA binding is 
requisite for repressor activity. A similar dual role was reported for PU.1 (reviewed in 

Marecki and Fenton (37)),  which is most homologous to Spi-B (8). While the differential 

role of Spi-B as a transcriptional repressor or activator has not been characterized in much 
detail, for PU.1 it was reported that putative acetylation motifs within the ETS domain 

were crucial for its repressor activity (38). These motifs may mediate the interplay 

between PU.1 and other proteins, including B-cell lymphoma 6 (BCL-6) or IRF-8, which 

control the repressor or activator activity of PU.1, respectively (37). Interestingly, also 

Spi-B contains putative acetylation motifs in its ETS domain (data not shown). Moreover, 

Spi-B interacts with BCL-6 (39) and IRF members (40), suggesting that the repressor or 

activator function of Spi-B may be regulated similarly to PU.1. Whether regulation of cell 
survival induced by Spi-B involves such heterodimeric protein complexes is unknown. 
But as Spi-B binds the promoter of Bcl2-A1 in pDCs and promotes Bcl2-A1 expression, it 
seems likely that Spi-B induced cell survival depends on its transactivation properties. In 
accordance with this, we observed that not only the ETS domain, but also the TAD 
domain of Spi-B was essential to induce luciferase activity from the Bcl2-A1 promoter 
construct.    
Bcl2-A1 and Bcl-xL are also induced after activation of NF-κB (24,41). In line with this, 
we observed that activation of freshly isolated pDCs through engagement of TLR-9 with 
CpG-ODN, which elicits strong activation of NF-κB, induced Bcl2-A1 expression, as well 
as other anti-apoptotic proteins such as Mcl-1, Bcl-xL, and Bcl-2 (data not shown). In 

mice, the NF-κB subunit c-rel was reported as direct target of Spi-B (34), although we 

were unable to confirm this in human cells. More importantly, it is unlikely that Bcl2-A1 
induction in our study is the result of Spi-B induced c-rel mRNA expression, since Bcl2-
A1 induction was observed in the presence of cycloheximide blocking de novo protein 
synthesis (Fig. 3B). This, together with our finding that Spi-B binds the Bcl2-A1 promoter 
suggests direct regulation of Bcl2-A1 by Spi-B, in the absence of TLR triggering and NF-
κB activation. 
In vitro, pDC rapidly die by apoptosis induction(14). Cell survival can be induced by 

addition of cytokines (GM-CSF, IL-3) (14) or TLR agonists (36), mediating upregulation 

of anti-apoptotic genes including Bcl-xL, Bcl-2, BIRC3, cFLAR (42), and Bcl2-A1 (43). 

In vivo, mouse pDCs are long lived cells (14). Consistent with this, the lifespan of pDCs 
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in healthy, non-infected animals was 5-times longer than the lifespan of spleen CD8+ DCs 

(44). It is tempting to speculate that Spi-B controls pDCs homeostasis in vivo by 

upregulation of Bcl2-A1. While the number of pDCs in Bcl2-A1-/- mice is undetermined, 

neutrophil numbers in these mice were reduced due to enhanced apoptosis (45). 

Neutrophils do not express Spi-B, but do express high levels of PU.1 (46). Since PU.1 and 

Spi-B are highly homologues (8), and PU.1 binds the Bcl2-A1 promoter (30), this may 

explain the loss of neutrophils in Bcl2-A1-/- mice. As pDCs lack PU.1 expression (6), but 

do express high levels of Spi-B (9), we propose that apoptosis inhibition in pDC in vivo 

may be controlled by Spi-B induced expression of Bcl2-A1.  
Impaired pDC differentiation when reducing Bcl2-A1 levels by shRNAs could partially 
be rescued by overexpression of Spi-B (data not shown). It is noteworthy, however, that 
Bcl2-A1 overexpression failed to rescue pDC development when HPCs were transduced 
with Spi-B shRNA (data not shown). This was not entirely unexpected, as it highlights the 
role of Spi-B as master regulator in pDC development. Previously, we showed that 
overexpression of Spi-B in HPCs downregulated expression of Inhibitor-of–DNA-binding 

(Id)2 thereby allowing E2-2 activity to promote pDC development (11). Hence, no single 

factor downstream of Spi-B may fully recapitulate the effects of Spi-B itself.  
The leukemic pDC cell line CAL-1 expresses Spi-B, and depended on Spi-B for its 
survival as overexpression of Spi-B shRNAs was toxic for the cells. Our findings support 
the notion that Spi-B has an oncogenic role in pDC leukemic cells by inducing Bcl2-A1. 
Aberrant expression of Spi-B has also been implicated in tumorigenesis in human B cells. 
Spi-B transcripts were detected in several B cell derived malignancies, including multiple 

myeloma cells and B-chronic lymphocytic leukaemia (B-CLL) (47). In addition, high 

levels of Spi-B were detected in activated B-cell-like diffuse large B-cell lymphoma 
(ABC-DLBCL) either due to translocation of Spi-B to the Ig heavy-chain locus or to 

amplification of a chromosomal segment including the Spi-B locus (48). Interestingly, 

reducing Spi-B expression levels in an ABC-DLBCL cell line prevented cell survival as 

well (49). While the underlying mechanism was not investigated, it is tempting to 

speculate that Spi-B controls Bcl2-A1 expression in ABC-DLBCL cells supporting its 
poor clinical outcome. Taken together, this illustrates that Spi-B may be an attractive 
candidate gene for drug targeting in diverse types of lymphomas. Hence, expanding our 
knowledge on Spi-B and its target genes not only contributes to our general understanding 
of normal lymphocyte development, but in addition will be central to provide detailed 
insight in its role during oncogenesis. 
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Supplemental Information 

 

 

Supplemental Figure 1. CAL‐1 cell response to TLR stimulation. (A) Surface expression of the co‐
stimulatory  molecules  CD40,  CD80,  CD86,  and  HLA‐DR  was  measured  by  flow  cytometry  on 
unstimulated CAL‐1 (grey filled histograms) and after 20 hours stimulation with CpG‐B (gray lines), 
or  with the TLR7 ligand R848 (black lines). (B) CAL‐1 cells were cultured in the presence or absence 
of CpG‐B or R848 for 16 hours. Culture supernatants were analyzed for the presence of TNF, and 
IL‐6 by cytokine bead array analysis. ND, not detectable (below detection sensitivity of the assay of 
4  pg/ml).  The  presence  of  IFN‐β  in  the  culture  supernatants  was  assessed  by  ELISA.  ND,  not 
detectable (below detection sensitivity of the assay of 125 pg/ml). 
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Supplemental  Figure  2:  Spi‐B  overexpression  and 
knock‐down  in  CAL‐1  cells.  Cal‐1  cells  were 
transduced with LZRS Spi‐B‐GFP, pTRIP‐Spi‐B‐shRNA 
or  control  vectors  and  sorted  for  GFP  expression 
after  48h.  Cell  lysates  were  analyzed  by 
immunoblotting for Spi‐B levels; the specific band is 
indicated  by  an  arrow.  One  representative 
experiment out of three is shown. 
 
 

 

 
Supplemental  Figure  3.  Transduced  CAL‐1  cells  are  almost  undetectable  in  the  periphery  of 
immunodeficient mice, but remain at the injection site. RAG‐2‐/‐γ‐/‐ immunodeficient mice (n = 5) 
were  injected  subcutaneously  in  the  right  and  left  flank with  0.25  x 106 CAL‐1 expressing  Spi‐B 
shRNAs or Renilla  shRNAs,  respectively.  Tumors,  spleen,  liver  and blood were  analyzed  for GFP 
expression by flow cytometry 20 days after engraftment. 
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Supplemental Figure 4. Effect of Spi‐B knock‐down on gene expression in CAL1 cells. CAL‐1 cells 
were transduced with a construct expressing shRNA against Renilla or with a construct expressing 
Spi‐B  shRNA.  Cells were  sorted  for  GFP  expression  and  effect  of  down  regulation  of  Spi‐B  on 
several  genes  was  assessed  by  QPCR.  mRNA  expression  were  normalized  to  the  three 
housekeeping genes HPRT, GAPDH and 18S RNA (** p  < 0.01). 
 

 

 
 
Supplemental Figure 5. Knock‐down efficiency of Bcl2‐A1  shRNAs. CAL‐1  cells were  transduced 
with a control construct targeting an  irrelevant gene product (Renilla) or with 3 different Bcl2‐A1 

shRNA/EF1‐GFP lentiviral constructs targeting Bcl2‐A1 mRNA.shRNA1 (5’‐GGAGTTTGAAGACGGC 
ATC),  shRNA2  (5’‐CACAGGAGAATGGATAAGG),  and  shRNA3  (5’‐ATGCTATCTCTCCTGAAGC).  Cells 
were  sorted  for  GFP  expression  and  Bcl2‐A1  mRNA  levels  were  assessed  by  QPCR.  One 
representative experiment out of three is displayed. 
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Supplemental  Table  1.  Primer  sequences.  Primer  pairs were  checked  for  specificity  by melting 
curve analysis and gel electrophoresis. Primer efficiencies were determined by  template dilution 
and were highly similar. 

 
 Primers for PCR or QPCR 

 forward reverse 

Total IFN-α GACTCCATCTTGGCTGTGA TGATTTCTGCTCTGACAACCT 

IFN-β1 GAGCTACAACTTGCTTGGATTCC CAAGCCTCCCATTCAATTGC 

Bcl2-A1 AATGTTGCGTTCTCAGTCCA TGCCGTCTTGAAACTCCTTT 

BDCA2 AAAGAAGCCAATCCCATCCT GCCAAGCCCTTAGATCCTTC 

Bcl2 ACGACAACCGGGAGATAGTG CCAGCCTCCGTTATCCTG 

Bcl-xL AATGGCAACCCATCCTGGCA TTCTCCTGGATCCAAGGCTC 

Mcl-1 AGACCTTACGACGGGTTGG CCAGCTCCTACTCCAGCAAC 

β-actin 
CAAGAGATGGCCACGGCTGCT 
TCCAGC 

ATGGAGTTGAAGGTAGTTTCG 

CD40 CGGCTTCTTCTCCAATGTGT ACCAAGAGGATGGCAAACAG 

Spi-B GCATACCCCACGGAGAACT GGCTGTCCAACGGTAAGTCT 

E2-2 ATGGGAGAGAATCAAACTTA CCTCCATGGCACTACTGTGA 

CALCRL GCGACCTGAAGGAAAGATTG GCTTCTGAGTTGGAAAAGCTG 

TLR-7 TGCTCTGCTCTCTTCAACA ACCATCTAGCCCCAAGGAGT 

TLR-9 CCTGTGGGAAGGGACCTC GTAGGAGGCAGGCAAGGTA 

IRF7 GCAAGGTGTACTGGGAGGTG CGAAGCCCAGGTAGATGGTA 

GAPDH GAGTCAACGGATTTGGTCGT GACAAGCTTCCCGTTCTCAG 

HPRT GACCAGTCAACAGGGGACAT CCTGACCAAGGAAAGCAAAG 

18S RNA AGACAACAAGCTCCGTGAAGA CAGAAGTGACGCAGCCCTCTA 

 

Primers for ChIP 

  forward reverse 

CD40 (PR+) ATGGATGGGAGTTGAGACG TATCCTGGCAGAACCGAA 

Bcl2A1     

PR1 ACCATTTCACATTCCCACCA AAGCCACTTCCTCATCCTGT 

PR2 TGGGATTACAGGCACACG GTTGACAGGGGCTGAGAAGA 

PR3 TTTGGTAGAGATGGGGTTTCA TGGGTGGCAGAGAACAGG 

PR4 GAGAGATTTGGCTGGGACTG TTGGTCTTCACCTTCCACCT 

PR5 AGGAGGAAGATGGGGTAGGA GACTGAGCAAAGCAGGAACC 
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Supplemental  Table  2.  Reduced  levels  of  Bcl2‐A1  impair  the  in  vitro  differentiation  of  FL 
CD34+CD38‐ HSCs into pDC. Numbers represent the fold expansion in absolute cell numbers in the 
GFP+ population. The calculation is described in the Material and Methods section. PDC are gated 
as BDCA2+CD123++ cells; non‐pDC are gated as BDCA2‐ cells. 

 

Exp. shRNA/GFP+ pDC non-pDC Exp. shRNA/GFP+ pDC non-pDC 

1 control 41 1366 9 control 58 2137 

 Bcl2-A1 23 1043  Bcl2-A1 44 2193 

2 control 47 839 10 control 7 375 

 Bcl2-A1 47 1037  Bcl2-A1 4 239 

3 control 272 3735 11 control 23 833 

 Bcl2-A1 234 3376  Bcl2-A1 18 692 

4 control 288 3578 12 control 130 2059 

 Bcl2-A1 295 4119  Bcl2-A1 103 2082 

5 control 81 1013 13 control 137 2417 

 Bcl2-A1 71 980  Bcl2-A1 94 1534 

6 control 75 1998 14 control 28 1057 

 Bcl2-A1 64 1913  Bcl2-A1 7 948 

7 control 38 729 15 control 21 658 

 Bcl2-A1 26 302  Bcl2-A1 21 713 

8 control 14 1234     

 Bcl2-A1 8 1152     
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Abstract 

Plasmacytoid dendritic cells (pDCs) are key players in antiviral immunity. In addition to 
massive type I interferon production, activated pDCs express the apoptosis-inducing 
molecule TRAIL, which enables them to clear infected cells that express the TRAIL 
receptors TRAIL-R1 and TRAIL-R2. In this study, we examined the molecular 
mechanisms that govern TRAIL expression in human pDCs. We identify NGFI-A-binding 
protein 2 (NAB2) as a novel transcriptional regulator that governs TRAIL induction in 
stimulated pDCs. We show with the pDC-like cell line CAL-1 that NAB2 is exclusively 
induced downstream of TLR7 and TLR9 signaling, and not upon type I IFN-R signaling. 
Furthermore, PI3K signaling is required for NAB2-mediated TRAIL expression. Finally, 
we show that TRAIL induction in CpG-activated human pDCs occurs through two 
independent signaling pathways: the first is initiated through TLR9 signaling upon 
recognition of nucleic acids, followed by type I IFN-R-mediated signaling. In conclusion, 
our data suggest that these two pathways are downstream of different activation signals, 
but act in concert to allow for full TRAIL expression in pDCs. 
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1. Introduction 

Plasmacytoid DCs (pDCs) play an important role in host defense against viral pathogens. 
Recognition of nucleic acids through TLR7 and TLR9 results in the rapid activation of 
pDCs with massive production of type I IFNs that, among other functions, direct pro-
inflammatory responses (1-3) and induce cytolytic activity of pDCs (4). 
Interestingly, TLR7/9 stimulation of pDCs leads not only to production of type I IFNs and 

other cytokines such as IL-6 and TNF-, but also mediates the expression of TNF-related 

apoptosis inducing ligand (TRAIL/Apo-2L) (5,6). TRAIL-expressing pDCs can induce 
cell death in tumor cells and virally infected cells that express its receptors TRAIL-R1 or 
TRAIL-R2 (7). Specifically, TLR7/9-activated pDCs were shown to kill melanoma and 
lung tumor cells through TRAIL, and TRAIL-expressing pDC infiltrates have been found 
in human basal cell carcinoma islets treated with the TLR7 agonist Imiquimod (5,8). 
Similarly, TRAIL-expressing pDCs accumulate in lymph nodes of HIV-infected 
individuals where they colocalize with HIV-infected CD4+ T cells (9,10). 
How activated pDCs acquire TRAIL expression is not fully understood. Type I IFN-R 
engagement was suggested as the sole mediator of TRAIL expression in TLR7-stimulated 
pDCs (10). In support of this, an IFN-stimulated response element was identified within 
the TRAIL promoter region (11,12). Conversely, recent data show that TLR7 triggering 
can initiate TRAIL expression also independently of type I IFN stimulation, that is, by 
engaging the PI3K-p38MAPK pathway (13). To further dissect the molecular pathways 
that mediate TRAIL expression upon TLR7/9 stimulation, we addressed two specific 
questions. First, we aimed to identify molecular regulators of TRAIL expression. Second, 
we assessed whether type I IFN-R signaling was the sole mediator of TRAIL induction 
upon pDC activation, or whether TLR7/9 triggering by itself could also lead to TRAIL 
induction.  
To identify molecules that mediate TRAIL expression in pDCs, we focused on the 
transcriptional regulator NGFI-A-binding protein 2 (NAB2) (14). NAB2 is a regulator of 
the early growth response genes (EGR)-1, 2 and 3; transcription factors that mediate the 
expression of pro-apoptotic molecules as well as other genes (15-18). NAB2 is rapidly 
induced upon a variety of extracellular stimuli, and it modulates in activated T-cell lines 
the expression of apoptotic molecules (19,20). We have recently shown that Nab2 blocks 
TRAIL induction in primary CD8+ T cells upon reactivation (21). Furthermore, its 
homologous family member Nab1 inhibits TRAIL expression in intestinal epithelial cells 
upon bacterial infection by regulating the transcriptional activity of EGR-1, 2 and 3 
(14,15). In light of these findings, we set out to address whether NAB2 also regulates 
TRAIL in pDCs.  
Here, we show that NAB2 acts as a co-activator of TRAIL expression in TLR7/9-
activated human pDCs. NAB2-mediated TRAIL expression depends on PI3K signaling, 
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and is independent of type I IFN-R engagement. Furthermore, our data provide evidence 
that optimal TRAIL induction in CpG-activated pDCs results from at least two distinct 
signaling pathways: (i) downstream of TLR9 signaling and regulated at least in part by 
NAB2, and (ii) through type I IFN-R signaling, independent of NAB2. 
 

2. Materials and Methods 

2.1. Isolation of primary pDCs and cell culture  

Primary pDCs from healthy donors were isolated with a ficoll gradient from peripheral 
blood (Ficoll-Paque, StemCell Technologies), followed by BDCA-4 positive selection 
(Miltenyi Biotec), and cell sorting of CD45RA+CD123+ cells on the FACSAria (BD 
Biosciences). Local ethical committee approval was received for the studies and informed 
consent of all participating subjects was obtained. 
CAL-1 cells (22), kindly provided by Dr. T. Maeda, Nagasaki University, Japan, and 
Jurkat cells were cultured in complete medium (RPMI supplemented with 2 mM L-
glutamine, 100 U/mL penicillin, 100 μg/mL streptomycin and 8% FCS) and maintained at 
37°C in 5% CO2. 
 

2.2. Generation of CAL‐1‐NAB2, CAL‐1‐NAB2E51K, and CAL‐1‐EV cells and 
RNA interference 

The human NAB2 cDNA (Clone ID: 6157017, Open Biosystems) was cloned into EcoRV 
and NotI of a modified pCDH1 self-inactivating lentiviral vector (System Biosciences) 

containing IRES-GFP for bicistronic gene expression (23) driven under the EF1 

promoter. NAB2E51K (24) was generated with the primer 5’-
GTGAGGAGGAGTTTCTGAAGATCATGGCACTTGTG-3’ by targeted mutagenesis of 
622-G→A with QuikChange Multi Site-Directed Mutagenesis Kit (Stratagene), and 
subcloned into the same vector. The empty vector was used to generate CAL-1-EV cells.  
Lentiviral particles were produced in 293T cells by calcium phosphate transfection. Spin 
transduction of CAL-1 cells with 8 μg/mL Polybrene was performed at 1800 rpm for 90 
min. GFP-positive CAL-1 cells were sorted under low-pressure conditions on the 
FACSAria. 
For RNA interference, CAL-1 cells were transfected with 75 nM siRNA directed against 
NAB2 (siRNA ID: s9248; Ambion/Applied Biosystems) or the Silencer Selected Negative 
Control (siRNA #1; Ambion/Applied Biosystems) together with 25 nM siGLO 
Transfection Indicator (Dharmacon) with transfection reagent DharmaFECT 4 
(Dharmacon) according to the manufacturer's protocol. Transfection efficiency was 
determined by flow cytometry (Supplemental Fig. 3A), and silencing was confirmed at 
protein levels by western blot (Supplemental Fig. 3B).  
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2.3. pDC activation  

A total of 105 primary human pDCs were stimulated with 12.5 g/mL CpG A (Invivogen) 

or left untreated for 4 h or overnight in complete medium in a 96-well plate for RT-PCR 
and flow cytometry or western blot analysis, respectively. CAL-1 cells (7 x 105) were 
seeded overnight in a 24-well plate in 2 mL medium. A total of 1.1 mL medium was 

replaced with 100 L FBS-free RPMI medium containing 12.5 μg/mL CpG B or Ctrl CpG 

B, 5 μg/mL Imiquimod (Invivogen), or 100-200 ng/mL IFN-β (PBL Medical 
Laboratories) to prevent FBS-mediated NAB2 induction ((14), data not shown). A total of 

50 M SB203580, 2.5 M BAY11-7082, 5 M PI-103 (Tocris Bioscience), 200 mM 

Rapamycin (Calbiochem) or DMSO alone, or 0.1 μg/mL B18R (eBioscience) were added 
to cells 30 min prior to CpG stimulation. After stimulation, supernatant was harvested for 
cytokine analysis and cells were washed once with PBS before further analysis.  
 

2.4. Flow cytometry, ImageStream analysis, and antibodies  

pDC cell sorting was performed with anti-CD45RA-FITC (BD Biosciences) and anti-
CD123-PE (Miltenyi Biotec). Cell surface staining was performed with anti-CD40-PE 
(Beckman Coulter) or isotype control IgG1-PE (BD Biosciences), and anti-TRAIL (2E5; 
Enzo Life Sciences), or control mouse IgG1 (BD Biosciences), followed by anti-mouse 
IgG1-Biotin (Enzo Life Sciences) and Steptavidin-allophycocyanin (BD Pharmingen). 
Dead cell exclusion was performed with propidium iodide. Intracellular IRF-7 staining 
was performed by fixation and permeabilization with Cytofix/cytoperm Solution (BD 
Biosciences) and PBS containing 0.5% saponin and 2% FCS, followed by staining with 
IRF-7 (H-246; Santa Cruz Biotechnologies) or isotype control (Imgenex) and anti-rabbit 
IgG Alexa 568 (Invitrogen). Flow cytometry was performed with FACS Calibur or LSRII 
(BD Biosciences). Analysis was performed with FlowJo software (Tristar). For analysis of 
nuclear translocation of IRF-7, CpG stimulated and unstimulated cells were fixed and 
permeabilized, stained with anti-IRF-7 together with nuclei staining Hoechst 33258 
(Invitrogen) and acquired on the ImageStreamX (Amnis). Analysis was performed with 
IDEAS software (Amnis). 
 

2.5. Apoptosis assay 

Jurkat cells were labeled with DDAO (Life Technologies) according to the manufacturer’s 

instruction, treated with 2.5 g/mL Cycloheximide (Sigma-Aldrich) for 2 h, and added to 

CpG-activated (6 h) or resting CAL-1-NAB2, CAL-1-NAB2E51K or CAL-1-EV in a ratio 

25:1. For TRAIL blocking, 10 g/mL anti-TRAIL (2E5; Enzo Life Sciences) was added 

to CAL-1 cells 30 min prior to cocolture with Jurkat cells. After 20 h, apoptosis was 
measured with AnnexinV-PE staining (BD Biosciences) or with CaspGLOW Red Active 
Caspase-3 Staining Kit (BioVision) according to the manufacturers’ protocols. 
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2.6. RNA extraction and real‐time PCR 

Total RNA was isolated with TRIZOL (Invitrogen). cDNA was generated with 
SuperScript RT II (Invitrogen) using Random Primers (Promega). Real-time RT-PCR was 
performed with ABsolute QPCR SYBR Green mix (Abgene) or SyBR Green Master Mix 
(Applied Biosystems) using the CFX96 (Bio-Rad) or Step One Plus (Applied 
Biosystems). The following primers were used for analysis: TRAIL (5’-ATGGCTATGAT 
GGAGGTCCAG-3’;  5’-TTGTCCTGCATCTGCTTCAGC-3’),  NAB2 (5’-CCCGAGAG 
AGCACCTACTTG-3’;  5’-GGGTGACTCTGTTCTCCAACC-3’), CD40 (5’-CGGCTTC 
TTCTCCAATGTGT-3’;  5’-ACCAAGAGGATGGCAAACAG-3’), IFN-β (5’-GAGCTA 
CAACTTGCTTGGATTCC-3’;  5’- CAAGCCTCCCATTCAATTGC-3’), MXA (5’-TCC 
AGCCACCATTCCAAG-3’; 5’-CAACAAGTTAAATGGTATCACAGAGC-3’). 18s (5’-
AGACAACAAGCTCCGTGAAGA-3’; 5’-CAGAAGTGACGCAGCCCTCTA-3’) was 
used as reference gene. The relative mRNA expression was calculated with the 
comparative CT (DDCT) method.  
 

2.7. Western blot analysis and cytokine detection 

Cell pellets were resuspended in 5x sample buffer or NP-40 lysis buffer containing 
protease inhibitors, and denaturated at 95°C. For NAB2 detection, cells were sonicated for 
20 s prior to denaturation. SDS gels were transferred to nitrocellulose (Amersham 
Biosciences) or PVDF (Invitrogen) membranes, blocked with 5% non-fat milk or 4% 
BSA. Membranes were incubated with anti-NAB2 (1C4; Santa Cruz Biotechnologies), or 
anti-Actin (I-19; Santa Cruz Biotechnologies), anti-Akt, anti-phospo-Akt, p38MAPK, 
anti-phospo-p38MAPK (Cell Signaling Technology), anti-NF-kB p65 (Santa Cruz 
Biotechnologies), anti-phospo-NF-kB p65 (Cell Signaling Technology) or anti-RhoGDI 
(BD Transduction Laboratories). Protein expression was revealed with HRP-conjugated 
secondary antibodies and assessed with ECL Plus Western Blot Detection Reagents 
(Amersham Biosciences or Thermo Scientific). 

TNF- and IL-6 expression was measured in supernatants with the Cytometric Bead 

Array, according to the manufacturer’s protocol (CBA, Human Inflammation Kit, BD 
Biosciences). 
 

2.8. Statistical analysis 

Data are represented as mean  standard deviation (SD), and evaluated using a two-tailed, 

paired Student’s t-test (Geo MFI expression data), or a two-tailed, unpaired Student’s t-
test (RT-PCR data and Apoptosis assay) unless stated otherwise. A probability value of p 
< 0.05 was considered statistically significant. 
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3. Results 

3.1. NAB2 is induced in activated pDCs and precedes TRAIL expression 

The transcriptional regulator NAB2 is constitutively expressed in neuronal and 
hematopoietic cells, and its expression levels increase upon activation (19,20). Here, we 
have analyzed NAB2 expression levels in primary human pDCs that were activated with 
the TLR9 agonist CpG A (25). Interestingly, NAB2 mRNA and protein expression was 
increased by a -two- to sevenfold (Fig. 1A, p < 0.05 and Supplemental Fig. 1A) and was 
accompanied by the induction of TRAIL mRNA and protein (Fig. 1B; p = 0.02; (5)). 
In concordance with primary pDCs, the pDC-like cell line CAL-1 (22) also displayed 
increased NAB2 and TRAIL mRNA and protein levels in response to CpG B (Fig. 1 C 
and D). Like primary pDCs, CAL-1 cells express TLR7 and TLR9, and upon CpG 

triggering rapidly produce IFN-, IL-6 and TNF-, and express CD40 and the IFN 

responsive protein MXA ((26); Supplemental Fig. 1B-E). Moreover, comparable to 
primary pDCs, CpG-activated CAL-1 cells effectively induced apoptosis in Jurkat cells in 
a TRAIL-dependent manner, as determined by AnnexinV and by activated Caspase-3 
staining ((27); Supplemental Fig. 1F). This prompted us to use CAL-1 cells as a model 
system to further dissect the molecular regulation of TRAIL expression in pDCs. 
Not only TLR9 stimulation, but also TLR7 triggering with Imiquimod increased NAB2 
levels in CAL-1 cells (Fig. 1E). In sharp contrast, type I IFN-R engagement with 
recombinant type I IFN completely failed to augment NAB2 levels in CAL-1 cells and in 
primary pDCs (Fig. 1E and Supplemental Fig. 1A), while TRAIL expression was induced 
(Fig. 1F).  
We next assessed the kinetics of NAB2 and TRAIL expression. NAB2 mRNA was 
maximally induced at 2-4 h after CpG activation, and preceded TRAIL induction by ~3 h, 
with the latter reaching its maximum expression levels at 6-8 h post activation (Fig. 2A 

and B). As expected, IFN-mRNA peaked at 2 h post activation and rapidly declined 

back to basal levels (Fig. 2A). NAB2 expression also preceded TRAIL induction upon 
TLR7 triggering with Imiquimod, albeit with slower overall kinetics (data not shown). 

Again, recombinant IFN- did not induce increased NAB2 levels at any time point 

measured, indicating that NAB2 expression is regulated independently of IFN-R signaling 
(Fig. 2C).  
 

3.2. Blocking NAB2 diminishes TRAIL expression on activated pDCs 

Because TLR7/9 triggering resulted in elevated NAB2 levels in pDCs, and because 
NAB2/EGR molecules mediate the expression of proapoptotic molecules (15-18), we 
hypothesized that NAB2 may directly modulate TRAIL expression in pDCs. To 
investigate this, we generated CAL-1-NAB2E51K cells expressing a dominant negative  
form  of  NAB2  that  interferes with  the  interaction of  endogenous NAB2 with  its EGR  
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Figure 1. TLR9 and TLR7 stimulation, but not type I IFN‐R engagement induces NAB2 in pDCs. (A, 
B) Primary human pDCs were activated  for 4 h with 12.5  μg/mL CpG A, and mRNA  levels of  (A) 
NAB2  and  (B)  TRAIL  were  measured.  (B)  TRAIL  protein  expression  was  determined  by  flow 
cytometry after overnight  stimulation with CpG  (right).  (C, D) CAL‐1 cells were activated  for 4 h 
with  12.5  μg/mL  Control  CpG  B  (Ctrl),  CpG  B,  or  left  untreated  (0  h;  (‐)).  (C) NAB2 mRNA  and 
protein expression and  (D) TRAIL mRNA and protein expression was determined.  Isotype control 
IgG1 staining was performed on activated CAL‐1 cells. (E, F) CAL‐1 cells were activated for 4 h with 

5 μg/mL Imiquimod, 100 ng/mL IFN‐ control CpG (Ctrl) or left untreated (‐), and (E) NAB2 and (F) 
TRAIL mRNA  (left) and protein expression  (right) were determined. Data were pooled  from  four 
independently  performed  experiments  (A,  B),  or  data  are  shown  as  mean  +  SD  of  three 
experimental replicates that are representative of at least eight (C, D) or three (E‐F) independently 
performed experiments.  (*p < 0.05, **p < 0.005; ***p < 0.001). Data are analyzed with a  two‐
tailed, paired (A, B) or unpaired (D‐F) Student’s t‐test. AU = arbitrary unit. 
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Figure  2. NAB2  induction  precedes  TRAIL  expression  in  CpG‐activated  CAL‐1  cells.  CAL‐1  cells 

were activated with CpG or left untreated. (A) NAB2, TRAIL, and IFN‐ mRNA levels, and (B) TRAIL 
protein expression levels were determined at indicated time points. (C) CAL‐1 cells were activated 

with CpG,  IFN‐ or  left untreated and NAB2 and TRAIL mRNA  levels were measured.  (A, C) Data 
are shown as mean + SD of three experimental replicates. Experiments are representative of three 
(A‐B) and two (C) independent experiments. 
 
 

binding partners (20,24,28). We also generated CAL-1-NAB2 cells expressing wild type 
NAB2, and CAL-1-EV cells containing the empty vector.  

Exogenous NAB2 or NAB2E51K expression did not affect IFN-, TRAIL, or CD40 

expression levels in resting CAL-1 cells (Fig. 3 and Supplemental Fig. 2A). Upon CpG 
stimulation, however, NAB2E51K significantly reduced the induction of TRAIL mRNA 
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(Fig. 3A) and protein (Fig. 3C-D) as compared with CAL-1-EV (p = 0.011 and p = 0.005; 
for mRNA and protein), or with CAL-1-NAB2 cells (p = 0.003 and p = 0.006; resp.). 
TRAIL levels in CAL-1-NAB2 cells were similar to CAL-1-EV cells (Fig. 3A; p = 0.26), 
suggesting that the -two- to sevenfold induction of endogenous NAB2 upon CpG 
activation (Fig. 1A and C) already sufficed for optimal TRAIL induction. We also 
observed reduced TRAIL expression in CAL-1-NAB2E51K cells upon TLR7 triggering 
with Imiquimod (Fig. 3C and E).  

Importantly, NAB2E51K did not affect IFN- expression in CpG stimulated CAL-1 cells 

(Fig. 3B; p = 0.59 and p = 0.73), indicating that NAB2 and type I IFN do not modulate 
each other. Moreover, interfering with NAB2 did not modulate the overall activation of 
CAL-1 cells but regulated specific genes, as the expression of CD40 and the production of 

TNF- upon CpG stimulation were not affected by the presence of exogenous NAB2 or 

NAB2E51K (Supplemental Fig. 2A and B). Likewise, we detected similar protein induction 
and nuclear translocation of IRF-7 in all three CAL-1 cell variants (Supplemental Fig. 2C-
F). Only IL-6 production was found slightly increased in CAL-1-NAB2 cells and 
modestly decreased in CAL-1-NAB2E51K cells (Supplemental Fig. 2B), suggesting that 
also this cytokine gene is directly or indirectly targeted by NAB2. 
To validate our findings that exogenous NAB2E51K diminishes TRAIL induction, we 
transfected CAL-1 cells with siRNA against NAB2. We achieved a mere 30% reduction 
in NAB2 expression with siRNA, possibly due to the high basal expression levels of 
NAB2 (Supplemental Fig. 3B). Nonetheless, we observed a slight reduction of CpG-
mediated TRAIL induction, while the induction of CD40 remained unaffected 
(Supplemental Fig. 3A and C).  
We next determined whether the reduced TRAIL expression in CAL-1-NAB2E51K cells 
affected their capacity to induce cell death. Compared with CAL-1-NAB2 or CAL-1-EV, 
CpG-activated CAL-1-NAB2E51K cells were indeed less potent in inducing apoptosis of 
TRAIL-sensitive Jurkat cells as assessed by AnnexinV expression of the target cells (Fig. 
3F; p = 0.020 and p = 0.009). Similar results were found when Caspase-3 activation was 
measured in Jurkat cells (Supplemental Fig. 4). Together, these results demonstrate that 
NAB2 is directly involved in TRAIL induction upon TLR9/7-mediated pDC activation, 
and that blocking its activity diminishes pDC cytotoxicity. 
 

3.3. NAB2 regulates TRAIL expression through PI3K  

We next assessed which molecules mediate NAB2-dependent TRAIL induction in pDCs. 

Therefore, we blocked PI3K, p38MAPK, or NF-B signaling in CpG-activated CAL-1 

cells with inhibitors chosen based on their activity without compromising the cell viability 
(Supplemental Fig. 5A and B). Interestingly, PI3K signaling was essential for NAB2 
induction upon CpG  stimulation of pDCs as determined by pretreating CAL-1 cells with   
the  inhibitor  PI-103  (Fig. 4A;  p < 0.0001).  PI-103-treated  CAL-1  cells  also  failed  to  
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Figure  3.  NAB2  mediates  TRAIL  expression  in  TLR9/7‐stimulated  CAL‐1  cells.  CAL‐1  cells 
expressing  dominant  negative  NAB2  (NAB2E51K), wild  type  NAB2  (NAB2),  or  the  empty  control 
vector (EV) were stimulated for 6 h with (A‐D) Control CpG, or CpG, (C, E) Imiquimod, or (C, E, F) 

left untreated.  (A) TRAIL and  (B)  IFN‐mRNA and  (C‐E) TRAIL protein  levels were measured.  (B) 
IFN‐β mRNA expression was assessed after 2 h CpG stimulation. (A, B) Data are shown as mean + 
SD of  three  experimental  replicates,  and  are  representative of  three  independent  experiments. 
TRAIL  staining  in  (C)  is  a  representative  of  six  (D)  and  three  (E)  independently  performed 
experiments compiled as mean of TRAIL Geo MFI + SD. Geo MFI = geometric mean  fluorescence 
intensity. (F) DDAO‐labeled Jurkat cells were cultured for 20 h with CpG‐stimulated or resting (Ctrl) 
CAL1‐EV,  ‐NAB2 or  ‐NAB2E51K cells. The percentage of AnnexinV

+ Jurkat cells was measured. Data 
are shown as mean + SD of two (F) independent experiments. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.005, as assessed 
by two‐tail unpaired (A, B, F) or paired (D, E) Student’s t‐test. 
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Figure  4.  NAB2‐mediated  TRAIL  expression  is  PI3K‐dependent.  (A,  C,  E)  CAL‐1  cells  or  (B,  D) 
primary pDCs were pre‐incubated for 30 min with 5 μM PI‐103 (PI), 50 μM SB203580 (SB), 2.5 μM 
BAY11‐7082 (Bay), or left untreated (Ctrl), before being activated with CpG for 4 h. mRNA levels of 
(A, B) NAB2  and  (C, D)  TRAIL  and  (E)  TRAIL protein  levels were determined. mRNA  levels were 
shown  as  mean  +  SD  of  three  experimental  replicates,  representative  of  three  independent 
experiments. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001. Data are analyzed with a  two‐tailed unpaired 
Student’s t‐test. ND = not detectable. 
 
 

express TRAIL (Fig. 4C and E), supporting our hypothesis that NAB2 induces TRAIL 
expression in pDCs. Importantly, the induction of NAB2 and TRAIL mRNA was also 
significantly blocked by PI-103 in primary pDCs upon CpG stimulation (Fig. 4B and D; p 
< 0.01 and p < 0.05). Of note, the PI3K-mediated NAB2 induction was independent of 
mTOR as treatment with Rapamycin did not significantly block the increase of NAB2 
mRNA upon CpG stimulation (Supplemental Fig. 5C). 

Blocking p38MAPK with SB203580, or blocking NF-B with BAY11-7082 had no effect 

on NAB2 induction (Fig 4A; p = 0.38 and p = 0.09). However, p38MAPK inhibition 
significantly blocked TRAIL expression (Fig. 4C and E; p < 0.01), suggesting that (i) 
p38MAPK acts independently of PI3K/NAB2 signaling to induce TRAIL, or that (ii) 
p38MAPK feeds into the same signaling pathway, but downstream of NAB2 activity. In 
conclusion, we show that PI3K signaling is required for CpG-mediated NAB2 expression 
and its downstream target TRAIL.  
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3.4. TRAIL  is  induced  by  NAB2  and  IFN‐  via  independent  signaling 
pathways 

We observed that NAB2E51K only partially blocked TRAIL induction. Interestingly, CAL-
1-NAB2E51K cells displayed two peaks of TRAIL expression rather than a uniform 
decrease (Fig. 3C). The differential TRAIL levels were not correlated with NAB2E51K 
expression levels, as we found comparable levels of TRAIL with CAL-1-NAB2E51K cells 
expressing high or low levels of the GFP reporter gene (Supplemental Fig. 6A). 
Alternatively, differential TRAIL expression could result from stochastic cell activation, 
and only continuous or additional triggering allows for optimal TRAIL expression of the 
whole pDC population. In support of this, unmanipulated CAL-1 cells also displayed a 
broad spectrum of TRAIL expression at 4 h post CpG activation and 6 h post Imiquimod 
triggering, when the cells were not fully activated yet (Fig. 2B and Supplemental Fig. 6B). 
As TRAIL expression in pDCs results both from type I IFN-R signaling and from TLR 
signaling (Fig.1; (13)), we addressed whether these two signaling pathways act separately 
and/or cooperate to induce optimal TRAIL expression. CpG triggering – that elicits both 
TLR signaling and IFN-R signaling – results in lower TRAIL levels in CAL-1-NAB2E51K 
cells than in CAL-1-NAB2, or CAL-1-EV cells (Fig. 5; top panel). To dissect the 
contribution of TLR signaling versus IFN-R signaling, we activated CAL-1 cell variants 
with CpG, while blocking type I IFN-R signaling with the vaccinia virus-encoded type I 
IFN decoy receptor B18R (29-31). Blocking type I IFN-R signaling resulted in reduced 
TRAIL levels in CAL-1-EV and CAL-1-NAB2 cells (Fig. 5; middle panel) that were 
comparable to suboptimal activation conditions (i.e., at 4 h post CpG activation, Fig. 3C). 
Remarkably, addition of B18R completely abolished TRAIL expression in CpG-activated 
CAL-1-NAB2E51K cells (Fig. 5; middle panel), indicating that both TLR signaling through 
PI3K/NAB2 and type I IFN-R signaling contribute to optimal TRAIL expression. Of note, 
all three cell variants expressed high levels of TRAIL when stimulated solely via type I 

IFN-R with recombinant IFN- (Fig. 5; bottom panel). Together, these data imply that (i) 

NAB2-dependent TRAIL induction occurs downstream of TLR engagement, 
independently of type I IFN-R signaling, and that (ii) the remaining TRAIL expression 
upon CpG stimulation in CAL-1-NAB2E51K cells possibly resulted from type I IFN-R 
signaling.  
 

4. Discussion 

Here, we have identified NAB2 as a novel transcriptional regulator of TRAIL in pDCs. 
We show that NAB2-mediated TRAIL expression is dependent on TLR-mediated PI3K 
signaling, and independent of type I IFN-R signaling. In addition, our results reveal that 
TRAIL induction in pDCs can occur at least via two independent signaling pathways: (i) 
downstream of TLR signaling and at least in part mediated by NAB2, and (ii) downstream  
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Figure 5. Two signaling pathways collaborate to allow for full TRAIL expression.  CAL‐1‐EV, CAL‐1‐
NAB2, and CAL‐1‐NAB2E51K cells were stimulated for 6 h with CpG (top), with CpG after 30‐min pre‐

incubation with 0.1 μg/mL B18R (middle), with 200 ng/mL IFN‐ (bottom), or left untreated (filled 
histograms). TRAIL protein levels were measured. The percentage of TRAIL+ cells upon activation is 
depicted  in  the  upper  right  corner.  Data  are  representative  of  two  to  three  independent 
experiments.  
 
 

of type I IFN-R signaling, independently of NAB2. As both pathways must be blocked to 
completely abolish TRAIL induction in pDCs (Fig. 5), our data show that these two 
signaling pathways independently induce TRAIL, and suggest that they act in concert to 
achieve full TRAIL expression. 
Recent data have indicated that TRAIL induction upon TLR7 triggering can occur 
independently of type I IFN stimulation (5,32,33). Here we provide further insights in the 
molecular mechanisms that govern TRAIL expression upon TLR7/9-triggering involving 
the transcriptional regulator NAB2 (Fig. 3). Whether other previously designated IFN-
inducible genes of pDCs like MXA and CXCL10 also require NAB2 induction for their 
type I IFN-independent expression (33) remains to be determined. 
While TLR-mediated signaling and IFN-R signaling can independently induce TRAIL 
expression, also crosstalk of these signaling pathways is found. This is evidenced by 
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p38MAPK–mediated type I IFN production ((34,35), data not shown), which may explain 
our findings that p38MAPK induces TRAIL independently of NAB2. In addition, PI3K 
signaling induces IRF-7 translocation to the nucleus in activated pre-pDCs (36), a process 
required for type I IFN production. However, we found a mere 50% reduction of the IFN-

 burst in CAL-1 cells upon PI3K block, while TRAIL induction was fully abrogated 

(Fig. 4B and E and Supplemental Fig. 5D). Therefore, our data point to PI3K-NAB2 
activation being the dominant regulatory pathway for TRAIL induction directly 
downstream of TLR triggering. Whether IRF-7 translocation regulates also the induction 
of NAB2 in addition to type I IFN, or whether their induction occurs independently but in 
parallel downstream of PI3K signaling, remains to be determined. 
We found that PI3K signaling induces NAB2 upon TLR triggering, but does so 
independently of mTOR. Which downstream targets of PI3K govern NAB2 induction is 
to date unresolved. Potential targets of PI3K activity are the NAB2 binding partners EGR-
1, 2, and 3 that mediate NAB2 transcription as part of their feedback loop (28). We are 
currently investigating this possibility.  
Interestingly, NAB2 induces TRAIL expression in human pDCs, but suppresses TRAIL 
induction in murine CD8+ T cells (21). This apparent divergence of NAB2 activity was 
also found in other cell types and has been attributed to different cell lineages (19). It is 
therefore of interest to compare NAB2 activity in pDCs with lymphoid cells such as B 
cells and NK cells. Our preliminary studies indeed point to such cell lineage specificity, 
and indicate that basal mRNA levels of EGR-1, 2, and 3 - the binding partners of NAB2 - 
vary between different cell lineages (M. Balzarolo and M. C. Wolkers, unpublished 
observations). Provided that the EGR proteins can have both stimulatory (EGR-1) and 
pro-apoptotic (EGR-2/3) functions (19,20), this differential expression profile of EGR 
genes could result in the differential transcription activity of NAB2.  
Alternatively, it has been shown that the co-activatory versus corepressive action of 
NAB2 is dictated by the affinity of the EGR target genes to the promoter region, which 
depends on conserved (= high affinity and co-repressive) versus nonconserved (= low 
affinity and co-activatory) EGR-binding sites (37). Interestingly, we have identified only 
one conserved putative EGR-binding site in the proximal 3-kb region of the human 
TRAIL promoter, as opposed to four conserved putative EGR-binding sites within the 
murine TRAIL promoter. As a result, the differential action of NAB2 on TRAIL in human 
pDCs or mouse CD8+ T cells could also be dictated by EGR-binding sites with different 
affinities. In addition, it has been described that the corepressive function of NAB2 is at 
least in part mediated through its interaction with CHD4, a subunit of the NuRD 
deacetylase complex (38). Therefore, it is tempting to speculate that the differential 
affinity of the NAB2/EGR complex to the DNA may also lead to changes in the 
recruitment of CHD4.  
Here, we show that optimal TRAIL expression in pDCs depends on two signaling 
pathways. This finding corroborates with previous data demonstrating that type I IFN 
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production by pDCs relies on both TLR-mediated and IFN-R mediated signaling (39). 
Similarly, optimal IL-12p70 production by monocyte-derived DCs depends on both TLR 
signaling and type I IFN-R engagement (40). Combined, the cooperation of two signaling 
pathways may allow for fine-tuning of expression levels of effector molecules, depending 
on the signals a pDC receives. That TLR-mediated and IFN-R mediated signaling induce 
a different activation status of pDCs may also be reflected by the expression levels of 
CD40, which was solely induced upon TLR signaling in CAL-1 cells, and not by type I 
IFN-R signaling (Supplemental Fig. 1B). Therefore, activation of pDCs via these two 
signaling pathways may dictate the proper timing of TRAIL expression at the site of 
infection to the moment when TLR ligands are present, while late pDC immigrants may 
display limited killing activity at a time when the pathogen is already cleared. This would 
ensure that pDC activation is proportionate to the level of pathogen present at the site of 
infection and avoid unnecessary side effects. 
In conclusion, our data presented here provide further insights in the molecular 
mechanisms that trigger pDCs and help define the requirements for optimal pDC 
activation and functionality. 
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Supplemental Information 

Supplemental Figure 1.  (A) NAB2  is  induced  in human pDCs upon CpG, but not upon  type  I  IFN 
stimulation. Primary human pDCs were activated for 4h with 12.5 mg/ml CpG A or 200 ng/ml IFNa, 

and NAB2 protein  levels were assessed.  (B‐F) CpG activated CAL‐1 cells express CD40,  IFN‐ and 
MXA,  and  kill  target  cells  in  a  TRAIL‐dependent manner.  CAL‐1  cells were  left  untreated  (‐)  or 
activated with Control CpG (Ctrl), CpG or IFNb for 4h, and CD40 protein  levels were measured by 
flow cytometry and compared with  isotype control staining of CpG treated CAL‐1 cells (B). mRNA 
levels of CD40  (C),  IFNb  (D) and MXA  (E) were assessed by RT‐PCR.  (F) CAL‐1‐EV  cells were  left 
untreated  or CpG‐activated for 6h prior to co‐culture with DDAO‐labeled Jurkat cells for 20h in a 
ratio 25:1. TRAIL‐dependent killing was assessed by adding 10 mg/ml anti‐TRAIL antibody to CAL‐1 

cells 30 min prior to the co‐culture (CpG+TRAIL). Apoptosis  induction of DDAO+ Jurkat cells was 
assessed  by  Annexin  V  or  Active  Caspase‐3  stainings.  Numbers  represent  the  percentage  of 
Annexin V or Active Caspase‐3 positive cells. Data are representative of at  least 8 (B‐D) or 2 (E‐F) 
independent experiments (**p < 0.005, ***p < 0.001).  
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Supplemental Figure 2. Activation of CAL1 cell variants with CpG results  in comparable  induction 
of CD40, TNF‐a and  IRF‐7. CAL‐1  cell variants were  left untreated  (Ctrl) or activated  for 6h with 
CpG. (A) CD40  levels were assessed by flow cytometry. Left panel: one representative analysis of 
CD40 expression of one of 3  independently performed experiments combined  in the right panel. 
(B) TNF‐a and IL‐6 cytokine expression were measured in the supernatant of 6h untreated or CpG‐
stimulated CAL‐1 cell variants. (C)  IRF‐7 expression was measured by  intracellular flow cytometry 
staining  in CAL‐1‐EV,  ‐NAB2,  ‐NAB2E51K untreated or  stimulated  for o/n with  CpG.  The mean of 
GeoMFI  of  IRF‐7 minus  isotype  control  are  shown.  Data  are  representative  of  3  independent 
experiments (*p < 0.05, ***p < 0.001). ND: not detectable. 
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Supplemental  Figure  2.  IRF‐7  nuclear  translocation  in  CAL‐1  cells  is  not  affected  by  exogenous 
expression of NAB2 or NAB2E51K. (D‐F) CAL‐2‐EV, ‐NAB2, or ‐NAB2E51K were left untreated (Ctrl) or 
stimulated with CpG for 6h, and IRF‐7 translocation was measured with ImageStream technology. 
Left  panel:  representative  images  of  Bright  field,  Hoechst  33258  (Blue),  IRF‐7  (Orange),  and 
Hoechst  33258/IRF‐7  of  translocated  or  non‐translocated  IRF‐7  staining  in  CAL‐1  cells  variants. 
Right panel: Similarity analysis between Hoechst 33258 and IRF‐7  in untreated or CpG‐stimulated 
CAL‐1  cell  variants.  Values  depicted  in  the  histograms  represent  the  percentage  of  cells  with 
similarity values above an arbitrary value of 1.7 over a total of approximately 20.000 cells. 
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Supplemental Figure 3. NAB2 knowdown by siRNA reduces TRAIL  induction  in CpG  treated CAL1 
cells but does not affect CD40 expression. CAL‐1  cells were  transfected with  siGLO  transfection 
indicator  together  with  Ctrl  siRNA  or  siRNA  targeting  NAB2  in  a  ratio  of  1:3.  (A)  48h  post‐
transfection  TRAIL  expression  of  unstimulated,  or  CpG‐stimulated  CAL‐1  cells was measured  by 
flow cytrometry  in the siGLO+ and total transfected cell populations. Numbers  in the upper right 
corner  represent TRAIL GeoMFI of CpG stimulated cells.  (B) The knock‐down of NAB2 protein of 
the  total  transfected cell population was assessed by Western blot analysis.  (C) CD40 expression 
was measured by flow cytometry in siGLO

+ (left panel) or in the total cell population (right panel). 
Numbers  depict  the  percentage  of  CD40+  cells.  Data  are  representative  of  2  independent 
experiments. 
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Supplemental  Figure  4. Activated  CAL‐1 NAB2E51K  cells  are  less  potent  in  inducing  apoptosis  in 
Jurkat  cells.  (A)  DDAO‐labeled  Jurkat  cells were  co‐cultured  for  20h with  unstimulated  or  CpG 
stimulated CAL‐1‐EV,  ‐NAB2, or  ‐NAB2E51K cells. Active Caspase‐3 was measured  in Jurkat cells by 
CaspGLOW  Red  Active  Caspase‐3  Staining  Kit.  Data  are  representative  of  2  independent 
experiments. 
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Supplemental Figure 5. Analysis of  the specificity of  inhibition of PI3K  (7), p38MAPK, NF‐kB and 
effects of mTOR and PI3K pathways. (A‐B) CAL‐1 cells were pre‐incubated for 30 min with PI‐103 
(PI),  SB203580  (SB),  and  BAY11‐7082  (Bay),  DMSO  (Ctrl)  or  left  untreated  (‐),  before  being 
activated with CpG for 30min (A) or 1h (B). Protein expression of Akt, p38MAPK, NF‐kB p65 and the 
respective phosphorylated  forms  (p‐) were assessed by Western blot analysis. NAB2  induction  is 
independent on mTOR.  (C) CAL‐1 cells were  incubated  for 30 min with PI‐103  (PI) or Rapamycin 
(Rap) followed by 4h activation with CpG. NAB2 mRNA levels were measured by RT‐PCR. (D) CAL‐1 

cells were stimulated for 4h with CpG in the absence or presence of PI‐103, and IFN‐ mRNA levels 
were measured. 
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Supplemental  Figure 6. Differential  TRAIL  levels  in CAL‐1‐NAB2E51K  cells  are not  correlated with 
NAB2E51K expression levels, but rather a consequence of not fully activated CAL‐1 cells. (A) CAL‐1‐
NAB2E51K cells were activated for 6h with CpG, and TRAIL expression levels were assessed by flow 
cytometry of  the  top GFP‐expressing cells  (GFP high)  the bottom GFP‐expressing cells  (GFP  low). 
Shaded  plots  represent  unstimulated  CAL‐1‐NAB2E51K  cells.  Numbers  in  the  upper  right  corner 
represent  the  percentage  of  TRAIL+  cells  upon  activation.  (B)  CAL‐1  cells  were  activated  with 
5mg/ml of  Imiquimod  for  indicated  time points and TRAIL protein  levels were assessed by  flow 
cytometry. Data  shown display gating  strategy  (top  row) and  time  course  is  representative of 3 
independently performed experiments.  
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Abstract 

The transcriptional regulator NGFI-A binding protein 2 (NAB2) and the early growth 
response (EGR) genes are key regulators of effector molecules, such as cell death-
inducing genes. We have previously shown that NAB2 modulates the levels of expression 
of the Tumor Necrosis Factor (TNF) family member TNF-related apoptosis inducing 
ligand (TRAIL) in T cells and plasmacytoid DCs. Provided that TRAIL plays a key role in 
NK cell cytotoxicity towards infected and tumor cells, we investigated whether NAB2 
also mediates TRAIL expression in human NK cells, and if so through which 
mechanisms. We show that NAB2 is induced in NK cells upon IL-2 and IL-15 
stimulation, and promotes the induction of TRAIL. In addition, we show that the 
transcription factor EGR-1, which is upregulated by the same stimuli as NAB2, rather acts 
as a brake on TRAIL expression in NK cells. Overall, these data provide new mechanistic 
insights in the regulation of TRAIL, and show that the gene regulation through the 
NAB2/EGR axis allows for a highly controlled expression pattern of this effector 
molecule in NK cells.  
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1. Introduction 

The NGFI-A-binding protein NAB2 has been widely described as a critical regulator of 
gene transcription during immune cell development, function and cell fate (1-5). NAB2 is 
induced upon a variety of extracellular stimuli that trigger specific receptors located on 
the cell surface of immune cells. T cell receptor (TCR) or Toll-like receptor (TLR) 
triggering, for instance, leads to the induction of NAB2 in T cells and plasmacytoid DCs 
(2-4). Furthermore, extracellular factors such as increased levels of growth factors, or 
changes in the microenvironment mediated by hypoxia or irradiation lead to enhanced 
NAB2 expression in immune and non-immune cells (6,7). Because NAB2 does not 
contain any DNA binding domains itself, it regulates gene expression indirectly by 
interacting with the Early growth response (EGR) transcription factors, thus far the only 
transcription factors known to interact with NAB2 (7). EGR-1 (or NGFI-A), which has 
been the first EGR identified to be regulated by NAB2, is quickly induced upon 
extracellular triggering, and like NAB2, it controls gene expression that is required during 
development and immune cell functions (1,7,8). 
Several studies have shown that gene regulation through NAB2 can both repress and 
activate EGR-mediated gene transcription. For instance, during macrophage development, 
NAB2 promotes macrophage-specific gene transcription, while it simultaneously blocks 
the expression of neutrophil-specific genes (1). In activated T cells, NAB2 enhances 
Interleukin 2 (IL-2) gene transcription through its interaction with EGR-1; this process is 
blocked by the transcriptional activity of EGR-2 and EGR-3 (2,3). Depending on the 
cellular context, NAB2 also has the capacity to activate or repress transcription of the 
same target gene, resulting in seemingly contradictory findings about its role in control of 
specific gene expression. This is highlighted by our own studies demonstrating that NAB2 
co-activates TRAIL expression in activated human plasmacytoid dendritic cells (pDCs), 
while it behaves as a co-repressor of transcription of the same gene, TRAIL, in reactivated 
murine CD8+ T cells (4,5).  
This observation brought us to question whether and how NAB2 expression influences the 
levels of TRAIL in other cell death-inducing immune cells, such as Natural Killer (NK) 
cells. TRAIL expression in activated NK cells plays a relevant role in cytotoxicity and 
immunosurveillance against virally-infected and tumor cells (9,10). With the exception of 
murine NK cells from the liver, which constitutively express TRAIL (11,12), resting NK 
cells do not express TRAIL, but markedly upregulate this cytotoxic molecule upon 
cytokine stimulation. Specifically, IL-2, IL-15, and other cytokines such as IL-12 and type 
I Interferons (IFNs) have been shown to be responsible for TRAIL induction in NK cells 
(12-14).  
Our study reveals that NAB2 expression is increased upon IL-2 and IL-15 triggering in 
NK cells, but not upon stimulation with IL-12 or type I IFNs. Importantly, we also found 
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that NAB2 can promote TRAIL expression upon IL-2 and IL-15-mediated stimulation. 
Furthermore, we found that EGR-1 expression was also induced by IL-2 and IL-15 
stimulation. Surprisingly, however, EGR-1 expression limited the induction of TRAIL in 
activated NK cells. This seemingly divergent role of these two transcriptional regulators 
suggests a tightly regulated network between NAB2 and EGR-1 in the control of TRAIL 
expression in NK cell function. 


2. Materials and Methods 

2.1. Isolation of primary NK cells and NKL cell cultures 

Primary NK cells were obtained from peripheral blood of healthy donors as previously 
described (15). After PBMC isolation by ficoll gradient (Ficoll-Paque PLUS, GE 
Healtcare), primary NK cells were isolated using the NK cell negative isolation kit 
(Dynal, Life Technologies). NK cells were between 95 and 99% CD3-, CD56+. Local 
ethical committee approval was received for the studies and informed consent of all 
participating subjects was obtained. 
The human NK cell line NKL (16) was cultured in RPMI supplemented with 2 mM L-
glutamine, 100 U/mL penicillin, 100 μg/mL streptomycin and 10% FCS, and with 50 
U/ml recombinant human IL-2. Cells were maintained at 37°C in 5% CO2. 
 

2.2. Generation of NKL cells expressing constitutive NAB2, NAB2E51K,or 
short hairpins targeting EGR‐1. 

Lentiviral vectors containing human NAB2 and NAB2E51K, or the control empty vectors 
(EV) were generated as previously described (4) and used to transduce NKL cells. GFP 
expressing cells were sorted on the FACSAria II (BD Biosciences). EGR-1 knock-down 
was achieved in NKL cells with lentiviral vectors containing shRNA targeting EGR-1 
(CloneID: NM_001964.2-1135s1c1, shEGR-1) or Luciferase (SHC007), obtained from 
Sigma MISSION shRNA library (Sigma-Aldrich), in which the puromycin selection was 
replaced with the GFP reporter gene. Lentiviral particles were generated by calcium 
phosphate transfection in 293T cells. NKL cells were activated for 2 hours with 50 U/ml 

IL-2 and 100 ng/ml IL-12 prior to spin transduction with 8 g/ml polybrene at 2000 rpm 

for 90 min. EGR-1 knock-down efficiency was assessed by RT-PCR on sorted GFP+ NKL 
cells. 
 

2.3. Activation of primary NK cells and NKL cells 

Primary human NK cells were stimulated for indicated time points with 300 U/ml IL-2 
(National Institutes of Health cytokine repository), 15 ng/ml IL-15 (PAN Biotech), or left 
untreated. NKL cells were seeded overnight in culture medium deprived of IL-2, followed 
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by stimulation with 100 U/ml IL-2, 10 ng/ml IL-15, 10 ng/ml IL-12 (R&D Systems) or 

100 ng/ml IFN- (PBL Medical Laboratories).  
 

2.4. Flow cytometry and antibodies 

TRAIL cell surface staining was performed with unlabelled anti-TRAIL antibody (clone 
2E5; Enzo Life Sciences), or with control mouse IgG1 (BD Biosciences), followed by 
anti-mouse IgG1-Biotin (Enzo Life Sciences) and APC- or PE-conjugated Steptavidin 
(BD Pharmingen). Dead cell exclusion was performed with Propidium Iodide. Flow 
cytometry was performed with LSRII (BD Biosciences), and data were analysed with 
FlowJo software (Tristar). 
 

2.5. RNA extraction and Real Time PCR 

Total RNA was isolated with TRIZOL (Invitrogen). cDNA was generated with 
SuperScript RT II or SuperScript RT III (Invitrogen) using Random Primers (Promega). 
Real-time RT-PCR was performed with ABsolute QPCR SYBR Green mix (Abgene) or 
SyBR Green Master Mix (Applied Biosystems) using the CFX96 (Bio-Rad) or Step One 
Plus (Applied Biosystems) RT-PCR systems. The following primers were used for   
analysis: TRAIL (5’-ATGGCTATGATGGAGGTCCAG-3’; 5’-TTGTCCTGCATCTGCT 
TCAGC-3’), NAB2  (5’-CCCGAGAGAGCACCTACTTG-3’;  5’-GGGTGACTCTGTTC 
TCCAACC-3’), EGR-1 (5’-AGCCCTACGAGCACCTGAC-3’, 5’-GGTTTGGCTGGGG 
TAACTG-3’). Each sample was analyzed in duplicates or triplicates and expression levels 
were normalized to the housekeeping gene 18s (5’-AGACAACAAGCTCCGTGAAGA-
3’; 5’-CAGAAGTGACGCAGCCCTCTA-3’).  
 

2.6. Statistical analysis 

Data are represented as mean  standard deviation (SD), and evaluated using a two-tailed, 

unpaired Student’s T test. A probability value of p < 0.05 was considered statistically 
significant. 
 

3. Results 

3.1. Activation of NK cells with  IL‐2 or  IL‐15  results  in enhanced NAB2 
expression  

To assess whether the transcriptional regulator NAB2 mediates the expression of TRAIL 
in NK cells, comparable to what is found in T cells and pDCs (4,5), we first determined if 
NAB2 expression was induced by two key mediators of NK cell activation and 
cytotoxicity, IL-2 and IL-15 (9,17). We found that in primary human NK cells the 
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expression of NAB2 mRNA upon overnight stimulation with IL-2 and IL-15 was 
increased by a two-three fold compared to unstimulated NK cells (Fig. 1A, p = 0.0035,     
p = 0.001). As expected, also TRAIL mRNA and protein levels were significantly 
enhanced in primary NK cells that were stimulated with IL-2 and IL-15 (Fig 1B,               
p = 0.0038, p = 0.0001). We further investigated the kinetics of NAB2 expression in 
activated NK cells, and found that upon IL-2 and IL-15 stimulation, NAB2 mRNA was 
maximally induced between 4 and 8 h of stimulation and was back to basal levels after 20 
h of stimulation (Fig. 1C). The kinetics of TRAIL mRNA induction and its protein 
expression were similar to that of NAB2, only that TRAIL protein induction peaked 
between 8 and 24 h post activation, and the TRAIL expression level remained high for 
longer periods of time (Fig. 1D).  
We also assessed the expression pattern of NAB2 and TRAIL in the NK cell line NKL 
(16). Upon stimulation with IL-2 or IL-15 for 4 h, also NKL cells showed significantly 
increased expression of NAB2 (Fig. 1E, p < 0.0001) and induction of TRAIL mRNA and 
protein (Fig. 1F). These results and the kinetics of NAB2 and TRAIL in NKL cells 
stimulated with IL-15 (Supplemental Fig. 1A and B) corroborated with our findings in 
primary NK cells, and allowed us to use this cell line to further dissect the role of NAB2 
in the regulation of TRAIL expression. 
 

3.2. High NAB2 levels increase TRAIL expression in activated NK cells 

Having established the expression pattern of NAB2 and TRAIL in IL-2 and IL-15 
stimulated NK cells, we next investigated whether modulating the expression levels of 
NAB2 influenced the induction of TRAIL upon NK cell stimulation. To this end, we 
transduced NKL cells with wild type NAB2 (NKL-NAB2), or with a dominant negative 
mutant of NAB2 that impairs the activity of endogenous NAB2 by sequestering it from its 
EGR binding partners (NKL-NAB2E51K) (4,18,19). As control, we used NKL cells 
transduced with the empty vector (NKL-EV).  
In resting NKL cells, the modified NAB2 levels did not affect the protein levels of 
TRAIL, which were comparable between NKL-NAB2, NKL-NAB2E51K and NKL-EV 
(Fig. 2A). Also, mRNA levels were not affected by the altered levels of NAB2 (Fig. 2B,  
p = 0.42 and p = 0.63). Interestingly, upon IL-2 and IL-15 stimulation, the exogenous 
expression of wild type NAB2 in NKL-NAB2 cells led to higher expression levels of 
TRAIL protein when compared to the expression levels in activated NKL-EV cells (Fig. 
2A). TRAIL mRNA levels were also more potently induced in NKL-NAB2 cells 
compared to NKL-EV cells upon IL-2 and IL-15 stimulation (Fig. 2B, p = 0.005 and        
p = 0.009). Provided that high NAB2 levels lead to increased TRAIL levels in activated 
NKL cells, these findings indicate that NAB2 acts as a positive transcriptional regulator of 
TRAIL expression in NK cells.  
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Figure 1. IL‐2 and IL‐15 stimulation induce NAB2 and TRAIL in human primary NK cells and in the 
human  NKL  cell  line.  (A‐D)  Human  primary  NK  cells  were  stimulated  overnight  (A,  B)  or  for 
indicated time (C, D) with 300 U/ml IL‐2, 15 ng/ml IL‐15, or left untreated (Ctrl). (A, C) mRNA levels 
of NAB2 were measured by RT‐PCR and  (B, D) TRAIL mRNA  (left) and protein  (right)  levels were 
measured  by  RT‐PCR  and  flow  cytometry.  Isotype  control  IgG1  staining  was  performed  on 
activated NK cells. (E, F) NKL cells were seeded overnight in the absence of IL‐2 and stimulated for 
4 h with 10 ng/ml IL‐15, 100 U/ml IL‐2, or left untreated (Ctrl). mRNA levels of NAB2 (E) and TRAIL 

(F,  left), and TRAIL protein  levels  (F, right) were measured. Data are shown as mean  SD of 2‐3 
replicates normalized to the 18s reference gene, and are representative of independent donors (A‐
D) or 3 independently performed experiments (E, F). Data are analyzed with a two‐tailed, unpaired 
Student’s T test (**p < 0.005; ***p < 0.001). 
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Figure 2. Overexpression of NAB2 leads to increased TRAIL levels in IL‐2 and IL‐15 activated NKL 
cells.  (A)  NKL  cells  transduced with  NAB2  (NKL‐NAB2),  NAB2E51K  (NKL‐NAB2E51K),  or  the  empty 
vector (NKL‐EV) were stimulated for 4 h with IL‐2, IL‐15, or left untreated (Ctrl) and TRAIL protein 
expression was measured. (A) Data represent one of 4 (IL‐2) or 5 (IL‐15) independent experiments. 
(B) mRNA  levels of TRAIL were measured  in NKL  cells  stimulated  for 6 h with  IL‐2,  IL‐15 or  left 

untreated (Ctrl). Data are depicted as mean  SD of 3 replicates normalized to the 18s reference 
gene, and are analyzed with a two‐tailed, unpaired Student’s T test (**p < 0.005). 
 
 

3.3. The transcription factor EGR‐1  limits TRAIL expression  in activated 
NK cells  

The transcriptional regulator NAB2 does not bind directly to DNA to exert its function, 
because it lacks a DNA binding domain (7). Instead, NAB2 regulates transcription of 
target genes interacting with its binding partners, the EGR transcription factors (7). As 
EGR-1 is also implicated in the regulation of cytotoxic molecules (20), we asked whether 
it plays a role in the transcriptional regulation of TRAIL in NK cells. To this end, we first 
assessed whether cytokine stimulation induces EGR-1 levels. We found that overnight 
stimulation of primary human NK cells with IL-2 or IL-15 resulted in increased EGR-1 
mRNA levels (Fig. 3A, p < 0.0001). Given the fact that EGR proteins belong to the 
immediate responders to stimulation (21), we also assessed EGR-1 expression at earlier 
time points after NK cell activation, and found that its levels were highest at 1 h post IL-2 
or IL-15 stimulation (Fig. 3B). This expression pattern was also observed in NKL cells 
stimulated with IL-15 (Supplemental Fig. 2A).  
To assess whether EGR-1 can modulate the expression of TRAIL in activated NK cells, 
we transduced NKL cells with lentiviruses that constitutively express a short hairpin 
(sh)RNA directed against EGR-1 (shEGR-1) together with the GFP reporter gene. shRNA 
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against Luciferase was used as control (shLuc) (Supplemental Fig. 2B). The reduction of 
basal EGR-1 mRNA levels in the presence of the shRNA against EGR-1 was 
approximately 50% (p = 0.01; Supplemental Fig. 2C). Strikingly, the diminished EGR-1 
levels in NKL cells resulted in an increased capacity to respond to IL-2 and IL-15 
stimulation, leading to higher TRAIL levels when compared to the shLuc expressing 
control cells (Fig. 3C, upper panel). Furthermore, we found that the increased levels of 
TRAIL expression was intrinsic to the GFP+ shEGR-1 expressing NKL cells and not 
mediated by soluble factors, because the untransduced, GFP- NKL cells present in the 
same culture (Supplemental Fig. 2B) did not show any differences in TRAIL expression 
upon stimulation (Fig. 3C, lower panel). Overall, these data reveal that, while high NAB2 
levels increase TRAIL expression in activated NK cells, EGR-1 acts as a corepressor of 
TRAIL expression. 

 

Figure 3. EGR‐1 is induced upon IL‐2 and IL‐15 stimulation and limits TRAIL expression in NK cells. 
(A‐B) Human primary NK cells were stimulated overnight (A) or for indicated time (B) with IL‐2, IL‐
15, or  left untreated (Ctrl), and EGR‐1 mRNA  levels were assessed by RT‐PCR. Data are shown as 

mean  SD of 3 experimental replicates normalized to the 18s reference gene. (C) NKL cells were 
transduced with short hairpins directed against EGR‐1 (shEGR‐1) or control Luciferase (shLuc) and 
TRAIL expression was measured by  flow cytometry of  transduced  (GFP+) and untranduced  (GFP‐) 
cells  upon  4  h  stimulation with  IL‐2,  IL‐15,  or  left  untreated  (Ctrl). Numbers  in  the  upper  right 
corner  represent  TRAIL  GeoMFI  of  shLuc/shEGR‐1  populations.  Data  are  representative  of  2 
independent experiments (***p < 0.001). 
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Figure 4. NAB2 and EGR‐1 are induced in NK cells upon stimulation with IL‐2 and IL‐15, but not IL‐

12 or IFN‐. (A‐C) NKL cells were seeded overnight in absence of IL‐2 prior to 4 h stimulation with 

100 U/ml IL‐2, 10 ng/ml IL‐15, 10 ng/ml IL‐12, 100 ng/ml IFN‐ or were left untreated (Ctrl). mRNA 

levels of NAB2 (A), EGR‐1 (B) and TRAIL (C) were measured by RT‐PCR. Data are shown as mean  
SD  of  2  replicates  normalized  to  the  18s  reference  gene.  (D)  TRAIL  protein  expression  was 
measured  by  flow  cytometry  in  NKL  cells  stimulated  for  4  h  with  indicated  cytokine,  or  left 
untreated (Ctrl). Data are representative of at least 3 independent experiments. 
 
 

3.4. NAB2 and EGR‐1 expression in NK cells is induced by IL‐2 and IL‐15, 
but not by IFN‐ or IL‐12  

Here, we have shown that NAB2 and EGR-1 are induced in NK cells upon IL-2 and IL-15 
activation and that these two transcriptional regulators modulate the expression of TRAIL, 
albeit in the opposite way. We next set out to determine whether EGR-1 and NAB2 were 
acting only downstream of the IL-2R and IL-15R, or also of other stimulatory receptors. 

Stimulation with IL-12 or IFN- has been shown to activate NK cells and promote TRAIL 

expression (13,14). In order to understand whether signalling through these two cytokine 
receptors also increased NAB2 and EGR-1 expression that could regulate TRAIL levels, 

we activated NKL cells also with these two cytokines
Interestingly, we could not detect increases in NAB2 or EGR-1 levels upon 4 h 
stimulation with IL-12 (Fig. 4A and B). In addition, while previous studies have shown 
that NKL cells displayed increased TRAIL levels upon a 48 h culture with IL-12 (13), 4 h 
stimulation with 10 ng/ml IL-12 failed to do so, as opposed to IL-2 and IL-15 stimulation 

(Fig. 4C and D). Of note, IFN mRNA levels were increased upon IL-12 stimulation (data 
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not shown), indicating that IL-12 stimulation - at least at this time point - failed to 
specifically induce TRAIL, NAB2 and EGR-1 expression.  
In line with our findings that type I IFN stimulation of human pDCs induced TRAIL 

expression independently of the PI3K/NAB2 axis (4), IFN- triggering of NK cells also 

completely failed to induce NAB2 (Fig. 4A). Similarly, the expression of EGR-1 mRNA 

was unchanged upon IFN- triggering of NK cells (Fig 4B), even though TRAIL 

expression was optimally induced (Fig. 4C and D). Together, these findings provide 
further evidence that type I IFN-R mediated TRAIL induction is uncoupled from the 
NAB2-EGR axis, at least in the two cell types we analysed, pDCs and NK cells. 
 

4. Discussion 

Here, we show that NAB2 and EGR-1 determine the levels of TRAIL expression in NK 
cells that were activated with IL-2 or IL-15. While the transcriptional regulator NAB2 acts 
as a positive regulator for TRAIL expression, the transcription factor EGR-1 keeps the 
levels of TRAIL expression in check. Therefore, we propose that these two transcriptional 
regulators allow for a balanced TRAIL expression in NK cells. 
Which signalling pathways mediate the induction of NAB2 and EGR-1 in NK cells is yet 
to be determined. One potential candidate for the induction of these two transcriptional 
regulators is PI3K. We have recently demonstrated that TLR-mediated induction of NAB2 
in human pDCs occurs in a PI3K-dependent manner (4). Interestingly, signalling through 
the IL-2 Receptor (IL-2R) and the IL-15R, which is mediated by their common signal-
transducing receptor chains CD122 and the common gamma chain also results in the 
activation of the PI3K-AKT pathway (22).  
While culturing with IL-12 can activate NK cells (9,13), we have observed that this 
stimulus does not suffice to induce TRAIL and/or NAB2 and EGR-1 within 4 h. 
Importantly, evidence has been provided that IL-12R does not signal through PI3K, and 
also fails to induce EGR-1 (22,23). This is also in line with our previous findings that IL-2 
and IL-15 triggering of T cells affects TRAIL expression in murine T cells in a Nab2-
dependent manner, while IL-12 triggering fails to do so (24).  
Of note, also other early activation gene family members such as c-fos and junB, and the 
transcription factor AP-1 are induced upon IL-2R signalling, but not upon IL-12R-
mediated signalling (23). Because AP-1 has been shown to induce NAB2 and EGR-1 
expression in T cells upon T cell receptor triggering (3), it is tempting to speculate that 
this transcription factor is also involved in regulating NAB2 and EGR-1 induction in NK 
cells.  
Interestingly, in line with our findings in human pDCs (4), type I IFN stimulation of NK 
cells induced TRAIL expression independently of NAB2 and EGR-1-mediated gene 
regulation (Fig. 4). This demonstrates that the STAT-dependent type I IFN receptor 
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signaling pathway (14,22,25) induces TRAIL expression in an entirely independent 
manner from NAB2-EGR-1 transcriptional regulation. 
Intriguingly, we found that reduced levels of EGR-1 were instrumental for the induction 
of TRAIL in NK cells. The reduction of EGR-1 levels led to elevated TRAIL levels upon 
stimulation of NK cells with IL-2 and IL-15, suggesting that EGR-1 acts as a brake to 
prevent uncontrolled and fast expression of TRAIL (Fig. 3). This notion is supported by 
our observation that endogenous EGR-1 is very fast but transiently induced (Fig. 3). 
Conversely, NAB2 is induced several hours later upon NK cell activation (Fig. 1). The 
differential expression pattern of these two transcriptional regulators may result in a time-
dependent control of TRAIL expression. This could therefore explain why NAB2 and 
EGR-1, although being induced in NK cells through the same stimuli, exert an opposite 
role in TRAIL regulation, EGR-1 acting as a repressor of TRAIL induction at early stages, 
and NAB2 being a co-activator that for TRAIL mRNA expression at later time points. 
Furthermore, the selective induction of the other NAB2 binding partners EGR-2 and 
EGR-3 could also dictate whether NAB2 and EGR-1 collaborate or modulate each other’s 
function, and whether they induce or repress their target genes. 
A control of TRAIL by NAB2 and EGR-1 analogous to the one we described here has 
been shown in human vein endothelial cells, where overexpression of EGR-1 resulted in 
repression of TRAIL, while overexpression of NAB2 in this cell type led to upregulated 
TRAIL expression (20). In contrast, NAB2 and EGR-1 collaborate in inducing gene 
expression in activated T cells (3) as well as in neuroectodermal or epithelial cells (18), 
suggesting that the function of these two transcriptional regulators - a collaborative versus 
an antagonistic role in gene regulation - is strictly cell type-dependent.  
Overall, our findings indicate that NAB2 and EGR-1 are important regulators of TRAIL 
expression in NK cells. TRAIL induction appears to be a highly regulated process that 
should allow NK cells to fine-tune their cytotoxic activity during the control of infection 
and tumors. 
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Supplemental  Figure  1.  NKL  cells  rapidly  induce  NAB2  and  TRAIL  expression  upon  IL‐15 
stimulation. (A‐C) NKL cells were stimulated for  indicated time points with 10 ng/ml  IL‐15 or  left 
untreated (Ctrl). NAB2 (A) and TRAIL (B) mRNA levels were assessed by RT‐PCR. Data are shown as 

mean   SD of 3  replicates normalized  to  the 18s  reference gene.  (C)  TRAIL protein  levels were 
measured by flow cytometry. Isotype control IgG1 staining was performed on activated NKL cells. 
Data are representative of 2 independent experiments.  
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Supplemental Figure 2. (A) NKL cells were stimulated for indicated time points with 10 ng/ml IL‐15 
or  left  untreated  (Ctrl),  and  EGR‐1  mRNA  levels  were  measured  by  RT‐PCR.  (B,  C)  NKL  were 
transduced with lentiviruses expressing the shRNA targeting EGR‐1 (shEGR‐1), or Luciferase (shLuc) 
as control, together with the GFP reporter gene. (B) The % of GFP+ cells was measured and (C) EGR‐
1 knock‐down was measured by RT‐PCR on GFP+‐sorted shLUC and shEGR‐1 expressing NKL cells. 
Data are analyzed with a two‐tailed, unpaired Student’s T test (*p < 0.05). 
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Abstract 

Early growth response (EGR) proteins are transcription factors that govern expression of 
genes essential for cell development, growth and function. EGR-mediated gene 
transcription is controlled by the coregulator NGFI-A binding protein 2 (NAB2). Our 
previous studies have shown that NAB2 regulates the expression of the apoptosis-
inducing molecule TNF-related apoptosis inducing ligand (TRAIL) in plasmacytoid 
dendritic cells (pDCs), natural killer (NK) cells and T cells. These studies revealed that 
NAB2 enhances TRAIL expression in pDC and NK cells, while it inhibits the expression 
of this effector molecule in CD8+ T lymphocytes. Here we discuss the mechanisms 
through which NAB2 may differentially control TRAIL expression in the different cell 
types. We dissect some features of the NAB2/EGR axis that are distinct between pDCs, 
NK and T cells. Specifically, we discuss how NAB2 and EGR expression levels, kinetics 
of induction, function and auto-regulation may contribute to NAB2’s opposite role in the 
regulation of TRAIL expression between these cell types. This information contributes to 
the understanding of the NAB2/EGR role in the control of distinct effector molecules. 
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1. Introduction 

Early growth response (EGR) proteins constitute a class of transcription factors that are 
rapidly induced in numerous cell types upon activation of multiple signal cascades (1,2). 
EGRs control a wide range of biological processes including neuronal and hematopoietic 
cell differentiation and survival (3-5), cardiac and vascular stress responses (6), oncogenic 
processes (7,8), and innate and adaptive immune cell development and responses (2,4,9-
12). 
EGR transcriptional activity is primarily regulated by a family of transcriptional 
coregulators, the NGFI-A binding (NAB) proteins, which includes NAB2 (13). By virtue 
of the ability to interact with the actual EGR transcription factors, the NAB2 
transcriptional co-regulator is responsible for the modulation of EGR transcriptional 
activity. Interestingly, numerous studies have shown that NAB2 can act either as co-
activator or co-repressors of EGR transcriptional activity (11,14-16). This opposite role of 
NAB2 to co-activate or co-repress EGR-mediated gene transcription has been described to 
be highly dependent on cell intrinsic and extrinsic factors, but the actual reasons for this 
dual mechanism of regulation are not completely understood. By discussing the 
involvement of NAB2/EGR expression levels, kinetics and interactions in the regulation 
of the target gene TRAIL in different immune cell types (i.e. pDCs, NK and T cells), we 
aim in this chapter to define which mechanisms possibly contribute to the opposite role of 
NAB2/EGR in controlling gene transcription.  
 

2. The NAB2/EGR transcriptional network 

2.1. EGR proteins: quick responders to external triggers 

The EGR family of proteins is constituted by four members: EGR-1 (also named NGFI-
A/Krox24/zif268), EGR-2 (Krox-20), EGR-3 and EGR-4. These proteins are members of 
the C2H2 family of zinc finger transcription factors, which is characterized by conserved 
cysteines, histidines, and hydrophobic residues that stabilize the three-dimensional protein 

structure consisting of two antiparallel -sheets and -helix that surround the central zinc 

ion (17,18). 
The most abundant EGR transcription factors, EGR-1, -2 and -3, have a broad function in 
gene regulation during multiple cellular processes. Target genes of EGRs include genes 
involved in development of neuronal and immune cells (i.e. genes that contribute to 
Schwann cell myelination and macrophages, neutrophil, and NKT cell development (3-
5,9)) and genes involved in the effector function of immune and non-immune cells, such 

as growth factors (i.e. transforming growth factor beta 1 (TGF-1) (19), vascular 
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endothelial growth factor A (VEGF-A) (8)), cytokines (i.e. IL-2 (12)), and cell death-
inducing molecules (i.e. TNF-a, FasL, TRAIL (20)). 
The EGR proteins are expressed at low levels in resting conditions and are rapidly 
induced upon stimulation with numerous extracellular stimuli that include cytokines, 
growth factors, pathogen components and toxic substances (11-13,20,21). EGR induction 
is classically characterized by rapid and transient kinetics. Upon stimulation, the EGR 
expression peaks within 1 to 4 h and rapidly returns to basal levels. These fast kinetics of 
EGRs have been ascribed to the constitutively open chromatin status of EGR- and the 
other primary response genes -, which allows rapid binding of transcription factors and 
transcription of these genes (1). 
EGRs are critical regulators of immune cell function. In T cells, EGR-1, EGR-2 and EGR-
3 are induced upon T cell receptor (TCR) engagement (11). EGR-1 is associated with T 
cell activation and proliferation, mainly by upregulating the transcription of its target 

genes IL-2 and IL-2 receptor (12,22,23). In contrast, EGR-2 and EGR-3 contribute to 

TCR-mediated T cell anergy, possibly by the induction of the E3 ligase cbl-b and the 
inhibition of IL-2 transcription (10,11). Additionally, a novel target of EGR-3, the gene 
Spry1, has been described to contribute to the anergy status of CD4+ and CD8+ T cells 
upon TCR engagement by specifically downregulating both the Ca++ and Ras-MAP-
kinase pathways downstream of TCR signaling (24). That EGR molecules regulate cell 
death-inducing molecules in immune cells has also become apparent. Our studies and that 
of Secchiero et al. have provided evidence that EGR-1 regulates the expression of the 
apoptosis-inducing molecule TRAIL in immune cells. EGR-1 blocks the expression of 
TRAIL  in human NK cells and monocytes, and acts as positive regulator of TRAIL in 
human pDCs ((25,26) and further in this chapter). These studies are in line with additional 
observations that enforced expression of EGR-2 and EGR-3 in intestinal epithelial cells 
was sufficient to enhance the mRNA levels of TRAIL and of other apoptosis inducing 

molecules; TNF- and FasL (20).  
 

2.2. NAB2 controls the transcriptional activity of EGR proteins 

The NGFI-A binding proteins NAB1 and NAB2 are critical regulators of the 
transcriptional activity of EGR proteins. NAB1 and NAB2 are two highly homologous 
transcriptional regulators (13,27,28). Structurally, they are characterized by two main 
protein domains, the NAB conserved domain 1 (NCD1) and NCD2, which are conserved 
among the NAB proteins and between species (13). NAB1 and NAB2 control EGR-1, -2 
and -3 proteins by physical interaction between their NCD1 domain and a conserved R1 
domain of EGR proteins, while they do not control EGR-4, which lacks this domain 
(16,27). 
NAB1 is widely expressed at low levels in most mouse tissues and is not regulated by 
EGR inducible stimuli (27). In contrast, NAB2 expression is more tissue-specific, mainly 
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expressed in mouse brain, thymus and heart (13). Its expression can be rapidly induced by 
the same stimuli that induce EGRs (13), indicating that NAB2 is a crucial inducible 
regulator of gene expression mediated by EGRs. 
Depending on the target gene and the cell type, NAB2 can act as co-activator or as co-
repressor of gene transcription. For instance, NAB2 promotes the EGR-1 dependent 

transcription of luteinizing hormone beta (LH) and IL-2 transcription in human T cells 

(12,16), while it inhibits EGR-1 mediated vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) 

transcription in endothelial cells (14) and tumor growth factor beta (TGF-), MMP-3 and 

p21 in the neuronal cell line PC12 (15).  
Strikingly, NAB2 can also exert a dual function in EGR-mediated gene transcription for 
one specific gene in different cell types, as illustrated by our own studies regarding NAB2 
control of TRAIL expression in pDCs, NK and T cells (18, 27, 28). TRAIL is expressed at 
low levels under resting conditions, and it is rapidly upregulated in B cells, monocytes, 
macrophages and DCs upon stimulation with viral infection such as Influenza, or with the 
Toll-like receptor (TLR) ligands LPS and CpG (29). Stimulation with IL-2, IL-15, type I 

Interferons (IFNs), and IFN- are also potent inducers of TRAIL expression in natural 

killer (NK) cells, pDCs and T lymphocytes (29). Upon expression, TRAIL induces 
programmed cell death upon binding with its receptors TRAIL-R1 and TRAIL-R2 on 
tumor cells and infected cells (30). 
The divergent function of NAB2 to control TRAIL expression in different immune cells 
has been uncovered by our own studies. While NAB2 induces TRAIL expression in TLR-
activated pDCs and IL-2 and IL-15 activated NK cells (25,31), it inhibits TRAIL 
expression in activated T cells (32). This finding prompted us to assess the possible 
underlying mechanisms that contribute to the dual function of NAB2 in regulating 
TRAIL, which are discussed in the following paragraphs. 
 

2.3. pDCs, NK and T cells express different basal levels of NAB2 

To dissect the possible reasons why NAB2 exerts different functions for TRAIL 
expression in NK and pDCs than it does in T cells, we first determined the basal levels of 
NAB2 expression in unstimulated cells. To this end, we compared the NAB2 protein 
levels in the pDC-like cell line CAL-1, the NK-like cell line NKL, and the T-like cell line 
Jurkat. We found that in resting conditions, NAB2 is expressed in all three cell lines, but 
its protein levels are considerably different. In fact, NAB2 protein levels are substantially 
higher in CAL-1 cells when compared to NKL and Jurkat cells (Fig. 1A). The lower 
levels of NAB2 in Jurkat cells as compared to CAL-1 cells could explain why NAB2 
induces TRAIL in pDCs but blocks it in T cells. However, this explanation is not 
supported by the findings in NK cells. In fact, despite NKL cells contain equally low 
levels of NAB2 as Jurkat cells, NAB2 behaves as a co-activator of TRAIL in NK cells, 
comparable to its function in pDCs (25,31). 
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Figure 1. (A) NAB2  is differentially expressed  in resting NK, pDCs and T cells. NAB2 protein  levels 
were measured  in  the  CAL‐1, NKL  and  Jurkat  cell  lines  that were manteined  for  48  h  in  RPMI 
supplemented with 2 mM L‐glutamine, 100 U/mL penicillin, 100 μg/mL streptomycin and 8% (CAL‐
1 and Jurkat) or 10% FCS (NKL). 500.000 cells were harvested, washed  in PBS, resuspended  in 5x 
sample  buffer,  and  sonicated  prior  to  western  blot  analysis  for  NAB2  (1C4;  Santa  Cruz 
Biotechnologies).  The  housekeeping  gene  RhoGDI  (BD  Transduction  Laboratories) was  used  as 
control. (B‐C) EGR‐1, ‐2 and ‐3 are induced in stimulated pDCs and NK cells. EGR‐1, EGR‐2 and EGR‐
3 mRNA levels were measured in (B) the CAL‐1 cell line and (C) primary NK cells upon stimulation 
for indicated time points with 20 ng/ml CpG B (Invivogen) or 300 U/ml IL‐2 (National Institutes of 
Health  cytokine  repository),  respectively.  Data  are  analysed  by  RT‐PCR  and  normalized  to  the 
housekeeping genes (B) actin or (C) 18s. EGR‐1 mRNA kinetic in (C) is adapted from (25). 
 
 

NAB2 levels are increased upon external stimuli such as TLR triggering, stimulation with 
cytokines and TCR triggering (25,31,32). It is therefore conceivable that different levels 
in increase of NAB2 expression in stimulated pDCs, NK and T cells could result in the 
divergent role of NAB2. However, we found that NAB2 mRNA induction in all three cell 
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types was comparable and was between two- and four-fold (25,31,32). Taken together, 
these observations indicate that the co-stimulatory versus co-repressive function of NAB2 
for TRAIL expression cannot be explained by its basal levels in resting cells or its 
induction upon stimulation.  
Interestingly, NAB2 can regulate gene transcription not only by regulating EGR function, 
but also by direct binding to the chromatin nucleosome remodelling and deacetylase 
(NuRD) transcriptional complex (33). NAB2 can thereby facilitate the assembly of the 
transcription complexes promoter regions independently of EGR proteins (33). NuRD 
binding can however only be exerted by the full NAB2 protein. A splicing variant of 
NAB2 that lacks exon 6 and has been found in T cells and in the thymus, fails to bind 
NuRD (33,34). To date, is it not known whether pDCs and NK cells can also express this 
NAB2 splice variant, which could interfere with the ability of NAB2 to exert its EGR-
independent function through NuRD. A thorough analysis of the expression levels of this 
splice variant and its ratio with the NAB2 full protein should provide additional 
information to uncover the dual function of NAB2 on transcription of TRAIL.  
Finally, it cannot be excluded that, in addition to NAB2, NAB1 participates in the 
regulation of TRAIL transcription. NAB1 and NAB2 functions are partially redundant, as 
shown by the absence of visible defects in single NAB1-/- or NAB2-/- mice, in contrast to 
early mouse postnatal death when NAB1 and NAB2 are simultaneously knocked out (3). 
That NAB1 might be involved in TRAIL regulation is also supported by the observation 
that its enforced expression in intestinal epithelial cells inhibits EGR-2 and EGR-3-
mediated TRAIL induction (20).  
 

2.4. Role of EGRs in NAB2 mediated regulation of gene transcription 

Because NAB2 cannot bind to DNA itself, but rather functions as the key regulator of 
EGR-mediated gene transcription, the expression and role of EGR transcription factors is 
pivotal for understanding the regulatory function of NAB2 on TRAIL expression. We 
therefore compared the kinetics of EGR at the mRNA level, since reliable assessment of 
EGR protein levels was not feasible. 
We found that EGR-1, -2 and -3 mRNA levels are increased in all three stimulated cell 
types, i.e. pDC, NK and T cells (Fig. 1B-C and (11,12)). Strikingly, the kinetics of the 
three EGR transcripts are conserved in pDCs and NK cells, irrespective of cell type and 
stimulus used. EGR-1 mRNA peaks at one hour post stimulation with TLR in pDCs and 
IL-2 and IL-15 stimulation in NK cells, while EGR-2 and EGR-3 displays a slight delay, 
peaking at one to two hours post activation before decreasing to basal levels (Fig. 1B-C). 
The expression of EGRs in pDCs and NK cells are similar with that of TCR-triggered T 
cells that also expressed maximal mRNA levels of EGR-1 at one hour post-stimulation, 
and induction of EGR-2 and EGR-3 between one to two hours post stimulation (11). 
Therefore, the comparable kinetics of EGR-1, -2, and -3 expression in pDCs, NK and T 
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cells do not provide conclusive evidence that the induction of EGR  is interrelated with 
the role of NAB2 as a co-activator of TRAIL in pDCs and NK cells, while a co-repressor 
of TRAIL in T cells.  
Strikingly, we found that EGR-1 had an opposite role in mediating TRAIL expression in 
pDCs and NK cells. Knock-down of EGR-1 in pDCs resulted in inhibited TRAIL 
expression, in concordance with enhanced TRAIL expression upon forced expression of a 
dominant negative form of NAB2, NAB2E51K (Fig. 2 and (31)). In contrast, 
downregulation of EGR-1 in NK cells resulted in the enhancement of TRAIL expression 
(25). Although we did not test the effect of EGR-1 knock-down on TRAIL expression in 
T cells, the different role of EGR-1 on TRAIL, combined with different NAB2 expression 
levels could dictate the effect that NAB2 has on TRAIL expression in pDC, NK and T 
cells. 

 
Figure  2.  EGR‐1  enhances  TRAIL  expression  in  activated  pDCs.  The  pDC  cell  line  CAL‐1  was 
transduced with shRNA targeting EGR‐1 (CloneID: NM_001964.2‐1135s1c1; Sigma MISSION shRNA 
library; Sigma‐Aldrich) or Luciferase (SHC007; Sigma‐Aldrich), in which the puromycin selection was 
replaced with  the GFP  reporter  gene.  (A)  EGR‐1  knock‐down was measured  at mRNA  levels  in 
unstimulated or 2 h stimulated CAL‐1 cells. (B) Transduced GFP+ cells were sorted, stimulated for 4 
h with CpG B, and TRAIL expression was measured by flow cytometry analysis (clone 2E5; Enzo Life 
Sciences).  Numbers  in  the  upper  right  corner  represent  TRAIL  GeoMFI  of  shLuc/shEGR‐1 
populations.  
 
 

2.5. Feedback loop of regulation 

EGR proteins not only modulate the expression of effector molecules like TRAIL, but can 
also directly regulate NAB2 and their own expression. This process triggers a feedback 
loop of regulation that allows EGRs and NAB2 to regulate their own expression levels. 
The NAB2 promoter contains several EGR responsive elements (21,34). Downregulation 
of EGR-1 in melanoma cells leads to reduction of NAB2 levels, suggesting that EGR-1 is 
an important regulator of NAB2 in this cell type. Also EGR-2 and EGR-3 can induce 
NAB2 transcription (34). This is illustrated in epithelial and neuroectodermal cells, where 
all three EGR proteins are able to enhance NAB2 transcription (21). In T cells, a different 
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feedback loop by EGR proteins has been suggested: EGR-2 and EGR-3 overexpression 
diminished rather than enhanced NAB2 and EGR-1 levels (11). Furthermore, EGRs are 
also able to regulate each other’s expression, as suggested by reduced EGR-2 levels when 
EGR-3 is knocked down in epithelial and neuroectodermal cells (21). It is feasible that 
this regulatory feedback loop also contributes to the different roles of NAB2 in TRAIL 
expression in immune cells, as also supported by our preliminary observations that NAB2 
levels are reduced when EGR-1 is knocked down in pDCs (data not shown). 
 

2.6. Different stimuli and TRAIL promoter gene 

The activation of pDCs, NK cells and T cells required different stimuli for the induction 
of TRAIL (i.e. CpG stimulation for pDCs, IL-2 and IL-15 for NK cells and TCR 
triggering for T cells). The activation of different signaling pathways could be responsible 
for the different regulatory features of EGR1 and NAB2 we observed. Because we could 
not identify a common trigger for TRAIL induction that involved also NAB2/EGR-1 
induction, we could not assess this possibility. We also cannot exclude that the different 
stimulations we used result in activation of different signaling molecules, in addition to 
the NAB2/EGRs. In this regard, it should be noted that TRAIL gene is tightly controlled, 
as indicated by the numerous transcription factors that bind to its promoter region and 
regulate its expression; AP-1, NFAT, GATA and Nf-KB (35,36). Therefore, the different 
stimulations we employed could result in the induction of different signaling pathways 
that, by altering the levels between these transcription factors, result in the formation of 
differential transcription complexes that bind to the TRAIL promoter. This has been 
suggested for T cells, where differential activation with anti-CD3 or costimulation with 
anti-CD28 antibodies results in different activation programs, which are mediated by 
NFAT, EGR-2 and EGR-3, or AP-1, EGR-1 and NAB2, respectively (11,12). 
Finally, EGR-dependent gene expression can involve functional cooperativity between 
EGRs and other transcriptional factors. This has been for instance shown for EGR-1, 
which cooperates or competes with the transcription factors NFAT and SF-1 for the 

transcription of IL-2 and LH, respectively (22,37). The accessibility of the TRAIL 

promoter to NFAT and SF-1 may therefore also have an impact on the regulatory activity 
of EGRs and NAB2. Consequently, it is likely that the effect of NAB2 and EGRs on gene 
transcription does not only result from their unique interaction, but is also a consequence 
of a more extended network of transcriptional regulators.  
 

3. Conclusion 

Our data suggest that the regulation of TRAIL by NAB2/EGR is a highly complex 
process, which is influenced by extrinsic and cell-specific dynamics. We dissected some 
of the reasons that could underly the differential impact of NAB2 on TRAIL expression in 
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pDCs, NK cells and T cells. NAB2 expression levels and EGR function appears to play a 
pivotal role to determine the behaviour of NAB2 in controlling TRAIL expression. 
Furthermore, the feedback loops of auto-regulation and the interactions that NAB2 and 
EGRs establish with the transcriptional complex and other transcriptional factors also 
possibly contribute on the function of NAB2 on the expression of TRAIL. It is therefore 
likely that NAB2 and EGRs are part of a sophisticated mechanism which results in highly 
controlled expression of TRAIL and possibly other effector molecules.  
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Abstract 

Nucleic acid detection by pattern recognition receptors (PPRs) allows innate immune cells 
to sense microbial infections. Innate immune cells can detect bacterial DNA due to 
differences in post-transcriptional modifications, such as in the methylation status 
between microbial and mammalian DNA. One of these differences is represented by N6-
methylation of adenine (m6A) within GATC motifs (G(m6A)TC), which is methylated by 
specific Dam methyltransferases that are exclusively present in bacteria. Whether these 
G(m6A)TC motifs exert an immunomodulatory function in mammals and if so, which 
cells respond to these motifs remains still unresolved. Here we assessed whether 
macrophages and dendritic cells (DCs) respond to synthetic double stranded (ds)DNA 
containing G(m6A)TC sequences. We found that transfection of murine macrophages and 
DCs with G(m6A)TC methylated dsDNA resulted in increased expression of the 
activation markers CD69 and CD86, as compared to unmethylated dsDNA. Furthermore, 

m6A methylated dsDNA led to higher production of IFN-β, iNOS and IL-1 mRNA in 

macrophages. Finally, we show that the recognition of GATC and G(m6A)TC sequences 
is independent of TLR signaling and the adaptor molecule IPS-1, but requires STING, a 
key mediator of cytosolic DNA sensing. Overall, these data suggest that the recognition of 
N6-methylation of adenine constitutes a novel means for immune cells to detect and 
respond towards invading pathogens.  
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1. Introduction 

The recognition of infective agents and the response of the innate immune system relies 
on the presence of pattern recognition receptors (PRRs). PRRs recognize pathogen-
associated molecular patterns (PAMPs), specific carbohydrates, lipid, protein and nucleic 
acid structures that are exclusively expressed by pathogens (1,2). Under physiological 
conditions, PAMPs are not present in the host cells. Under pathological conditions, 
however, PAMPs of invading pathogens are exposed to PRR recognition.  
The endosome and cytosol of innate immune cells contain a wide range or PRRs that 
allow the detection of bacterial and viral nucleic acid structures (3,4). Single-stranded (ss) 
or double-stranded RNA (dsRNA) and dsDNA, typical of viral genomes and their 
replication intermediates, are primarily sensed in the endosome by TLR3, TLR7 and 
TLR9 (5). Triggering of these receptors mainly leads to NF-kB dependent induction of 

proinflammatory cytokines such as IL-6, IL-10 and TNF-, and to type I IFN production 

through the adaptor molecules MYD88 or TRIF and the downstream activation of TBK1 
and IRF3 or IRF7 (6-8). Microbial RNA and DNA can also be recognized by specific 
PRRs within the cytosol. Cytosolic RNA is detected by the RIG-I-like family of receptors 
(RLRs). RLRs are coupled to the adaptor protein IPS-1, and like TLRs lead to 
TBK1/IRF3-dependent activation and type I IFN proinflammatory cytokine production 
(9,10). Cytosolic dsDNA is recognized by additional and not yet fully characterized 
receptors that lead to TBK1/IRF3 activation. Recent studies could identify STING and the 
inflammasome pathway mediator ASC as being the downstream signaling molecules of 
dsDNA receptors (4,11-15). Engagement of these receptors culminates in the induction of 

type I IFN and other cytokines such as IL-1and expression of surface activation 

molecules(1,4).  

The features of microbial dsDNA that are recognized by innate immune cell are still not 
well defined. Recent data have shown that both nucleotide length and the conformational 
structure are determinants for dsDNA recognition (12,14). In addition, differences in post-
replicative modifications account for the ability of immune cells to discriminate between 
self and non-self nucleic acids. Unmethylated CpG motifs within the microbial DNA 
(16,17) - motifs that are methylated within the mammalian genome - represent a well-
studied example of post-replicative modifications. CpG motifs are recognized by the 

endoplasmic receptor TLR9 (18) and lead to MYD88-mediated production of IFN-, IL-6 

and TNF- by innate immune cells. Another, less studied, post-replicative modification is 

the N6-adenine methylation (m6A) within GATC nucleotide motifs in bacteria. 
Interestingly, the genomes of several bacterial strains such as Escherichia (E.) coli, 
Salmonella enterica and Legionella pneumophila contain a high frequency of this 
modification (19-22). N6-adenine methylation of GATC motifs is mediated by the DNA 
adenine methyltransferase (Dam), a microbial methyltransferase originally described in E. 
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Coli, which transfers a methyl group from adenosyl-methionine to the adenine embedded 
in GATC motifs (19). Dam has not been found in mammals, while it is an essential 
methyltransferase in bacteria. Like its homologous methyltransferases coupled to the 
Restriction-Modification (R-M) system of bacterial defense towards viral infections (20), 
Dam is pivotal for host-pathogen interaction. Through N6-adenine methylation, Dam 
confers bacterial DNA resistant to endonucleases that recognize and degrade infective 
unmethylated genomes (19). In addition, N6-adenine methylation is required for optimal 
chromosomal replication and DNA repair as well as nucleoid segregation. Furthermore, it 
is involved in gene regulation and mediates control of transposition (19,21-23). Dam-
mediated N6-adenine methylation is also linked to bacterial virulence, as shown by Dam 
mutant Salmonella strains that have an impaired survival and ability to infect host cells 
(24,25). Whether N6-methyl-adenine GATC motifs (G(m6A)TC) are recognized by PRRs 
in innate immune cells is still debated. Early studies have shown that methylated 
(G(m6A)TC) motifs injected intraperitoneally into Balb/c mice could significantly 

enhance the production of IL-6, IL-12 and TNF- when compared to unmethylated 

sequences (26). In contrast, other studies did not observe any effect of N6-adenine 
methylation of E. coli DNA on NO production in murine macrophages (27). Provided that 
inconsistent findings have been reported, we aimed to unravel whether G(m6A)TC motifs 
have an effect on innate immune cell activation. Here we show that a 34bp long dsDNA 
containing three N6-adenine-methylated GATC motifs derived from a conserved origin of 
replication (ori) region of vectors employed for DNA vaccines (pcDNA3.1 and its 
derivatives) enhances the immune response in murine macrophages and dendritic cells. 
Transfection of these methylated sequences into macrophages led to increased expression 

of CD69 and higher mRNA levels of IFN-, IL-1 and iNOS as compared to their 

unmethylated counterpart. Furthermore, N6-adenine-methylated sequences also enhance 
the activation of peritoneal mononuclear cells and dendritic cells (DCs). Finally, our data 
indicate that the recognition of double stranded nucleotide sequences is dependent on 
STING. This work provides the basis for further studies aimed at dissecting the impact of 
DNA methylation on innate immune responses. 
 

2. Materials and Methods 

2.1. Generation  of  bone marrow  derived macrophages  and  dendritic 
cells  

Bone marrow (BM) cells were obtained from tibias and femurs of C57BL/6J mice (bred at 
the animal department of the Netherlands Cancer Institute, Amsterdam, The Netherlands), 
or of MYD88-/- TRIF-/- double knock-out (dko), IPS-1-/- or STING-/- mice (kindly 
provided by E. Janssen, all C57BL/6J background). BM cells were incubated with red cell 
lysis buffer containing 0.168 M NH4Cl, and washed once with PBS (28). To generate 
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bone marrow-derived macrophages (BMDMs), cells were cultured for 8 days in 100mm 
non-tissue culture treated dishes at a density of 2 x 105 cell/ml in culture medium (RPMI 
1640 supplemented with 2 mM L-glutamine, 100 U/mL penicillin, 100 μg/mL 
streptomycin and 10% FCS) containing 15% L-929 conditioned medium containing 
recombinant M-CSF. Bone marrow-derived DCs were generated with recombinant Flt3L 
(Flt3L-DCs) as previously described (28). Briefly, BM cells were cultured at 1.5 x 106 
cell/ml for 9-10 days in complete DC medium (RPMI 1640 supplemented with 2 mM L-
glutamine, 100 U/mL penicillin, 100 μg/mL streptomycin, 5% FCS and b-
Mercaptoethanol) containing purified Flt3L or 30% CHO conditioned medium containing 
recombinant Flt3L. Macrophage and DC cultures were between 95 and 99% F4-80+ and 
CD11c+, respectively. Peritoneal mononuclear cells (PMC) were obtained post-mortem 
from C57BL/6 mice by injection and retrieval of 5 ml ice-cold PBS in the peritoneal 
cavity. Cells were plated on 24- or 48-well non-tissue culture treated plates (Becton 
Dickinson) at a density of 1-2 x 105 cell/ml. After 1 h of incubation in medium at 37°C in 
5% CO2, supernatant was removed and attached cells were used for experiments. 
 

2.2. Generation of double stranded GATC and G(m6A)TC sequences and 
transfection 

34bp double stranded unmethylated (GATC) and methylated (G(m6A)TC) sequences 
were generated with the following primers that were either unmethylated or contained N6-
methyl-adenine in the three GATC motifs (synthesized by Sigma-Aldrich): Forward (5’-
AAGGATCTCAAGAAGATCCTTTGATCTTTTCTAC-3’) and Reverse (5’-GTAGAAA 
AGATCAAAGGATCTTCTTGAGATCCTT-3’). To generate double stranded sequences, 
equimolar amounts of the single stranded complementary methylated or unmethylated 
oligonucleotides were dissolved in sterile, endotoxin free LAL water (Invivogen), 
annealed at 75°C for 5 min, and slowly cooled down to room temperature. Double 
stranded sequences were aliquoted and stored at -20°C. The 19bp-G(m6A)TC and 19bp-
GATC dsDNA was generated by annealing the following primers: Forward (5’- 
GGGGGAGGATCCTGGGGGC-3’) and Reverse (5’-GCCCCCAGGATCCTCCCC-3’) 
primers with one methylated or unmethylated GATC site (Eurogentec). 
 

2.3. Stimulation and nucleic acids transfection 

BMDMs and FLt3L DCs were seeded overnight in 24- or 48-well non-tissue culture 
treated plates (Becton Dickinson) at a density of 1-2 x 105 cell/ml before cultured for 
indicated time points in FCS-free medium containing 1 µg/ml LPS (Invivogen), 1ug/ml 
Poly(dA:dT) (Invivogen) or 400 nM GATC or G(m6A)TC sequences. LPS was added 
directly to the medium. Poly(dA:dT) and the GATC or G(m6A)TC sequences were pre-
incubated for 20 min at room temperature with Lipofectamine2000 (Invitrogen) according 
to the manufacturer’s protocol. Cells in medium alone (untransfected, Ctrl) or in medium 
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containing Lipofectamin2000 (mock transfected, MT) were used as controls. After 
indicated time points, cells were harvested for analysis by scraping.  
 

2.4. Antibodies and Flow cytometry 

Macrophages and PMCs were stained with anti-F4\80-APC and anti-CD69-FITC, and 
DCs with anti-CD11c-APC, and anti-CD86-FITC antibodies (eBioscience). Stainings 
were performed in the presence of anti-CD16/CD32 block (2.4G2; kind gift from Louis 
Boon, Bioceros). Flow cytometry was performed with LSRII (BD Biosciences), and data 
were analysed with FlowJo software (Tristar). 
  

2.5. Real time PCR 
Total RNA was extracted using Trizol reagent (Invitrogen) and reversely transcribed to 
cDNA using SuperScript III reverse transcriptase (Invitrogen), dNTPs (Fermentas) and 
Random Primer (Promega), according to manufacturers’ protocol. Semi-quantitative RT-
PCR was performed using SYBR Green mix (Applied Biosystem) on the Step-OnePlus™ 
Real-Time PCR System (Applied Biosystems). The following primers were used for 

analysis: TNF- (5’-AGGGTCTGGGCCATAGAACT-3’; 5’-CCACCACGCTCTTCTGT 

CTAC-3’),  iNOS  (5’-CAGCTGGGCTGACAAACCTT-3’; 5’-CATTGGAAGTGAAGC 

GTTTCG-3’),  IL-1  (5’-ACGGACCCCAAAAGATGAAG-3’; 5’-TTCTCCACAGCCA 

CAATGAG-3’),  IFN- (5’-ATGGTGGTCCGAGCAGAGAT-3’; 5’-CCACCACTCATT 

 CTGAGGCA-3’),  IL-6 (5’-GTTCTCTGGGAAATCGTGGA-3’;    5’-CCATAGCTACT 
GGAGTACA-3’), and  IL-10 (5’-AGCATGGCCCAGAAATCAAG-3’;  5’-TGAAGACC 
CTCAGGATGCG-3’). Each sample was analyzed in triplicate and expression was 
normalized to the housekeeping gene L32 (5’-GAAACTGGCGGAAACCCA-3’; 5’-
GGATCTGGCCCTTGAACCTT-3’). 
 

2.6. Statistical analysis 
Data were analyzed for statistical significance with 2-tailed unpaired Student’s t-test. 
Results are expressed as mean ± SD and were considered statistically significant with p 
values  < 0.05.  
 

3. Results 

3.1. G(m6A)TC  motifs  within  double  stranded  nucleotide  sequences 
enhances activation of macrophages 

The genomes of several bacterial strains contain N6-methyl-adenine (m6A) GATC motifs, 
while mammalian cells lack the Dam methylase that generates this epigenetic modulation. 
We initially asked whether these motifs had an impact on the immunostimulatory capacity 
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of dsDNA. To address this question, we selected a 34bp long nucleotide sequence derived 
from the conserved origin of replication (ori) region of several plasmids, including 
pcDNA3.1 and pSUPER. This region is characterized by a cluster of three GATC motifs 
(Supplemental Fig. 1). To mimick DNA derived from bacteria, we generated dsDNA with 
the unmethylated GATC or fully methylated G(m6A)TC motifs.  
We first assessed the ability of the GATC and G(m6A)TC sequences to activate bone 
marrow-derived macrophages (BMDMs). Because dsDNA is recognized within the 
cytosol (12,14), the GATC or G(m6A)TC sequences were complexed with Lipofectamine 
prior to transfection in BMDMs. The activation of macrophages was assessed by 
measuring the expression levels of the early activation marker for murine macrophages, 
CD69 (29). As a positive control, we used the synthetic B-form DNA 
poly(deoxyadenylic-deoxythymidylic) acid (Poly(dA:dT)), originally described as a 
potent activator of mouse and human stromal cells and DCs that requires transfection 
agents to enter the cytosol and induce cell activation (12). Interestingly, while both 
unmethylated and methylated dsDNA transfection increased the expression levels of 
CD69 in BMDMs after 6 h compared to the mock transfected (MT) cells (Fig. 1A and B), 
G(m6A)TC dsDNA induced significantly higher levels of CD69 compared to the 
unmethylated GATC sequences (Fig. 1B, p = 0.032). After 24 h of stimulation, CD69 
levels were still higher upon G(m6A)TC stimulation compared to transfection with 
unmethylated dsDNA (Fig. 1C). Importantly, intracellular delivery of the DNA was 
essential to induce macrophage activation as evidenced by lack of CD69 induction when 
BMDMs were stimulated with GATC and G(m6A)TC in the absence of Lipofectamine. In 
contrast, BMDMs responded vigorously to the TLR4 ligand LPS that is recognized at the 
cell surface (Fig. 1C). We also tested the effect of m6A methylation in mononuclear cells 
obtained from the peritoneal cavity (PMCs) of wild type C57BL/6 mice, a source of naive 
macrophages in addition to other immune cells such as B1 and B2 resident B cells. We 
found that after 6 h transfection with the 34bp GATC and G(m6A)TC sequences, CD69 
expression of PMCs was increased by the presence of adenine methylation (CD69 
GeoMFI = 1878 and 2254 for GATC and G(m6A)TC, respectively).  
Furthermore, the increased CD69 expression was observed independently of nucleotide 
length and the number of G(m6A)TC motifs present, as we could also find increased 
CD69 expression in macrophages stimulated with methylated 19bp sequences. In fact, 
G(m6A)TC-methylation in 19bp dsDNA bearing a single GATC motif was able to induce 
higher levels of CD69 compared to unmethylated motifs (Supplemental Fig. 2, GeoMFI = 
1987 and 2590 for GATC and G(m6A)TC, respectively). Overall, these data show that 
m6A in GATC motifs results in increased response to dsDNA, independently of DNA 
length and numbers of G(m6A)TC motifs.  
We next investigated whether the recognition of G(m6A)TC sequences by macrophages 
had an impact on the expression levels of effector molecules. To this aim, we compared 

the mRNA levels of IFN-, iNOS, IL-1, IL-6, IL-10 and TNF- between BMDMs that 
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were mock-transfected or transfected with Poly(dA:dT), GATC or G(m6A)TC. Strikingly, 
when cells were transfected with the G(m6A)TC dsDNA, the mRNA levels of these 
cytokines were significantly higher compared to transfection with unmethylated dsDNA 
(Fig. 2A, p = 0.005, p < 0.0001 and p = 0.0002, respectively). The mRNA levels of IL-6, 

IL-10 and TNF- were increased in GATC and G(m6A)TC transfected BMDMs as 

compared to mock-transfected cells, but did not differ between GATC and G(m6A)TC 
transfected cells (Fig. 2B, p = 0.158, p = 0.065 and p = 0,602, respectively), indicating 
that the methylation of GATC at this time point did not provide additional signals for the 
transcription of these effector molecules. 

 
Figure 1. Adenine‐methylated GATC motifs enhance macrophage activation, which is dependent 
on  intracellular  sequence  delivery.  BMDMs  were  mock  transfected  (MT)  or  transfected  with 

1g/ml  Poly(dA:dT)  or  400  nM  of  34bp  dsDNA GATC  or G(m6A)TC  sequences. After  6  h,  CD69 
expression  levels were assessed by  flow cytometry  (A). Histogram plots are  representative  for 4 
independent experiments that are compiled in (B) (* p < 0.05). (C) BMDMs were mock transfected 
or  transfected  with  lipofectamine‐complexed  Poly(dA:dT),  GATC  or  G(m6A)TC  (top  panel). 
Alternatively,  BMDM  were  left  untreated  (Ctrl),  or  treated  with  LPS,  and  GATC  or  G(m6A)TC 
sequences that lacked Lipofectamine during pre‐incubation for complex formation (bottom panel). 
CD69  expression  levels were measured  after  24  h  of  stimulation  by  flow  cytometry. Histogram 
plots are representative for 2 replicates that are compiled in the right graph. 
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Figure  2.  G(m6A)TC  stimulation  enhances  IFN‐,  iNOS  and  IL‐1  cytokine  transcription  in 
macrophages compared to unmethylated GATC stimulation. (A) BMDMs were mock transfected 
(MT), or  transfected with Poly(dA:dT), dsDNA GATC or G(m6A)TC  sequences  for 6 h  and mRNA 

levels of (A) IFN‐, iNOS, IL‐1‐, and (B) IL‐6, IL‐10 and TNF‐ were assessed by RT‐PCR. (* p < 0.05, 
** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001). 
 
 

3.2. G(m6A)TC motifs within dsDNA enhance the CD86 levels of DCs  

We next asked whether the recognition of m6A motifs was specific to macrophages, or 
whether m6A motifs were also able to enhance the activation of other innate immune 
cells. To this aim, we measured the response to GATC and G(m6A)TC sequences in DCs, 
which were previously shown to respond to intracellular delivery of nucleic acids (11,12). 
We found that stimulation of Fl3tL-derived DCs with G(m6A)TC dsDNA resulted in 
significantly higher surface levels of the costimulatory molecule CD86 compared to 
stimulation with umethylated dsDNA (Fig. 3A-B, p = 0.012). Again, cytosolic delivery of 
dsDNA was required for DC activation as evidenced by lack of CD86 induction upon 
stimulation with G(m6A)TC or GATC sequences without Lipofectemine (Fig. 3C). Of 
note, also in GM-CSF derived DCs CD86 levels were increased when cells were 
transfected with dsDNA containing G(m6A)TC sequences compared to unmethylated 
sequences (data not shown). Overall, these data suggest m6A in dsDNA enhances the 
activation of multiple cell compartments.  
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3.3. STING  is  responsible  for  the  recognition  of  GATC  sequences  in 
murine BMDMs and DCs 

Because m6A methylation resulted in superior recognition of dsDNA by macrophages and 
by DCs, we next set out to determine which receptors were involved in the recognition of 
these dsDNA modulations. Nucleic acids can be recognized by TLR3, TLR7/8, and TLR9 
(5). MYD88 and TRIF are the essential mediators of these TLR signaling (7,8). To assess 
the role of TLRs in the recognition of the modulated dsDNA sequences employed here, 
we generated BMDMs from MYD88-/- TRIF-/- dko mice and compared their response to 
cytosolic methylated and unmethylated dsDNA with that of wild type (WT) BMDMs. As 
expected, MYB88-/-TRIF-/- dko BMDMs completely failed to respond to LPS, whose 
recognition is dependent on TLR4, MYD88 and TRIF (Fig. 4A and 4B). In contrast, the 
recognition of Poly(dA:dT), GATC and G(m6A)TC dsDNA delivered to the cytosol 
resulted in comparable CD69 levels between WT and MYD88-/- TRIF-/- dko BMDMs 
after 6 h of stimulation (Fig 4A and 4B). This indicates that TLRs are not involved in the 
recognition of cytosolic GATC and G(m6A)TC sequences.  
 

 
Figure 3. Adenosine‐methylated GATC motifs enhance dendritic cell activation.  (A, B) Flt3L‐DCs 
were mock transfected (MT) or transfected overnight with Poly(dA:dT), dsDNA GATC or G(m6A)TC 
sequences, and CD86 expression (of CD11c+ cells) was measured by flow cytometry. (C) Flt3L DCs 
were left untreated, or were stimulated overnight with LPS, or with GATC or G(m6A)TC sequences 
in  Lipofectemin‐free medium,  and  CD86  expression  levels were measured.  Displayed  data  are 
representative for 3 independent experiments. 
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Figure  4.  STING  is  required  for macrophage  activation with  GATC  and  G(m6A)TC  sequences. 
BMDMs generated  from  (A) WT,  (B) MYD88‐/‐TRIF‐/‐ dko,  (C)  IPS‐1‐/‐ or  (D) STING‐/‐ mice were 

left untreated or were treated with 1g/ml LPS (left panel), mock transfected (MT) or transfected 

with  1  g/ml  Poly(dA:dT)  (middle  panel),  or with  400  nM  of  34bp  dsDNA  GATC  or  G(m6A)TC 
sequences (right panel). After 6 h, CD69 expression levels were assessed by flow cytometry. 
 
 

We next assessed whether RIG-I-like receptors were involved in the recognition of 
G(m6A)TC dsDNA sequences. RIG-I-like family members are found in the cytosol and 
are mainly responsible for the recognition of dsRNA from dsRNA viruses or that are 
generated by Polymerase III from dsDNA (4,9,10). Because RIG-I molecules signal 
through the adaptor molecule IPS-1 (30,31), we generated BMDMs derived from IPS-1-/- 
mice. We found that also in IPS-1-/- BMDMs, G(m6A)TC sequences induced higher 
CD69 levels compared to the unmethylated GATC sequences (Fig. 4C), suggesting that 
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the IPS-1-mediated signaling pathways are not involved in the recognition of the 
G(m6A)TC and GATC sequences. 
Finally, we determined if the cytosolic mediator of dsDNA recognition, STING, was 
involved in the recognition of G(m6A)TC and GATC sequences. STING is a 
transmembrane protein associated with the endoplasmic reticulum. STING has been 
shown to mediate immune response to cytosolic DNA, either by direct recognition of 
dsDNA, or as part of the signaling pathway downstream of DNA receptors (11-15,32). 
Strikingly, we found that CD69 induction  both upon GATC and G(m6A)TC stimulation 
was completely abolished in STING-/- BMDMs, similar to stimulation with Poly(dA:dT) 
that requires STING for recognition ((Fig. 4D); (12)). In contrast, no effect was observed 
on LPS stimulation, which was comparable to stimulation of WT BMDMs (Fig. 4A and 
4D). Similar results were obtained in STING-/- Flt3L-DC that also completely failed to 
increase CD86 expression after overnight stimulation with GATC and G(m6A)TC dsDNA 
(Fig. 5A and 5B). These data demonstrate that cytosolic m6A methylated dsDNA 
recognition induce higher activation of macrophages and DCs, in a process which is 
primarily dependent on STING. Overall, this indicates that N6-methyl-adenine in GATC 
motifs constitute a novel molecular pattern which confers higher immunogenic properties 
to microbial dsDNA. 

 

Figure 5. GATC and G(m6A)TC motifs activate DCs in a STING‐dependent manner. Flt3L‐DC from 

(A) WT  or  (B)  STING‐/‐ mice, were  left  untreated  or  treated  overnight with  1g/ml  LPS, mock 

transfected  (MT)  or  transfected with  1  g/ml  Poly(dA:dT)  or  400  nM  of  34bp  dsDNA GATC  or 
G(m6A)TC sequences, and CD86 expression levels were assessed by flow cytometry.  
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4. Discussion 

In this study we show that cytosolic dsDNA containing N6-adenine methylation of GATC 
motifs induces enhanced activation of murine macrophages and DCs as compared to 
unmethylated dsDNA, in a process which is fully dependent on STING.  
Recognition of intracellular dsDNA is an important process that can occur during 
microbial infection or after cell damage. dsDNA transfection mimics this process, 
allowing to study the features that characterize immunogenic dsDNA, and the intracellular 
pathway involved in its recognition. Our work confirms that, in order to be immunogenic, 
dsDNA has to be delivered intracellularly, highlighting that dsDNA location is essential 
for provoking an immune response. The minimum dsDNA length required to initiate 
immune activation, as mainly defined by profound type I IFN induction in macrophages 
and DCs, was described to be 45bp (11,14). Our study shows that dsDNA of shorter 
sequence length (34 and 19bp) can also generate an immune response when delivered 
intracellularly. Together with the observation that N6-methyl-adenine can enhance the 
response of dsDNA sequences, this information might be helpful to optimize the delivery 
of therapeutic oligonucleotide during immunization programs.  
Importantly, N6-methyl-adenine enhances innate immune cell activation of dsDNA 
sequences, independent of the nucleotide length. Our results obtained from MYD88/TRIF, 
IPS-1 and STING knock-out BMDMs and DCs exclude the possibility that the recognition 
of GATC and G(m6A)TC sequences is mediated by the TLRs or by the RIG-I-like family 
of receptors, and restrict our search to cytoplasmic dsDNA recognition mediated by 
STING. GATC and G(m6A)TC sequences could be directly sensed by STING, which in 
addition to the classical description as adaptor signaling molecule, has been recently 
described as direct nucleic acid sensor (15,32). The enhanced response to methylated 
sequences could derive from an increased stability of the dsDNA or strength of dsDNA-
STING receptor interaction due to the presence of N6-methyl-adenine. A similar process 
has been recently suggested for the response to bacteria-derived messengers cyclic di-
GMP and di-AMP by the receptor DDX41/STING (33).Alternatively, GATC and 
G(m6A)TC sequences could be recognized by cytoplasmic dsDNA receptors whose 
signaling upon recognition of dsDNA and N6-methyl-adenine is mediated by STING 
adaptor molecule. The best characterized nucleic acid sensors of dsDNA that act 
independently of TLRs and RIG-I receptors are DAI (34), p204 (11) and AIM2 (35). The 
DAI signaling pathway is coupled to TBK1 and IRF3 but not to STING. Therefore, 
together with our results that STING is required for inducing an immune response to 
dsDNA (Fig. 4 and 5), these observations suggest that DAI receptor is unlikely to be 
involved in m6A recognition. In contrast, p204 and AIM2, could be involved in the 
recognition of N6-methyl-adenine sequences. p204 and AIM2 belong to the same AIM2-
like family of receptors (ALRs) and have been shown to recognizes specific dsDNA 
sequences derived from poxviral genomes. While p204 leads to type I IFN production in a 
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STING-, TBK1- and IRF3-dependent way (11), AIM2 activates the inflammosome 

through the adaptor ASC leading to IL-1 production (4). Our data might hint to the 

involvement of p204 and/or AIM2 receptors in the recognition of G(m6A)TC. The 

transcription levels of IFN- and IL-1key cytokines produced upon p204 and AIM2 

engagement are indeed enhanced by m6A in BMDMs (Fig. 2). Furthermore, AIM2 has 
recently been suggested to recognize Legionella pneumophila cytosolic DNA (36), which 
is also characterized by N6-methyl-adenine modifications. This suggests that a closer look 
at AIM2 and ASC-mediated response to G(m6A)TC and GATC sequences might help to 
reveal the mechanism of recognition of these sequences. 

In contrast to IFN- and IL-1, our data indicate that the transcription of IL-6, IL-10 and 

TNF- is not altered by N6-methyl-adenine (Fig. 2), suggesting that the pathways 

responsible for the induction of these cytokines, including NF-kB, do not distinguish  N6-
methyl-adenine within cytosolic dsDNA.  Alternatively, the observation that IL-6 mRNA 
is detectable 3 h after transfection of dsDNA sequences in mouse macrophages, and drops 
after 6 h (14), might indicate that more extensive kinetic studies are required. 
Finally, it cannot be excluded that the augmented response to G(m6A)TC motifs results 
from an increased stability or uptake of the dsDNA-lipid carrier during the transfection 
process, as suggested for bacterial DNA recognition (27). Further studies need to be 
performed to clarify the mechanisms through which N6-methyl-adenine enhances the 
activation of macrophages and DCs.  
Differences in the methylation status between host and pathogen-derived genomic DNA 
represent a key for detection of non-self material, as clearly demonstrated by the ability of 
mammalian immune cells to recognize unmethylated CpG oligonucleotides through TLR9 
(16,18). The importance of methylation as a molecular tag to distinguish between self and 
non-self has also been shown by the fact that several viruses evolved 2’-O-
methyltransferase to mimic eukaryotic mRNA and escape the recognition by the cytosolic 
RNA receptor MDA5 (10). Our study suggests that also GATC N6-methyl-adenine could 
represent a molecular signature of non-self genomes.  
Interestingly, in artificial selection systems GATC motifs are subject to a high rate of 
mutation (37). This might suggest that under natural adaptation of bacteria to the host, 
GATC motifs could have been mutated in alternative motifs, which could potentially be 
recognized by the host immune system. A wider screening of other N6-methyl-adenine 
motifs (i.e. CATC, GTAC) might therefore identify additional motifs that maintain 
immunogenic properties and give rise to innate immune responses in mammals. 
Overall, our study suggests that N6-methyl-adenine in conserved GATC motifs enhances 
the immunogenicity of dsDNA. Defining the mechanisms responsible for this effect will 
help to further characterize the immune response towards pathogens that bear DNA 
methylated motifs, and to optimize the therapeutic strategies towards these pathogens.  
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Supplemental Information 

 
Supplemental Figure 1. Design of the 34bp dsDNA sequences GATC and G(m6A)TC motifs.  The ori 
of  several  plasmid  DNA,  including  pcDNA  3.1,  contains  a  cluster  of  three  GATC motifs.  GATC 
sequences are  indicated by the cutting sides of MboI, a restriction enzyme that cuts GATC. 34bp 
forward and reverse oligonicleotides derived from this region (see magnification) were synthesized 
and annealed to generate methylated and unmethylated dsDNA sequences used for this study (see 
Material and Methods for a detailed description).  
 
 

 
Supplemental Figure 2. Macrophages express higher CD69  levels when 19bp dsDNA contains a 
G(m6A)TC.  (A)  BMDMs were mock  transfected  or  transfected with  Poly(dA:dT),  19bp‐GATC  or 
19bp‐G(m6A)TC,  and  CD69  expression  levels  were measured  after  6  h  of  stimulation  by  flow 
cytometry. 
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The past years of pDC research have demonstrated an important role of pDCs during the 
course of viral infection, but also during neoplastic and autoimmune disorders (1). The 
key role of pDCs relies on their ability 1) to recognize pathogen genomes through high 
expression levels of TLR7 and TLR9, 2) to respond by secreting high levels of type I 

IFNs and other pro-inflammatory cytokines such as TNF- and IL-6, and 3) to exert 

cytotoxic activity towards tumor and infected cells. Their capacity to respond to TLR7 
and TLR9 ligands has been exploited by including ligands for these receptors as vaccine 
adjuvants for the treatment of infections and malignant tumors. Because of their potential 
to improve immunotherapies, a better understanding of pDC development and of the 
mechanisms that regulate their effector function will help both to optimize the existing 
and develop new therapeutic strategies.  
 

1. The Regulation of pDC development 

One challenge of the past years within pDC research has been to track the generation of 
pDCs from early and late hematopoietic cell precursors. For this, transcriptional profiling 
has been instrumental for identifying the crucial transcription factors that determine pDC 
commitment (2,3). 
Among these transcription factors, the ETS transcription factor Spi-B was identified to 
promote the development of pDCs (4-6). Its function has been mainly attributed to its 
ability to promote E2-2 transcriptional activity that is required for pDC development (6,7). 
Furthermore, the study presented in chapter 2 reveals that Spi-B supports pDC 
development by inducing the expression of the anti-apoptotic gene Bcl2-A1. Bcl2-A1 is a 
member of the anti-apoptotic subclass of the Bcl2 family (8). Specifically, Bcl2-A1 exerts 
its anti-apoptotic function by controlling cytochrome c release from mitochondria in the 
course of apoptosis events, possibly by counteracting the activity of Bid, Bax and/or Bad 
pro-apoptotic molecules (8). Our study suggests that, by controlling Bcl2-A1 gene 
transcription, Spi-B exerts its role in pDC development by promoting cell survival.  
Whether and how Spi-B cooperates with other transcription factors that control Bcl2-A1 
gene expression during pDC generation still needs to be elucidated. Bcl2-A1 is also a 
target of PU.1, the highly homologous ETS family member of Spi-B (9). Considering that 
Spi-B and PU.1 bind to the same DNA region, these two transcription factors could 
competitively bind the Bcl2-A1 gene promoter region (5). However, PU.1 being 
preferentially expressed in cDC and not pDCs (10) suggests that Spi-B/PU.1 competition 
for Bcl2-A1 transcription is unlikely to happen in pDCs.  
Spi-B cooperates with NF-kB, a transcription factor that modulates Bcl2-A1 expression in 
T cells, B cells and non-immune cells (11). Also in pDCs, Spi-B was recently shown to 

synergize with NF-kB p65 to activate type I IFN, IL12p40 and TNF- promoters (12). In 

addition, recent studies from Karrich et al. indicate that by interacting with the NF-kB 
subunit p65, Spi-B also promotes the transcription of Bcl2-A1 gene, and possibly other 
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genes such as CD40, IFN- and TNF- (Karrich et al., Department of Cell Biology, 

AMC, personal communication). Of note, Spi-B also interacts through its ETS domain 
with IRF-7 to regulate TLR7- and TLR9-mediated type I IFN production in pDCs (12).  

In addition to type I IFNs, IL12p40 and TNF-, also the levels of the surface receptors 

such as Ly49Q, BST2, Siglec-H, CCR9 and CD200 are reduced in pDCs when Spi-B 
levels are knocked out in mice (12). Overall, this indicates that Spi-B not only controls 
pDC development, but exerts a pleiotropic role by regulating also pDC function.  
Interestingly, studies on T lineage development have shown that Spi-B inhibits the 
expression of the early growth response (EGR)-2 and EGR-3 transcription factor, thereby 

preventing thymocytes to further progress through the -selection checkpoint (13). 

Whether Spi-B controls pDC development also by regulating the expression of the EGR 
transcription factors is to date unknown and needs to be investigated. Interestingly, EGR 
proteins modulate the expression of Id proteins, which are known to regulate pDC 
development (14). Specifically, EGR-1 enhances the expression of Id3 that is required 
during T lineage commitment (13,15). Furthermore, Id2 and Id4 are directly targeted by 
NAB2/EGR in neuronal (NAB2/EGR-1) and vascular endothelial cells (EGR-1) (16,17). 
It would be interesting to assess whether selective knock-down of the EGR proteins in 
hematopoietic cell precursors disturbs the generation of pDCs, and to unravel whether 
EGR transcription factors are also part of the Spi-B, E2-2 and Id protein transcriptional 
network that regulates pDC development. In that regard, studies with the available EGR 
knock-out mice, in combination with shRNA knockdowns in human hematopoietic cell 
precursors, would provide useful information.   
 

2. TRAIL and pDCs 

pDCs play a critical role in orchestrating the immune responses during infections and 
tumors as they constitute one of the earlier responders to pathogenic insults due to their 
expression of TLR7 and TLR9 receptors. Considerable attention has been given to the 
mechanism by which pDCs link innate and adaptive immunity, such as their ability to 
produce high levels of type I IFNs and to present antigen to cytotoxic CD8+ T cells (18). 
We and others showed that pDCs exert direct innate immune functions by contributing to 
viral and tumor cell clearance through cytotoxicity, mainly due to the expression of the 
apoptosis-inducing molecule TNF-related apoptosis-inducing ligand (TRAIL) (19,20).   
pDCs exposed to HIV-1 infection are able to kill target CD4+ infected T cells via TRAIL 
(20-22). Further indication for the role of TRAIL-mediated pDC cytotoxicity derives from 
studies in HIV-1 human patients. The percentage of TRAIL+ pDCs positively correlates 
with the patient viral load, and inversely correlates with CD4+ infected T cells. In 
addition, cART-treated patients show, together with decrease in HIV-1 viral load, a 
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reduced percentage of TRAIL-expressing pDCs which is accompanied by increased CD4+ 
T cell count (22). 
In addition to their anti-viral activity, pDCs have also been suggested to exert an anti-
tumor response by inducing TRAIL-mediated tumor cell death (19,20,22-24), a feature 
that is currently exploited for therapies, i.e. by using the TLR7 or TLR9 agonists 
imidazoquinolines and CpG as adjuvants. One clear example is represented by the 
treatment of superficial basal cell carcinoma (BCC) with topical Imiquimod, which leads 
to complete histological clearance of the treated tumors in almost 80% of the patients 
(25). Interestingly, Imiquimod treatment actively recruits pDCs to cancer skin lesions 
such as BCC, where they exert direct TRAIL-mediated cytotoxicity (20,26). This event is 
possibly mediated by the chemokine CCL20 and/or CCL2 secreted by dermal or tumor 
cells present at the site of the tumor lesion (23,26,27). Infiltrates of pDCs have been found 
in numerous tumors such as tumors of head and neck, ovarian and breast cancers (28-30). 
It would be interesting to assess whether also in these tumors pDCs are able to actively 
mediate anti-tumor responses by inducing TRAIL-mediated apoptosis.  
Other apoptosis-inducing molecules have not been found to contribute to pDCs 
cytotoxicity. For instance, the addition of blocking FAS antibodies during culture of 
activated pDCs with CD4+ T cells from HIV-1 viremic patients did not impair the 
cytotoxic capacity of pDCs (22). Granzyme B, which is produced by pDCs upon IL-3 and 
IL-10 stimulation but suppressed upon TLR stimulation, mainly reduces T cell 
proliferation in a perforin-independent manner, rather than promoting cell death (31,32). 
 

2.1. NAB2, a new player in TRAIL transcriptional control in pDCs 

Like in most immune cells, TRAIL expression is not detected in resting pDCs, but it is 
upregulated upon extracellular stimulations. TLR and type I IFN-R stimulations induce 
TRAIL expression on pDCs. Although few reports indicate that TRAIL surface 
expression is correlated with relocation of preformed TRAIL from intracellular 
compartments to the cellular surface upon viral stimulation (33,34), numerous studies 
suggest that TRAIL expression on pDCs is mainly dependent on de novo protein synthesis 
that follows TRAIL gene transcription (19,35). 
In chapter 3 and chapter 5 we have shown that the NGFI-A binding protein 2 (NAB2) 
and EGR transcriptional regulators mediate TRAIL induction upon TLR stimulation in 
pDCs. NAB2 regulation of TRAIL occurs exclusively downstream of TLR stimulation 
and it is independent of type I IFN receptor (IFN-R) signaling (Fig. 1). A previous study 
has proposed that STAT-1 phosphorylation in activated pDCs is the principal inducer of 
TRAIL expression and of other TLR dependent genes such as MXA and CXCL10 (35). 
Interestingly, similar to NAB2, also STAT-1 phosphorylation is selectively induced in 
pDCs upon TLR stimulation in a PI3K-dependent manner, and occurs within two hours 
after TLR triggering (35). Whether these two transcription factors NAB2 and STAT-1 
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synergize, compete, or independently promote TRAIL expression in pDCs has not been 
investigated yet. However, based on the observation that the canonical DNA binding sites 
of STAT-1 and EGRs on TRAIL are not located in the same clusters, there is to date no 
indication that STAT-1 and NAB2/EGRs compete for binding to the TRAIL promoter 
region.  
Interestingly, the promoter region of the human TRAIL gene also contains interferon-
stimulated response element (ISRE) for binding of the IRF transcription factors. Previous 
studies have assessed the capacity of IRF-7 and IRF-3 to induce TRAIL expression. 
Studies with luciferase reporter assays of the TRAIL promoter have demonstrated that 
constitutively expressed IRF-7 (the prime mediator of type I IFN production in pDCs) is 
unable to bind to the TRAIL promoter in NK cells that were stimulated with type I IFN. 
Conversely, in the same experimental setting, the phosphorylated and therefore activated 
IRF-3 was found to bind to the TRAIL promoter and to activate its transcription (36). 
Whether TRAIL is also regulated through IRF-3 in pDCs should be further investigated. 
In addition, the TRAIL promoter region contains putative binding sites for other 
transcription factors: NF-kB, Sp1, FOXO3s, p53 and NFAT. These transcription factors 
are implicated in the regulation of TRAIL expression in other cell types, but their role in 
pDCs has not yet been investigated (37,38). Considering the cell specificity of 
transcriptional factors that regulate TRAIL expression, it would be interesting to 
investigate whether and how these other transcription factors are involved in the 
regulation of TRAIL also in pDCs. As of yet, based on our results shown in chapter 3 and 
on additional observations (35), it can be ruled out that NF-kB controls TRAIL in pDCs.  
 

2.2. NAB2 and EGRs, opposite roles within and between immune cells 

While STAT-1-mediated regulation of TRAIL has been dissected only in pDCs, the 
studies we present in chapter 4 and chapter 5 show that NAB2 controls TRAIL 
expression also in NK cells. Strikingly, we found that regulation of TRAIL by NAB2 is 
highly cell context dependent. In adaptive immune CD8+ T cells NAB2 inhibits TRAIL 
expression rather than enhancing it as in pDCs and NK cells (39). As we have extensively 
discussed in chapter 5, the origin of this divergence can possibly be attributed to the 
expression levels of NAB2 and the role of EGR target transcription factors, which are 
pivotal to determine TRAIL expression. It would be interesting to assess whether these 
parameters are also fundamental for the expression of other NAB2 and EGR target genes.  
 

2.3. The two‐steps gene transcription control model: lesson from pDCs 

Overall, from our studies on pDCs it emerged that TRAIL expression in pDCs occurs via 
two independent signaling pathways, i.e. mediated by TLR-PI3K/NAB2 and IFN-R (Fig. 
1). We like to define this process as two-step induction, to emphasize that TRAIL 
induction in pDCs can occur via two signaling pathways, independent from each other but 
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which together orchestrate the optimal expression of TRAIL. Taking the high apoptotic 
potential of TRAIL into account, this mechanism allows for tightly controlled TRAIL 
expression, that ensures fast and optimal expression levels of TRAIL in pDCs required for 
rapid killing of infected and tumor cells. 
The two-step gene induction in pDCs is not unique to TRAIL. It has previously been 
shown that type I IFN production is controlled in the same manner, possibly to prevent 
aberrant type I IFN-mediated immune responses (40,41). Sustained overexpression of type 
I IFN, in fact, drives the development of autoimmune diseases such as psoriasis, systemic 
lupus erythematous (SLE) or rheumatoid arthritis (RA) (42), demonstrating the pivotal 
role of control mechanisms to prevent pDC-mediated unwanted immune responses.  
 

 
Figure  1.  Two‐step model  of  TRAIL  induction  in  stimulated  pDCs.  TRAIL  expression  in  pDCs  is 
induced  by  two  independent  signaling  pathways.  TLR7  and  TLR9  engagement  in  pDCs  leads  to 
TRAIL induction in pDCs through the PI3K/NAB2‐mediated pathway. Furthermore, type I IFN, which 
is produced by pDCs also upon TLR engagement, is able to induce the expression of TRAIL in pDCs. 
This latter pathway is independent on NAB2. Importantly, TLR‐ and IFN‐R‐mediated pathways can 
independently  induce TRAIL  in pDCs  (adapted  from: Eur  J  Immunol 2012; 42: 2822–2823,  In  this 
issue). 
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Regulation of gene transcription is one of the mechanisms of control that pDCs developed 
to keep their functionality in check. Another control mechanism is represented by the 
regulation of TLR turnover between the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) and the endosome 
compartments to reduce the potential of pDCs to respond to self-DNA and generate 
unwanted autoimmune responses. In fact, in resting pDCs TLR7 and TLR9 are located in 
the (ER) and are directed to the endosomal and lysosomal compartments only upon 
ligand-induced cell activation (43). Additional control mechanisms include the surface 
receptors C-type lectin BDCA-2 and the immunoglobulin-like transcript 7 (ILT-7). Both 

receptors are associated with the -chain of the Fc receptor for IgE and suppress the ability 

of pDCs to produce type I IFNs in response to TLR ligands (44-46). Because TRAIL 
expression is induced downstream of both TLR and IFN-R signaling, it is tempting to 
speculate that alterations in TLR trafficking and BDCA-2 or ILT-7 receptor signaling also 
affect TRAIL expression in pDCs. It would be interesting to assess whether deregulated 
TLR trafficking or impaired BDCA-2 and ILT-7 function would result in enhanced 
TRAIL expression. This information would help to define whether TRAIL expression and 
TRAIL-mediated cytotoxicity by pDCs also plays a role in the progression of autoimmune 
diseases.  
The ability to produce TRAIL through two different routes should allow pDCs to exert 
TRAIL-mediated cytotoxicity even when one of the two pathways is blocked. This 
acquires importance if seen in the light of viral immune evasion during infection. It has 
been reported that several viruses evade immune responses by selectively inhibiting type I 
IFN production in pDCs by blocking IRF-7 activity (47). Viral proteins that mimic IRF-7, 
inhibit its function through physical interaction, or promote its degradation, are used by 
numerous viruses such as herpesviruses (i.e. Kaposi’s sarcoma associated herpesvirus 8 
(KSHV/HHV-8) and Epstein-Barr virus (EBV/HHV4)) and Rotaviruses (47,48). 
Furthermore, viruses such as vaccinia (VACV) have developed scavenger soluble type I 
IFN-R proteins, which prevent type I IFN to bind to its natural IFN-R on cells such as 
pDCs (49). Therefore, upon infection with these viruses, pDCs should still retain the 
ability to express TRAIL in the absence of type I IFN responses. It should be noted, 
however, that the magnitude of TRAIL induction that occurs downstream of TLR will be 
suboptimal compared to TRAIL expression that occurs when both TLR- and type I IFN- 
signaling are activated (24), therefore suggesting that this expression may not suffice per 
se to promote an efficient clearance of the infected cells.  
Conversely, several viruses have also developed mechanisms to escape the recognition by 
PRRs, or to inhibit the downstream signaling cascade. For instance, Influenza viruses 
possess dsDNA binding sites that sequester viral dsDNA thereby preventing PRR 
recognition (47,48). Other viruses such as Hepatitis C (HCV), VACV and poxviruses 
interfere with TLR signaling by producing proteins that interact and inhibit the function of 
the adaptor proteins MYD88 and other key molecules of TLR signaling such as TRIF, 
TRAM, IRAK2 and TRAF6 (50-52). Again, even if TLR7 and TLR9 downstream 
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signaling was inhibited, pDCs still maintain the ability to produce TRAIL upon 
stimulation with type I IFN produced in a TLR-independent manner by pDC themselves 
or by other cellular sources. Overall, this would enable pDCs to maintain an efficient 
cytotoxic function, independently of their impaired TLR sensing machinery. Interestingly, 
VACV have the potential to completely block pDC function by successfully inhibiting 
both the TLR and the IFN signaling  (49,51), a mechanism that might be exploited by 
other viruses as well.  
 

3. Studying human pDCs 

While pDC may be useful in developing dendritic cell-based tumor vaccines, their low 
frequency in the peripheral blood has hampered attempts to understand their biology.  
Numerous studies in the mouse have revealed that pDCs contribute to an efficient immune 
response against viral infections and tumors, and have been confirmed in human primary 
pDCs and in pDC-like cell lines (19,23,24). In addition to their capacity to respond to 
TLR ligands and produce type I IFN and TRAIL, pDC have been shown to enhance T cell 
responses. In fact, in vitro studies showed that human primary pDCs efficiently take up 
and present Influenza and particulate antigens to cytotoxic CD8+ T cells (18,53-55).  
While the use of human pDCs for cellular therapies may be limited due to their low 
frequency, a successful strategy exploits the ability of pDCs to be activated through TLR7 
and TLR9 agonists. The manipulation of the sensing ability of pDCs through TLR7 and 
TLR9 is widely used during anti-viral and anti-tumor vaccination. TLR stimulation 
increases the expression of TRAIL on pDCs, which acquire cytotoxicity towards infected 
and tumor cells (this has been extensively discussed above). In anti-tumor vaccination 
Imiquimod and CpG treatments are employed as adjuvants for their ability to induce 
TRAIL-mediated cytotoxicity of pDCs. Furthermore, CpG function also relies on the 
ability of pDCs to indirectly promote activation of robust cytotoxic CD8+ T cell responses 
(56).  
In addition to TLR stimulation, the capacity of pDCs to recognize viral and tumor antigen 
represents a feasible strategy for immunotherapy. While the low frequency of pDCs 
renders the use of autologous ex vivo manipulated pDCs difficult, the direct targeting of 
pDCs represents an advantageous method to employ human pDCs for therapeutic 
advantages. Exploring the ability of pDCs to recognize and take up viral and tumor 
particles is therefore pivotal for the design of new strategies aimed to optimize pDC 
function in anti-tumor therapy (18).  
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4. Nucleic  acid  sensing  at  the  interface  between  innate  and 
adaptive  immunity  in  vaccination:  Therapeutic  application  of 
nucleic acid sensors PRRs 

The manipulation of PRR-activation pathways has proven useful to increase immune 
responses against infectious disease and cancer. As also discussed above, the TLR7 and 
TLR9 ligands imidazoquinoline and CpG oligonucleotides represent a clear example of 
how TLR stimulation can be successfully employed for the prevention and treatment of 
infectious diseases and cancer (57,58). CpG treatment has entered clinical trials as 
adjuvants for Influenza, HBV and anthrax vaccines (59). Their function relies on the 
ability to activate pDCs and B cells, which results in the production of pro-inflammatory 
cytokines such as type I IFNs and IL-12, and the upregulation of costimulatory molecules 
such as CD40. This boosts the production of antigen specific antibodies from B cells and 
the generation and acceleration of T cell-mediated responses (58). The TLR7 ligand 
Imiquimod has been established for the topical therapy in malignant and non-malignant 
skin cell disorders such as BCC and preinvasive melanoma (57). Its efficacy is attributed 
to the ability of pDCs to exert cytotoxicity and enhance CD8+ T cell cytotoxicity. Also, 
CpG has been well-characterized for its potential function as adjuvant for anti-tumor 
therapies, as it suppresses tumor growth through the activation of CD8+ T cell responses 
(56,58). 
TLR7 and TLR9 activation relies on the ability of these PRRs to discriminate differences 
between self and non-self nucleic acids, which differ in their sequence and presence of 
specific post-transcriptional modifications. Knowing that there are even more differences 
in the genetic material between microbes and mammals, this suggest that other nucleic 
acid modifications might also be immunogenic, such as N6-methyl-adenine in GATC 
motifs in dsDNA. N6-methyl-adenine methylation is mediated by DNA methyltransferase 
(Dam) which is exclusively present in bacteria (60). As we showed in chapter 6, N6-
methyl-adenine in GATC motifs increases the immunogenic properties of dsDNA. In fact, 
both mouse macrophages and DCs displayed enhanced activation and cytokine expression 
upon stimulation with dsDNA that bears these motifs. 
If further characterized, the response to N6-methyl-adenine in GATC motifs in these 
immune cells could provide new clues to understand immune response to bacteria that 
bear this modification. GATC methylated motifs characterize several bacteria strains that 
infect cells by accessing their cytosolic compartment, such as Escherechia coli and 
Salmonella enterica (60,61). Therefore, the presence in the cytosol of innate sensors that 
recognize these dsDNA patterns constitutes a useful strategy for cells to build an efficient 
immune response aimed at clearing the invading bacteria. Further experiments are 
required to identify the receptors through which cytosolic N6-methyl-adenine in GATC 
motifs are recognized. As of yet, our data indicate that STING plays an important role in 
the recognition of these motifs. Whether STING acts as a receptor and directly recognizes 
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these motifs, as suggested recently (62-64), or whether it acts downstream of a known or 
unknown receptor still needs to be determined.  
Bacteria such as Salmonella enterica which bear N6-methyl-adenine in GATC motifs can 
target specific organs (i.e. the gut) (65,66). Therefore the distribution of DNA receptors 
and the response to N6-methyl-adenine in GATC motifs may also be organ and cell type-
specific. It would be interesting to dissect the response of macrophages or DC populations 
resident in these organs, and compare it with the ones resident in other organs. This could 
be assessed in vitro by isolation of each population and stimulation with N6-methyl-
adenine in GATC motifs. This approach would also allow dissection of the role of other 
cells in these organs. In the case of Salmonella enterica, particular attention should be 
given to epithelial cells at the interface between the gut lumen and the dermal layer, which 
have been shown to play a key role in the response to Salmonella enterica and other 
bacteria which belong to the gut microflora (65,66). In vivo stimulation with dsDNA 
containing N6-methyl-adenine in GATC motifs could offer interesting information. 
Particular attention should however be paid to the delivery method of the dsDNA, which 
should allow cytosolic delivery of dsDNA and prevent alteration in the stability of the 
methylated and control dsDNA due to early degradation by nucleases. An alternative 
approach could be represented by infection with Dam+ and Dam- bacterial strains. 
However, this approach does not represent a good model for dissecting the response to 
N6-methyl-adenine in GATC motifs. Indeed, numerous studies suggest that bacterial Dam 
does not only mediate the methylation of GATC motifs but also enhances the pathogenic 
properties of bacteria by promoting the expression of LPS and other PAMPs (60).  
Interestingly, one mechanism exploited by bacteria that bear N6-methyl-adenine in GATC 
motifs to evade the immune response is the induction of cell death of the specific host 
cells. It has been recently described that the Salmonella strain Salmonella tiphymurium 
colonizes and specifically induces cell death through necroptosis of macrophages but not 
of other cells, NK cells, NKT cells, dendritic cells or neutrophils (61). Understanding 
whether and how the recognition of N6-methyl-adenine in GATC motifs contributes to 
cell death of macrophages but not other cell types such as DCs could reveal the 
mechanism that immune cells adopted to counteract the pathogen invasion and generate 
novel strategies for the development of more specific anti-inflammatory therapies.  
The increased immune response mediated by N6-methyl-adenine in GATC motifs could 
be exploited for therapeutic purposes. However, it should be carefully taken into account 
that cytosolic dsDNA per se has immunostimulatory properties (67,68). This has been 
associated with the presence of a highly redundant system of cytosolic PRRs that allows 
cells to minimize pathogen invasion (69). Therefore, identifying the PRRs and pathways 
through which cells generate an immune response to intracellular dsDNA, and defining 
the border between induction of immune response of N6-methyl-adenine in GATC motifs 
and immunogenic properties of dsDNA would be necessary before progressing towards 
application of dsDNA oligonucleotides bearing N6-methyl-adenine GATC motifs. When 
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this could be achieved, the therapeutic use of dsDNA oligonucleotides containing N6-
methyl-adenine in GATC motifs could constitute a really promising approach for dsDNA 
oligonucleotide based anti-viral and anti-cancer immunotherapies.  
 
Overall this thesis has shed new light on the regulatory mechanisms that control the innate 
immune cell response to non-self nucleic acids. Specifically, our findings further elucidate 
how Spi-B controls pDC development, and show how the NAB2/EGR proteins govern the 
TRAIL-mediated cytotoxic function of pDCs, a regulatory mechanism that is highly cell-
type-specific. By having identified that TRAIL can be induced by two independent 
pathways in pDCs, our studies provide new clues for optimizing infection and cancer 
therapy by harnessing the cytotoxicity of pDCs mediated by TLR and IFN-R signaling. 
Furthermore, we describe that N6-methyl-adenine in GATC dsDNA motifs enhances the 
innate immune response of macrophages and DCs. This study contributes to our 
understanding of self/non-self recognition in innate immune responses and could provide 
interesting clues for the role of innate immune responses towards bacteria that are 
characterized by N6-methyl-adenine and for the development of new therapeutic and 
vaccination strategies in related immune diseases.  
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English summary 

The immune system protects us from infections by recognizing pathogens like viruses, 
bacteria, fungi and other parasites and by establishing an efficient immune response, 
aimed at clear the pathogen and infected cells, and protect the body from recurrent 
infections. The immune response is initiated by innate immune cells, which are able to 
recognize conserved nucleic acid (RNA and DNA), lipid, protein, or sugar structures of 
pathogens through specialized pattern recognition receptors (PPRs). Plasmacytoid 
dendritic cells (pDCs) constitute a class of innate immune cells. pDCs are characterized 
by the ability to recognize conserved nucleic acids of viruses and bacteria (i.e. single 
stranded RNA and double stranded DNA bearing unmethylated CpG motifs) through the 
PRRs Toll-like receptor (TLR)7 and TLR9. Engagement of TLR7 and TLR9 activates an 
intracellular signaling cascade in pDCs, which leads to the induction of the cell-death 
inducing molecule TNF-related apoptosis-inducing ligand (TRAIL), resulting in cell death 
through apoptosis of TRAIL sensitive infected and tumor cells. 
 

The control of pDCs development and function is still not fully understood. In chapter 2 
of this thesis we study the transcriptional control of pDC development, focusing on the 
pivotal role of the transcriptional factor Spi-B during the generation of pDC from 
hematopoietic progenitor cells. We show that Spi-B controls the expression of the anti-
apoptotic molecule Bcl2-A1, which revealed to be direct transcription target of Spi-B. 
These results consolidate the critical role of Spi-B in pDC survival.  
 

In chapter 3 we dissect the mechanisms that regulate the expression of TRAIL in pDCs. 
From this study it emerges that the induction of TRAIL is tightly controlled in this cell 
compartment. In fact, TRAIL is induced in TLR9-activated pDCs downstream of two 
signaling pathways which can be activated independently from each other: the first 
activated by TLR9 upon recognition of nucleic acids, the second downstream of type I 
IFN-receptor (IFN-R). Importantly, the study shows that the transcriptional factor NGFI-
A binding protein 2 (NAB2), which is solely induced upon TLR triggering and through 
phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase (PI3K), governs TRAIL induction in pDCs activated 
through TLR. 
 

The control of TRAIL expression by NAB2 does not only occur in pDCs. In fact, in 
chapter 4 we show that NAB2 promotes TRAIL induction also in natural killer (NK) 
cells (another subtype of immune cells that express TRAIL and induce cell death of 
infected and tumor cells) upon IL-2 and IL-15 stimulation. The study presented in this 
chapter also reveals that early growth response (EGR)-1, one of the transcriptional factors 
directly controlled by NAB2, also plays an important role in the regulation of TRAIL in 
NK cells by promoting its induction.  
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Overall, these data show that the gene regulation through the NAB2/EGR axis allows for 
a highly controlled expression pattern of TRAIL in immune cells. However, our studies 
highlight that the regulation of TRAIL by NAB2 and EGR-1 axis is highly cell context-
dependent. In chapter 5 we discuss the mechanisms through which NAB2 may 
differentially control TRAIL expression between different cell types. Specifically, we 
dissect how NAB2 and EGR expression levels, kinetics of induction, function and auto-
regulation may contribute to NAB2’s opposite role in the regulation of TRAIL expression. 
This information help the understanding of the NAB2/EGR role in the control of TRAIL 
and other effector molecules. 
 

The ability to recognize nucleic acids derived from pathogens is not exclusive of pDCs, 
but is a key feature of innate immune cells. Microbial nucleic acids can be distinguish by 
innate immune cells by their differences in post-transcriptional modifications, such as in 
the methylation status between microbial and mammalian DNA. N6-methylation of 
adenine (m6A) within GATC motifs is conserved in several bacterial strain but not in 
mammals. In chapter 6 we dissect the response of macrophages and dendritic cells (DCs) 
to these GATC motifs bearing N6-methyl-adenine. We show that N6-methylation of 
adenine in GATC motifs in dsDNA enhances the response of macrophages and DCs and 
that its recognition is dependent on STING, a key mediator of cytosolic DNA sensing. 
Overall, these data suggest that the recognition of N6-methylation of adenine constitutes a 
novel means for immune cells to detect and respond towards invading pathogen. 
 

In conclusion, our study sheds new light on pDCs development and function, and might 
provide new clues for optimizing infection and cancer therapy by harnessing pDC 
cytotoxicity through TRAIL. Furthermore, this study provides interesting clues to 
understand the innate immune responses towards bacterial nucleic acids and for the 
development of new therapeutic and vaccination strategies in related immune diseases.  
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Nederlandse samenvatting 

Het immuunsysteem beschermt ons tegen infecties door het herkennen van pathogenen 
zoals virussen, bacteriën, schimmels en andere parasieten. Het initieert een efficiënte 
afweer respons met als doel de pathogenen en geïnfecteerde cellen te verwijderen en het 
lichaam te beschermen tegen terugkerende infecties. De immuun respons wordt gestart 
door het aangeboren immuun systeem . De uitvoerende cellen van dit systeem  hebben de 
eigenschap om geconserveerde nucleïnezuren (RNA en DNA), lipiden, eiwitten of 
suikerstructuren van pathogenen te herkennen door middel van hun interactie met een 
speciale klasse receptoren: de PRRs. Plasmacytoide dendritische cellen (pDCs) vormen 
een subklasse van aangeboren immuuncellen. pDCs worden gekarakteriseerd door hun 
eigenschap om, via de PRRs Toll-like receptor (TLR)7 en TLR9, geconserveerde 
nucleïnezuren van bacteriën en virussen (waaronder enkelstrengs RNA en dubbelstrengs 
DNA met ongemethyleerde CpG motieven) te herkennen. Binding aan TLR7 en TLR9 
activeert een intracellulaire signaleringscascade in pDCs, die het eiwit TNF-related 
apoptosis-inducing ligand (TRAIL) induceert. Dit proces resulteert in celdood door 
middel van apoptose in TRAIL-gevoelige geïnfecteerde- en tumorcellen. 
 

De processen die de ontwikkeling en functie van pDCs reguleren zijn nog niet geheel 
bekend. In hoofdstuk 2 van dit proefschrift hebben we gekeken naar de transcriptionele 
regulatie van pDC ontwikkeling, waarbij we onze aandacht richten op de rol van de 
transcriptie factor Spi-B tijdens de differentiatie van pDCs uit hematopoetische 
stamcellen. We hebben gevonden dat Spi-B de expressie van het anti-apoptotische eiwit 
Bcl2-A1 direct reguleert. Deze resultaten onderstrepen de belangrijke rol van Spi-B in de 
overleving van pDCs.  
 

In hoofdstuk 3 bestudeerden we de mechanismes die TRAIL expressie in pDCs 
reguleren. Uit deze studie blijkt dat inductie van TRAIL in pDCs strikt gecontroleerd 
wordt. TRAIL inductie in TLR9-geactiveerde pDCs is het gevolg van de activering van 
twee signaleringscascades die beiden onafhankelijk van elkaar geïnitieerd kunnen worden. 
De eerste via TLR9 signalering na activering door nucleïnezuren, de tweede via type I 
IFN-receptor (IFN-R)-gemedieerde signalering. Bovendien ontdekten we dat de 
transcriptionele activator NGFI-A binding protein 2 (NAB2), die alleen geactiveerd wordt 
door TLR-signalering via phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase (PI3K), de inductie van TRAIL 
medieert in TLR-gestimuleerde pDCs. 
 

De regulatie van TRAIL expressie door NAB2 vindt niet alleen plaats in pDCs. In 
hoofdstuk 4 laten we zien dat NAB2, na stimulatie met IL-2 en IL-15, de inductie van 
TRAIL ook stimuleert in natural killer (NK) cellen, een ander type immuuncel dat TRAIL 
tot expressie brengt en celdood induceert in geïnfecteerde en in tumorcellen. De studies in 
dit hoofdstuk laten ook zien dat early growth response (EGR)-1, een van de direct door 
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NAB2 gereguleerde transcriptiefactoren, ook een belangrijke rol speelt bij de regulatie 
van TRAIL in NK cellen door stimulatie van de inductie. Samengevat laten deze data zien 
dat gen-regulatie via de NAB2/EGR-as een strikte regulatie geeft van het 
expressiepatroon van TRAIL in immuuncellen. Desondanks illustreren onze studies dat de 
regulatie van TRAIL door NAB2 en EGR-1 erg afhankelijk is van de cellulaire context. 
 

In hoofdstuk 5 bespreken we de mechanismen waardoor NAB2 een verschillende functie 
vervult in verschillende celtypes. In het bijzonder kijken we hoe de expressieniveaus, de 
kinetiek, de functie en de regulatie van NAB2 en EGR een bijdrage levert aan de 
tegengestelde effecten van NAB2 op TRAIL expressie in de verschillende afweercellen. 
Deze informatie zal bijdragen aan betere inzichten in de rol van NAB2/EGR wat betreft 
de regulatie van TRAIL en andere effector-moleculen.  
 

De eigenschap om nucleïnezuren afkomstig van pathogenen te herkennen is niet uniek 
voor pDCs, maar komt voor bij alle aangeboren immuuncellen. Bacteriële nucleïnezuren 
kunnen herkend worden door aangeboren immuuncellen aan hun verschillen in post-
transcriptionele veranderingen, zoals de verschillende methylatie-status tussen het DNA 
van bacteriën en zoogdieren. N6-methylatie van adenine (m6A) binnen een GATC motief 
is geconserveerd in verschillende bacteriële stammen, maar niet in zoogdieren. In 
hoofdstuk 6 onderzoeken we de respons van macrofagen en dendritische cellen (DCs) op 
deze GATC motieven met N6-methyl-adenine. We laten zien dat N6-methylatie van 
adenine in deze GATC motieven in dsDNA de reactie van macrofagen en DCs versterkt 
en dat de herkenning ervan afhankelijk is van STING, een belangrijke sensor voor 
cytosolisch DNA. Samenvattend laten deze data zien dat de herkenning van N6-methylatie 
van adenine nieuwe perspectieven biedt aan immuuncellen om pathogenen te herkennen 
en verwijderen. 
 

Samenvattend hebben onze studies een nieuw licht geworpen op de ontwikkeling en het 
functioneren van pDCs. Ze bieden daarmee nieuwe aanknopingspunten voor de 
ontwikkeling en optimalisatie van infectie- en kanker-behandeling door middel van 
TRAIL-geinduceerde cytotoxiciteit door aangeboren immuuncellen. Bovendien bieden 
deze studies interessante aanwijzingen voor ons begrip van de aangeboren immuun 
respons tegen bacteriële nucleïnezuren. Daarmee openen ze de weg voor de ontwikkeling 
van nieuwe therapeutische en vaccinatie strategieën in gerelateerde immunologische 
aandoeningen. 
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Riassunto 

Il sistema immunitario ci protegge dall’infezione di agenti patogeni infettanti (quali virus, 
batteri, funghi e altri parassiti) grazie al riconoscimento ed all’eliminazione dei patogeni 
stessi e delle cellule infette, ed alla protezione in caso di infezioni ricorrenti. La risposta 
del sistema immunitario è promossa dalle cellule dell’immunità innata. Queste cellule 
sono in grado di riconoscere acidi nucleici (RNA e DNA), lipidi, proteine o carboidrati 
conservati tra gli agenti patogeni, grazie all’espressione di recettori specializzati noti come 
pattern recognition receptors (PRRs). Una frazione delle cellule dell’immunità innata è 
costituita dalle cellule dendritiche plasmacitoidi (plasmacytoid dendritic cells, pDCs). Le 
cellule pDCs hanno l’abilità di riconoscere strutture di acidi nucleici conservati in virus e 
batteri (i.e. RNA a singolo filamento e DNA a doppio filamento contenente isole CpG) 
attraverso specifici PRRs chiamati recettori Toll-like 7 (Toll-like receptor 7, TLR7) e 
TLR9. La cascata del segnale, mediata dal riconoscimento di TLR7 e TLR9 dei rispettivi 
ligandi, induce l’attivazione delle cellule pDCs e l’espressione di TRAIL (TNF-related 
apoptosis-inducing ligand) sulla loro superficie. Grazie all’espressione di TRAIL, le 
cellule pDCs acquistano l’abilità di indurre morte cellulare programmata (apoptosi) in 
cellule infette e tumorali che esprimono il recettore per TRAIL. 
 

Il controllo della generazione delle cellule pDCs e della loro funzione non è del tutto noto. 
Il capitolo 2 di questa tesi è focalizzato sul controllo trascrizionale alla base della 
generazione delle cellule pDCs a partire dal loro progenitore ematopoietico. In particolare 
lo studio si focalizza sul ruolo di Spi-B, che risulta essere un fattore trascrizionale 
fondamentale in questo processo. Dallo studio emerge che Spi-B è in grado di controllare 
l’espressione della molecola anti-apoptotica Bcl2-A1, giocando in questo modo un ruolo 
fondamentale nella sopravvivenza delle cellule pDCs. 
 

Nel capitolo 3 sono stati analizzati i meccanismi che regolano l’espressione di TRAIL 
nelle cellule pDCs. Da questo studio emerge che l’induzione di TRAIL è un processo 
altamente controllato. In particolare, TRAIL risulta essere indotta nelle cellule pDCs 
attraverso due indipendenti cascate del segnale: la prima conseguente all’interazione TLR-
ligando, la seconda mediata dall’interazione tra interferone di tipo I (type I IFN, prodotto 
ad alti livelli dalle cellule pDCs) con il proprio recettore (IFN-R). Il nostro studio rivela 
inoltre che TRAIL è parzialmente regolata dal fattore trascrizionale NAB2 (NGFI-A 
binding protein 2). NAB2 risulta essere indotto nelle cellule pDCs esclusivamente a valle 
di TLR7 e TLR9, attraverso fosfatidilinositolo 3-chinasi (phosphatidylinositol-3-kinase, 
PI3K), ed in grado di controllare l’induzione di TRAIL a valle di TLR9. 
 

Il controllo di TRAIL da parte di NAB2 non avviene solo nelle cellule pDCs. Il capitolo 4 
mostra infatti come NAB2 sia in grado di indurre l’espressione di TRAIL anche nelle 
cellule natural killer (NK, un altro tipo di cellule immunitarie che esprimono TRAIL e 
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inducono morte cellulare di cellule infette e tumorali) stimolate attraverso interleuchina 
(IL)-2 e IL-15. Inoltre, lo studio presentato in questo capitolo rivela che un altro fattore 
trascrizionale target di NAB2 (noto come early growth response (EGR)-1), gioca un ruolo 
fondamentale nella regolazione di TRAIL nelle cellule NK, inducendone la sua 
espressione.  
 

I dati ottenuti dagli studi presentati nei capitoli 3 e 4 mostrano come la regolazione di 
TRAIL da parte di NAB2/EGR permetta un’espressione altamente controllata di TRAIL 
nelle cellule immunitarie. Tuttavia, i nostri studi sottolineano anche che la regolazione di 
TRAIL da parte di NAB2/EGR è un processo che dipende fortemente dal contesto 
cellulare. Pertanto nel capitolo 5 abbiamo discusso le possibili cause di questa fenomeno. 
In particolare, questo capitolo analizza come i livelli di espressione di NAB2 ed EGR, le 
loro cinetiche di induzione, la loro funzione e auto-regolazione, possano contribuire al 
diverso ruolo di queste molecole nel controllo di TRAIL. Queste informazione permettono 
di capire il ruolo di NAB2/EGR nella regolazione non solo di TRAIL, ma anche di altre 
molecole target di questo asse.  
 

L’abilità di riconoscere acidi nucleici derivati da agenti patogeni non è esclusiva delle 
cellule pDCs, ma è una caratteristica conservata nelle cellule dell’immunità innata. Acidi 
nucleici di patogeni possono essere riconosciuti dalle cellule innate grazie a modificazione 
post-trascrizionali, che risultano essere diverse tra agenti patogeni e mammiferi. Un 
esempio è rappresentato dalla metilazione in posizione N6 della base nucleica adenina 
(N6-methyl-adenine) in sequenze di DNA caratterizzate da ripetizioni delle basi GATC. 
Queste modificazioni sono conservate tra diversi ceppi batterici ma sono assenti nei 
mammiferi. Il capitolo 6 è incentrato sullo studio della risposta delle nelle cellule 
dell’immunità innata macrofagi e cellule dendritiche (DCs) a questi sequenze. In 
particolare, lo studio mostra come N6-methyl-adenine nelle sequenze GATC di DNA a 
doppio filamento sia in grado di aumentare la risposta di macrofagi e DCs. Questo 
precesso è essere mediato da STING, molecola fondamentale per il riconoscimento di 
acidi nucleici patogenici intracellulari. Questi risultati indicano che il riconoscimento di 
N6-methyl-adenine potrebbe costituire un nuovo meccanismo utilizzato dalle cellule 
immunitarie per riconoscere e rispondere ad agenti patogeni infettanti.  
 

In conclusione, il nostro studio, mettendo luce sullo sviluppo delle cellule pDCs e sulla 
loro funzione, fornisce informazioni importanti circa l’uso di questa popolazione cellulare 
e della sua capacita’ di indurre apoptosi attraverso TRAIL nell’ottimizzare terapie di 
infezioni e di tumori. In aggiunta, questo studio rivela informazioni importanti sia per 
capire la risposta del sistema immunitario verso agenti patogeni infettivi che per lo 
sviluppo di nuove terapie e strategie di vaccinazione verso malattie immunitarie e altre 
patologie correlate. 
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